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Abstract

This thesis is divided into three parts. Part I, which is the

introductory part, contains three chapters. Chapter One is a brief

sketch of the Standard Thai phonological system. A survey of the

previous work done on Thai stress and rhythm by eight writers during

1955-1975 is presented in Chapter Two. The definitions of rhythm in

general and a historical sketch of the study of rhythm since 1775 are

discussed in Chapter Three.

Part II contains four chapters. The physical measurements of the

full form and reduced form of syllables are presented in Chapter Four.

Chapter Five discusses the nature and role of stress and the correla¬

tion of stress with syllable durations. To prove this view, syllable

durations in polysyllabic words, compounds, elaborate expressions and

sentences are measured. The result conforms quite well with the hypo¬

thesis. Functions and durations of phonological pause are illustrated

in Chapter Six. Chapter Seven contains the definition of rhythmic

foot, the structure and measurement of foot.

Part III is composed of four chapters. A discussion on the dif¬

ference between timing and rhythm and the characteristics of speech

rhythm are given in Chapter Eight. In conclusion, Standard Thai has

two kinds of rhythm--syllable-timed and stress-timed. They are used

in different styles of speech. The choice of salience both obligatory

and optional is described in Chapter Nine. Chapter Ten concerns the

linguistic function of rhythm, syllable quantities in rhythmic units

and the classification of speech rhythm. The author proposes that

historically ancient Thai was a syllable-timed language, but now it



fluctuates between the two types of rhythm mentioned above. To support

the claim of several scholars that speech rhythm is the foundation of

verse rhythm, rhythmic structures in five major types of Thai poetry

are tentatively analysed in the final chapter, Chapter Eleven.
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PART I: Introduction

Chapter 1: Brief Phonological Sketch

In order to analyse speech we have to split up into units the

unbroken stream of movements and resulting sounds that constitute an

utterance. These units can be classified into various categories.

In this thesis, the syllable will be used as the basis for a descrip¬

tion of speech utterances.

Abercrombie states, "One unit seems an obvious starting point

for this purpose, and that is the syllable. Most people seem to be

able to say, without much difficulty, how many syllables are contained

in a given word or utterance; and, with perhaps somewhat more diffi¬

culty, to say where each syllable begins and ends. The syllable

would appear to be an intuitively recognizable unit even for primitive

peoples.

In analysing the language which is my mother tongue, this theory

seems to work well. I have no difficulty in detecting the number of

syllables in a Thai utterance, and I can tell immediately where each

syllable begins and ends. For people who believe in this theory or

people who think that it is useful, the syllable is regarded as the

minimum utterance, and "nothing less than a syllable can be
3

pronounced."

How can the syllable be analysed? Abercrombie suggests,

"Analysis of the syllable yields segments of the syllable, which are

*D. Abercrombie, Elements of General Phonetics, p. 34

^Ibid. p. 35

^Ibid.
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successive points in the complex sequence of movements of which the

syllable consists. These segments fall naturally into two classes,
4

vowels and consonants." Hence, vowels and consonants are defined in

terms of their functions in the syllable. Stetson says, "A vowel

then is the nucleus or central part of the syllable, a consonant on

the other hand is a marginal part, associated with the beginning and

ending of the movement of air engendered by the chest-pulse."^
Syllables in Thai are composed of two types of features,

segmental features--vowels and consonants; and suprasegmental

features— tones (or pitches which have linguistic function at word-

level) .

The full range of possible human phonetic performance is very

U H
wide. There are many ways of combining the resulting movement-

V v
complexes into sequences. From this full range, only a selection is

put to use by the speakers of any single language/'
"It is this selection from the full general human phonetic range

which is formed into the patterns which carry the particular language.

The selection, and the patterns into which it is formed, constitute

the phonology of the language."^
The patterns into which the aural medium is capable of being

organized can be discovered, analysed and described in terms of two

concepts: structure and system. The concept of system deals with

the units (paradigmatic relations), and the concept of structure

4Ibid. p. 38-39

^Stetson, Motor Phonetics, p. 21. (For the details about the theory
of syllable, see Part II, Chapter 4, of this thesis.)

^Abercrombie, p. 70.
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deals with their arrangement (syntagmatic relations).'
Using the symbols V for vowel, C for consonant and T for tone,

the patterns of syllable structure in Standard Thai can be represented
T

in a generalized formula as C(C)V(C).

Every language contains a very large number of segments, both

vocoids and contoids. But a great deal of the variation in the

phonetic quality of segments can be reduced into a limited system.

"The items in a system are phonemes, not segments, and there are very

g
much fewer phonemes than segments in a language."

Consonants

In the consonant system of Standard Thai, there are twenty-one

phonemes: p t k ? ph th kh b d tp tph fshmnrjwlr

and j. All of them can occur in the initial position of a syllable.

Every syllable must begin in a consonant, and not more than two con¬

sonants are permitted. Only p t k ph kh can be the first element of the

clusters and must be followed by r, 1 or w. The restricted combina¬

tions can be illustrated by the following chart:

r I w

p + +

t +

k + + +

ph + +

kh + + +

''ibid. p. 71.

8Ibid. p. 85
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Vowels

The vowel system in Standard Thai consists of nine monophthongs:

ieeuiva u o o, twelve diphthongs: iu eu eu au ui

vi oi oi ai is iua us,-and three triphthongs: ieu, iuoi and uei.

Vowel length in Thai is phonologically significant.

Tone

Concerning pitch fluctuation, which is one of the features of

voice dynamics, Abercrombie says that voice-pitch fluctuation in

languages has two functions: an indexical function (non-linguistic)

and a linguistic function. In its linguistic function, it may be

called speech melody. Speech melody which is found in all languages
9

can be described in terms of structures and systems. He stated,

"The linguistic functions of speech melody are very varied, but of two

fundamental different kinds. In one case, the function of the speech

melody patterns is to be part of the structure of sentences; in the

other case, their function is to be part of the structure of words.

In the former case, the patterns are called intonation, and in the

latter case they are called tone. In every language the function of

speech melody is predominantly either of one kind or the other, so

that the languages of the world can be divided into two classes,

intonation languages and tone languages."'^
Since it is a tone language, tone is much an integral part of the

Thai syllable as are vowels and consonants. Standard Thai has five

contrastive tones, namely, Mid (no tone mark), Low (-), Falling 0),

High (") and Rising (/).

9
Abercrombie, p. 104.
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Examples

sa i 'a kind of fish trap'

_sa i 'to wear'

vsai 'intestines'

~sai 'to prove (with beak)'

,sai 'to push, shove'

lo: 'the name of a Thai alphabet

_lo: 'to cast (in a mold)'

v lo: 'mule'

"lo: 'wheel'

, lo: 'worn-out, e.g. fan/lo:

a worn-out tooth'

In prepausal position, there is a tendency to pronounce the mid

tone with quite a noticeable fall. The low tone starts lower than

the mid tone and gradually moves down. The variant low-level also

occurs when the syllables contain any one of the short vowels

followed by p, t, k and ?. The falling tone starts high and falls to

low. The mid tone and the falling tone are clearly distinguished both

by their starting pitches and by the manners of their ending. The

falling tone begins on a pitch about a minor third above the starting

pitch of the mid tone, and is always closed in pre-pausal position by

a weak glottal constriction. The high tone is also closed in pre¬

pausal position by a weak glottal closure. There is an initial short

rise followed by a sustained high pitch, with no fall at the end."^
The variant high-level also occurs when the syllables contain any one

"''Henderson, "Marginalia to Siamese Phonetic Studies, "In Honour of
Daniel Jones, pp. 416-417.
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of the short vowels followed by p, t, k and ?. The rising tone is

the only compound tone consisting of two movements—somewhat down and

then up.

140 -■

130

120 f

110

100

- ----- [,a]

SO
100^

. DURATION

Fig. 1 TONES ON SHORT VOWELS

(ADAPTED FROM ABRAMSON, 1962, Fig. 3.5)



to
Cu

u x

UJ

3

cy

a

150 140 130 120 110 100

CALLINGTOMp

[,a:]

50 DURATION
FIG.2TONESONLONGVOWELS

(ADAPTEDFROMABRAMSON,1962FIG.3.6)

[-a:]
100%
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Intonation and Rhythm

Even though Thai is a tone language, I am quite certain that

intonation (pitch fluctuation having linguistic function at sentence

level) also has a linguistic function besides the affective functions
12

that can be easily observed. I am not going to discuss intonation

here since I have never investigated this particular area myself, and

from my readings, I still have not got any insight into it yet.

Therefore, I would like to pass to another feature of voice dynamics,

rhythm, which is the target of this thesis.

In short, rhythm in Standard Thai is significant. Both types of

rhythm--stress-timed rhythm and syllable-timed rhythm--occur in Thai.

But they play different roles. The detailed discussion on their

nature and function will be presented from Chapter 4, Part II,

throughout the rest of the thesis.

12
See Pantupong, "Pitch, Stress and Rhythm in Thai," Pasaa,
pp. 46-51. (In Thai)
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Chapter 2: Literature Survey

Almost every linguist who has written on Thai phonology has had

something to say about stress, but very few of them have dealt with

rhythm in its total context. However, I would like to mention briefly

in this chapter the previous work of eight writers: Thawisomboon

(1955), Henderson (1964), Hass (1964), Sagarik (1956), Hiranburana

(1971), Noss (1972), Pantupong (1973) and Bee (1975).

Thawisomboon is the only writer who attempts to provide phonetic

data on Thai rhythm. Instead of the rhythm group Thawisomboon postu¬

lates a stress group.

".... there is only one fully stressed syllable in a
stress group. A long word or sentence may have more than
one stress group within a group, syllables are
uttered with a certain rhythm."1

He uses a musical notation to indicate the rhythm of an utterance.

The quaver (J"), the crotchet (J), and the crotchet with ictus («f)

are used to denote the syllables with weak stress (,x), secondary

stress ('x) and full stress ("x) respectively. He observes that a

syllable having full stress (or a syllable pronounced with more inten¬

sity than a syllable with secondary stress) is usually to be found at

^Thawisomboon, Syllable Junctures Within Stress Groups in Spoken Thai,
p. 19. Thawisomboon1s system of tone marks is as follows:

a mid

V

lowa

a falling
A

higha

£ = rising.
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2
the end of a stress group. He concludes that there is some instrumen¬

tal evidence of correlation between degree of stress and relative
3

duration of syllables.

Here are some examples of common stress groups illustrated by

Thawisoinboon:

a) j j j
'wa ,?a "raj 'What did you say?'

(p. 22)

b) J J J J

'wan 'nt 1 d£:t "ro:n 'The sun is hot today.'
(p. 22)

C) J J J J J

'na ,soq 'sa:n ' khon "cep 'I'm sorry for the

people who've been

hurt.'

(p. 25)

In her article, "Marginalia to Siamese phonetic studies," under

the heading 'Stress and Rhythm,' Henderson comments, "It is obvious

to any who care to listen to Siamese conversation that, despite the

monosyllabic basis often asserted for the language, Siamese utterances

are not composed of a sequence' of more or less equally stressed and

evenly j/paced syllables, each pronounced with the tonal contour pi'oper
to its pronunciation in isolation. Variations of stress, pitch, and

rhythm all play their part in the synthesis of sentences and are

2Ibid.

3Ibid.
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susceptible to systematic analysis and description, difficult though

this may be. A stride in the right direction has been made by Sanit

Thawisomboon in his study of rhythm and stress groups. It still

remains, however, for his findings, and the further extensions of
which they are capable, to be integrated into a competent grammatical

analysis of the spoken language. It is quite clear that many of the

rhythmic groupings he describes, together with concomitant features of
4

pitch and duration, are closely linked to grammatical structure."

Hiranburana is one of Henderson's students who adopted this idea, and

in 1971, did a thorough research on the role of accent in Thai grammar.

While Henderson has been the authority on Thai linguistics in

Great Britain, Haas has been the authority in the United States. In

the same year (1964), a classic Thai-English student's dictionary,

compiled by Haas and her group, came out. Relating rhythm to stress,

she simply states, "Each rhythm group has at least one stressed

syllable."^ Stress is marked by a heavy acute accent (') placed after

any syllable uttered with full strength, and where all unmarked

syllables are considerably shortened and weakened. There is no spacing

between the syllables of a single rhythm group. A hyphen is used when

more than two stressed syllables occur within a rhythm group. Besides

the statement given above and the transcription that one can gather

from the dictionary, Haas does not explain anything else so far as

rhythm and rhythm groups are concerned.

4
Henderson, pp. 422-423. The underlining is my own.

^Haas, Thai-English Students Dictionary, xiii.
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Here are some examples from the Thai-English Student's Dictionary:

a) ?awmaphraawhaaw' - maakhaaj' suan' 'to tell someone what he

already knows.'

b) khun' - miithura?' ?araj' 'What's on your mind?'

c) iad' - samphari' thaaqkaanthuud' 'to break off diplomatic

relations'

A summary of work done in this general field up to 1965, expecially

by people who belong to the American School of linguistics, is available

in Sagarik (1965). Sagarik herself observes that there are four kinds

of stress in Thai: emphatic stress (!), heavy stress("), reduced stress

(') and syncopated stress (no symbol), and the more syllables a rhythm

unit contains, the more the instances of syncopated seem to occur.^
According to Sagarik, there are five ways of saying the sentence

,khau mi: 'scb phre: /k'1a:u ,so:q tua 'She has two silk blouses'.

The syllables in this utterance can receive different degrees of stress

when the rhythm pattern changes. The five ways of saying the above
7

sentence are as follows:

(1) /khaw mi s+a phrs khaaw sooq "tua f/

'She has two white silk blouses.'

(more quickly than normal)

^Sagarik, .An Analysis of the Elements in Thai That Correspond to Basic
Intonation Patterns of English, p. 71.

7
The underlining indicates the part of the sentence which is empha¬
sized. The two arrows and T are sustained terminal juncture and
falling terminal juncture respectively. Double vowels (e.g. ii, aeae)
represent long vowels and the diphthongs +a and ua are equivalent to
[ire] and [us].



(2) /khaw ' m i i 's£a phne "khSsw -> 'sddq "tua 4/

'She has two white silk blouses.'

(normal rhythm)

(3) /khaw 'mi i -> 's+a 'phrase "khaaw 'sdoq "tua 1/

'She has two white silk blouses.'

(emphasizing the idea that she has two blouses)

(4) /khaw "mi i-> "s + a -> 'phraae "khaaw -» "sdoq "tua 4/

'She has two blouses (which are made of) white silk.'

(deliberate or thinking as one is speaking)

(5) / khaw "mi i -*• '(")s+a "phrase -»"khaaw -»"sooq "tua 4/

'She has two silk blouses (which are) white.'

(more deliberate than 4)

Sagarik suggests, ".... the rhythm unit may determine the degrees of

stress on the syllables each contain. Each unit, regardless of the

difference in the number of syllables, has at least one 'heavy stress'

/"/ on the last important morpheme in the unit. The rest of the
g

syllables in the rhythm unit receive graded degrees of stress. She

then concludes that rhythm in Thai consists of phonetic features

accompanying phonemes of stress. It is predictable, depending on the

number of stressed syllables in an utterance; and the unit is generally

short, if most of the syllables receive emphatic or heavy stress. In

a longer utterance consisting of one rhythm unit, the syllables are

contracted except for the last syllable of the last important word,

^Ibid. p. 72
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9
which will be heavily stressed. Concerning degrees of pause, she

says, "After a syllable with emphatic stress there is usually a very

long break; after a heavily stressed syllable, a long break, and after

an unstressed syllable, a short break."

A good review of previous work done in this general field (stress,

degrees of stress and all kinds of reductions occurring in unstressed

syllables) is available not only in Sagarik but also in Hiranburana.^
Hiranburana points out many facts although she uses the transforma¬

tional generative framework in discussing the role of accent in Thai

grammar. At the end of her dissertation she concludes, "We may come

to the conclusion that accent in Thai is predictable and that it has

two functions in the language; the syntactic function and the inter-
12

pretative function."

The most important piece of work that needs to be mentioned is

the article by Noss Called "Rhythm in Thai" which was published in

Tai Phonetics and Phonology (1972). Noss is the first writer who

suggests that rhythm in Thai should be investigated phonetically.

At the end of his article he concludes,

".... the investigation of rhythm in most languages,
including English and other well-studied languages, is a
wide open field. I still am not sure whether rhythm is
phonemic in Thai, whether stress is phonemic, or whether
both are phonemic. The point I have tried to make is that
stress and rhythm must be investigated separately, as
phonetic features, before anyone can decide this question

^Ibid. p. 80

10TV,Ibid.

11Hiranburana, The Role of Accent in Thai Grammar, Chapter II.

12Ibid. p. 195.
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for sure. At any rate more work needs to be done on this
subject, not only in Standard Thai but in the major dia¬
lects of Thai as well."13

Noss discusses rhythm in Thai under four headings: emphasis,

previous research, method and conclusion. He points out the difficul¬

ties in collecting phonetic data on prosodic features. As far as

rhythm is concerned, the most important problem is what will be an

effective technique of collecting data on relative syllable length.

At the end of the section 'emphasis,' he suggests, "By comparing the

percentages for all kinds of five-syllable phrases (like 250 baht) we

might be able to arrive at typical rhythmic patterns for the five-

syllable phrase. Similarly, we could establish patterns for phrases

of two syllables, three syllables, and up to ten, or however many

14
syllables might occur in a single phonetic phrase." Here is the

example of the timing of a five-syllable phrase (p. 35):

sooq rooj haa s)p baat

Absolute: .20 .28 .22 .14 .31 (=1.15)

.29 .35 .26 .18 .42 (=1.50)

.15 .22 .24 .10 .29 (=1.00)

Percentages: 15-19 % 22-25. % 17-22 % 10-12 % 27-29 %

13
Noss, "Rhythm in Thai," Tai Phonetics and Phonology, p. 42. (I have
been interested in this particular subject since May 1971 when the
paper "Rhythm in Thai" was presented by Noss during the conference
on Tai Phonetics and Phonology held at the English Language Centre,
Bangkok.)

14
Noss, p. 35.
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The phrase '250 baht' (two hundred and fifty baht) was pronounced

at different speeds in various contexts and in isolation. Then the

percentages of each syllable's duration in terras of the duration of

the entire phrase was worked out.

Under the heading 'previous research,' Noss mentions what has

been done in the field of rhythm by Haas (1964), Kruatrachue (1960),

Sagarik (1965), Noss (1954) and Thawisomboon (1955). Then he comments,

"I think that all are agreed on the following two points:

1. Syllables in Thai have different relative lengths which are

discernable to speaker and hearer alike; that is, rhythm is a phonetic

feature of Thai.

2. There is in Thai some kind of a unit, larger than a syllable

and smaller than a whole utterance, which can be determined phoneti¬

cally. Investigators disagree as to whether this unit is a rhythm

group, a stress-group, or simply a pause group.

It also seems that some people who are interested in Thai prosodic

features have recognised more or less the same facts, but that most

of these facts have been disguised by their phonological frameworks.

Each of them suggests something but does not commit himself or herself

to a final word. Most of the linguists who have dealt with Thai pho¬

nology associate rhythm with stress, degrees of stress and junctures.

Noss is the first to suggest that the measurement of relative syllable

duration could be a clue to rhythmic patterns in Thai.

Noss's technique described under the heading 'method' might be

15Ibid. p. 37.



questioned. He suggests that in order to collect data, we need three
16

things:

1. Thai speakers whose speech is considered acceptable;

2. a unit larger than a syllable but smaller than a whole

utterance;

3. an effective way to measure syllable duration.

My methods of collecting data and measuring syllable duration

are entirely different. (See the details in Chapter 4, Part II.J

Noss gives eleven examples, the last nine of which are minimal

sets showing how rhythmic contrasts occur in Thai. The relative

duration of the syllables within the phrases is indicated by the

number beneath each syllable--the number 1 being the longest down to

number 5 for the shortest.

Example 3

jaa kan dii kwaa 'Better get a divorce.'

13 3 2

jaa kan dii kwaa 'Better not block the way.'

3 13 2

In short, Noss gives many- good suggestions to anybody who wants

to pursue the investigation of rhythm.

It has been assumed that Thai has a syllable-timed rhythm. I

could not find out wTho had started the idea. However, most of the

linguists and phoneticians who have done some work on Thai phonology

try to avoid answering directly any questions about rhythm in Thai.

This might be because they do not have any first-hand experience, and

16tw^Ibid.
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at the same time they doubt the assumption that syllables in Thai

utterances have equal duration— if Thai is a syllable-timed language.

All kinds of reductions can be perceived easily in unstressed

syllables.

Pantupong is the only writer who commits herself by saying in

her article "Pitch, stress and rhythm in Thai," that rhythm in Thai is

a syllable-timed type. She says, "Thai is a language in which the

rhythm is determined by the duration of syllables which are equal; no

17
matter whether they receive stress or not." Then she gives the two

following examples:

a) ca 'sai nam* 'ta:n kj 'ko:rw kha //

'How many lumps of sugar do you take?'

b) 'than\ ?AtflIpbA*di : maiv 'ju: //

'The Director-General is not in.'

Pantupong claims that every syllable in the above two sentences

is uttered with the same duration although each receives different

degrees of stress."^
Bee (1975) has recognised a kind of systematic alternation between

stressed and unstressed syllables in Thai. He says that the iambic

foot ( * ) which conveniently defines the rhythm of the following

words: kreda:t 'paper,' prstu: 'door,' sepha:n 'bridge,' lekho:n

'drama,' xi)ep'1ra:u 'coconut,' and so on, can easily be expanded into the

cretic foot ( w ) by the preposing of a stressed beat.^

"^Pantupong, Pasaa. Vol. Ill, No. 2, p. 59.

18Ibid. p. 60.
19
Bee, "Restricted phonology in Certain Thai Linker-Syllables,"
Studies in Tai Linguistics, p. 17
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Does Bee imply that rhythm in Thai is a stress-timed type? How

can an iambic foot can be expanded into a cretic foot. What criteria

does Bee use to mark the boundary of a foot in Thai?

In Summary, there have been three different opinions concerning

rhythm in Standard Thai:

1. It is a syllable-timed type;

2. It is a stress-timed type;

3. It is the combination of both or none of the above, or else

something yet to be defined.

If the third idea could be proved, the theory of rhythm should

be revised since it is not adequate. The time to investigate rhythm

in different languages of the world has come; a good theory should

not be built only on a few wellknown languages.
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Background

1. The meaning and the origin of the Thai word [tgen_wa?]

According to the Royal Academy,^ the word 'rhythm1 means

fiau [to:nJ 'part, section (of space and time),' ptu [_suen] 'part,

portion,' and [re~ja?3 '1. distance 2. period, stage (as of

development), interval (of space or time)'.
2

In the Thai-English Dictionary by McFarland, chjang-wa is

given as the pronunciation of the word which is a noun, meaning

'a bar; an interval or division in music; rhythm; final words of lines

that rhyme'.
\ 3

/caQwa?/ is the transcription given by Haas. The word means 'a

beat (as in music), timing interval, and rhythm'. The expression

/khad'cat]w&?' / (v) is used as an example of the usage; it

means '1. to interrupt, intervene; to break in the middle of 2. to

be interspersed (as trees dotting the landscape)'.

Concerning the usage of the word ?\ivns examples are given by
4

Sreshthaputra as follows:

1. timing; swing; rhythm

i sarin ivnSa-^rovm

th*: 'ka:u ~tha:u _phit tjsao_wa?

'You stepped out of time.'

^Thai-Thai Dictionary, Royal Academy (1950) , p. 281.
2
McFarland, Thai English Dictionary, p. 238.

3
Haas, Thai-English Student's Dictionary, p. 114

4
Sreshthaputra, The New Model English-Thai Dictionary, p. 294.
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m t ^ta^ ft n vl"j ^m vi a tvuntvi iatn

tjsao_wa? ^khoiQ kham _pra?-ka:t ~ni: pho:_mo? thi: dieu

'The timing of the declaration is just right.'

laa^tnnnnawanaawia^jH^vns
h

khlo:o ^tpan _ka:p klorn r tor} mi: tpar}_wa?
'Verse must have rhythm.'

I'Os^ua^pim^'NJvn^aNa'un

"po? ^ khwn Ioq ta:m t£aQ_wa? ,kho:r} "na:m

'The dock stage goes up and down in accordance with the

swing of the tide.'

2. spacing

isngntta iao

tpar}_wa? ~ra?_wa:Q ^sau rkhu: _nujq * ji: _sip ~me:t
'The spacing between any pair of poles is 20 metres.'

As far as the origin of the word is concerned, I could

not find anything in the dictionaries, therefore I had to investigate

the whole thing myself. From talking to many scholars both Thai

and Cambodian,to whom I am greatly indebted, I discovered that

the word ffavn:; had been borrowed from the Khmer (Cambodian) word

(n) 'coQvak' [ceQ'oa?] which means 'an act of laying plans;

an act of making things be in line (with); an act of making things

systematic; an act of setting the intervals of time and

^1 would like to express my gratitude towards the following scholars
who have been very kind and helpful to me: anai-vo wusiusn,
a-m-5EJ nnupjun infiuqa, a~i0")<jnvfa'5 n-hijtjp, uatai^-ntjcja^ qsvojy
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0

space. The noun c^Qvak is derived from the verb 'vak' [ua?] meaning
'to lay plans'.

Examples

niyiay mi an coqvak sondap thnoep I?o:

'speak with good rhythm'

fE/s- &)£ zvfi??
c-

dao miun mi an coQvak

'walk without rhythm'

fir firs
C*~

dak seso mi an corjvak

'place the poles with equal space'

SUr&ers Whczr ry/oK
Cr

niyiay cumtoss corjvak

'say something in the middle of a conversation'

F>
? cr

cho: khos coqvak

'do not stand properly in the line'

2. Definitions of rhythm

Rhythm, according to the Oxford English Dictionary (Volume VIII,

II. l.-.PTcre-. , p. 636)^, is 'the measured recurrence of arsis and thesis

determined by vowel-quantity or stress, or both combined; kind of

metrical movement, as determined by the relation of long and short, or

stressed and unstressed, syllables in a foot or a line'. Several

^The Oxford English Dictionary, Volume VII, Poy-Ry, Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press, p. 636.
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meanings of the word 'rhythm' are given in Webster's Third New Interna-
7

tional Dictionary (U.S.A. 1967, p. 1950), but only the following two

meanings are relevant here: "2a: an ordered recurrent alternation of

strong and weak elements in the flow of sound and silence in speech

including the grouping of weaker elements around stronger, the distri¬

bution and relative disposition of strong and weak elements, and the

general quantitative relations of these elements and their combina¬

tions; 5a: harmonious or orderly movement,fluctuation, or variation

with recurrences of action or situation at fairly regular intervals

(investigators, concentrating on recurrent processes, have been able

to demonstrate the existence of many)."

Woodrow, a famous psychologist, says, "By rhythm, in the psycho¬

logical sense, is meant the perception of a series of stimuli as a

series of groups of stimuli. The successive groups are ordinarily of

similar pattern and experienced as repetitive. Each group is perceived

as a whole and therefore has a length lying within the psychological
g

present."

Different writers who have investigated rhythm, especially in

English prose and verse, try to define what rhythm is and to explain

the concept. Here are some examples:

Edwin Guest (1882): "Rhythm in its widest sense may be defined

as the law of succession. It is the regulating principle of every

whole, that is made up of proportional parts, and is as necessary to

7
Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English language,
G § C. Merrian Company, Publishers Springfield, Massachusetts, U.S.A.,
1967, p. 1950.

g
Woodrow, "Time Perception," Handbook of Experimental Psychology,
p. 1232.
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the regulation of motion, or the arrangement of matter, as to the

orderly succession of sounds The rhythmical arrangement of

sounds not articulated produces music, while from the like arrangement

of articulate sounds we get the cadences of prose and the measures of
„9verse."

William Thomson (1923): "Rhythm has at all times been associated

with measurement, especially with that of equality.""''^
E.A. Sonnenschein (1925): "Rhythm is that property of a sequence

of events in time which produces on the mind of the observer the

impression of proportion between the durations of the several events

or groups of events of which the sequence is composed.

Paul Franklin Baum (1923, 1952): "Rhythm, in its simplest sense,

is measured motion; but by various natural extensions of meaning the

word has come to be used almost as a synonym of regularity of varia¬

tion. Whatever changes or alternates according to a recognizable

system is said to be rhythmic, to possess rhythm. In this sense,

rhythm is one of the universal principles of nature. We find it in

the stripes of the zebra, the indentation of leaves, the series of

teeth or of crystals, the curves of the horizon; in the tides, the

phases of the moon, the rising and setting of the sun, the recurrence

of seasons, the revolutions of planets; in the vibrations of color,

sound, and heat; in breathing, the throbbing of the pulse, the stride

of walking ' Rhythm is, by definition, a series, or the effect

9
Guest, A History of English Rhythms, p. 1.

"^Thomson, The Rhythm of Speech, p. 8.

''""'"Sonnenschein, What is Rhythm? p. 16.
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of a series, of equal or approximately equal, or seemingly equal,
12

events in time (1952)

3. Effects of rhythm(s)

Psychologists, musicians, metrists and phoneticians have given

their attention to what rhythm does. "The diverse effects of parti¬

cular rhythms have been observed and brought into play by poets and
13

musicians since the dam of civilization."

Rhythm in general may be said to give pleasure and displeasure

to us. Rhythm can be displeasing when it bores us with a sense of

monotony; it may put us to sleep. Different rhythms (or rhythmical

sequences) produce different effects on our mind--please or displease,

excite or lull, soothe or depress, and so forth. Psychologists have

mainly directed their attention to the investigation of these and
14

other effects of rhythm or rhythms.

The rhythm of a language is not only noticeable, but also deli¬

berate and designed as part of the expression. A sentence would

not have "the same whole meaning if its rhythm were changed, whether

the same words were used or not. ... the characteristic effect of

rhythm contributes something that could not be otherwise given; and

its contribution cannot therefore be exactly described. It may be

used to bring certain words or phrases into prominence and endow them

12
Baum, The Principles of English Versification (1923), p. 3.
Baum, .... the other harmony of prose--an essay in English prose
rhythm (1952), p. 212.

"^Sonnenschein, p. 4.

14ti • JIbid.

"^L. Abercrombie, Principles of English Prosody, p. 29.
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with unusual force; it may be used to imitate natural sounds or suggest
16

definite moods." A given group of words may express affection, anger,

weariness, or joy, depending upon the rhythm of its utterance.

Poets and writers of prose always use rhythms as a means to convey

17
different meanings. In the Encyclopedia Americana (Volume 23), Prof.

Herbert says, "Rhythm becomes an adjunct to meaning when prose conveys

the mood of a person or the quality of a living voice. The Declara¬

tion of Independence is often spoken with rhythms that credibly express

the resolution of the signers. ...William Faulkner can make swift

silent readers feel, through the long reverberations and the sharp

snap of his cadences, the vitality of his characters. Most poets in

English, though they differ about techniques, are concerned with rhythm

not as an adjunct but as an organically essential factor in poetry.

.... The relationships in poetry between rhythm and sense are infinite¬

ly various. At one extreme the rhythm echoes the motion or sound the

line assert, ... At the other extreme an inappropriate rhythm may help

turn a tragic meaning into comedy,..."

Both Stetson and D. Abercrombie regard rhythm as one of the most

fundamental characteristics of the pronunciation of a language. It

is the most difficult thing for an adult speaker to acquire when he

wants to learn to communicate in a foreign language. "It is easy to

see that the rhythm has a vital influence on the details of pronuncia¬

tion. ... the rhythm at high speed determines the slurring or the

16Ibid. p. 28.
17
Herbert, Encyclopedia Americana (Volume 23) p. 480 f.
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18
full pronunciation of syllables." In language teaching "rhythm is

a much neglected factor, though intelligibility undoubtedly depends on

19
it to a considerable extent," Abercrombie says. Moreover, rhythm is

20
among the earliest things learnt by the infant. And it also guides

21
the phonetic changes every language undergoes.

4. The source of rhythmic sense in man

Almost every person has a sense of rhythm, but the origin and

source of this sense is a matter of uncertainty and dispute. Rhythm

exists in three fields of sensation: touch, vision and audition. The

sense of rhythm differs remarkably in different individuals--just as

22
the sense of touch, of smell, of hearing, and so on.

The beating of the heart, the pulsation of the blood in our veins,

or the regular intake and outflow of breath may be the source of all

rhythm. Our striving after rhythm is quite as natural and unconscious

a proceeding as breathing. There is a measured movement in everyday

language just as in other human activities--in our walk, our laughter,
23

our sobbing and so forth. Thus, the beginning of rhythm is in the

senses of the body. There is also a corresponding rhythmic sense dis¬

tributed through the whole nervous system. The common name for this

18
Stetson, Motor Phonetics, p. 206.

19
D. Abercrombie, p. 36.

20T, . .Ibid.

21
Stetson, p. 206.

22Baum (1923), p. 14.
23
Draat, Rhythm in English Prose,pp. 3-4.
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2 4
is 'body rhythm'. For the idealist, rhythm is "a primary law of

being, which manifests itself in all nature, animate and inanimate--
25

therefore in man, both mind and body."

It is as difficult for a human being not to hear some rhythm in

any continuous sound which is not quite uniform, as it is for him not

to make a noise rhythmically. For example, a familiar instance is

that of a blacksmith who rhythmically divides his hammer-strokes between
2 6

the anvil and the hardware he is forging.

Concerning speech rhythm, Abercrombie says, "Rhythm, in speech as

in other human activities, arises out of the periodic recurrence of

some sort of movement, producing an expectation that the regularity

of succession will continue. ... Speech rhythm is essentially a mus-

27
cular rhythm, and the muscles concerned are the breathing muscles."

Thus, speech rhythm is experienced as a rhythm of movement directly

by the speaker. But how does the hearer perceive rhythm? In a sense

the hearer is also the speaker; therefore, he experiences a rhythm of

movement as well. Abercrombie says, "We talk, for convenience, about

'hearing' rhythm, but in fact we feel it, entering empathetically into
2 8

the movements of the speakers, to which the sounds we hear are clues."

5. Perception of rhythm

Human beings tend to consider things in terms of structural

2^Baum (1952) , p. 3

25Ibid.
2 6

L. Abercrombie, pp. 27-28.
27

D. Abercrornbie, p. 96.
O O

Ibid. p. 97.
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groups rather than fragments and the motive is a simple principle of
29

human economy. There is the distinction between objective rhythm

and subjective rhythm. The former exists outside ourselves; e.g., a

series of organ notes or any pattern of sounds and silences mechani¬

cally produced. These events in time may be measured with mathematical

accuracy by means of instruments such as the kymograph, the sound

spectrograph and the oscillograph. They are "the physical facts on

which the psychological facts are based, as a means of controlling the
30

deliverances to the ear." What matters in the perception of rhythm

is what the hearer thinks he hears. "It has been found by laboratory

experiment that readers may be genuinely susceptible to temporal values

without being at all conscious of them. They may pause without knowing

it or think they pause when the instruments record no silence. In

these and other ways they misapprehend or misinterpret the sounds of

speech.

According to Baum (1923), the processes of the subjective organi¬

zation of rhythm are those of coordination, or partly subjective reduc¬

tion of actual 'irregularities' to a standard of 'regularity'. He

states, "When we hear a haphazard succession of drum taps or the irre¬

gular click-click of the type-writer, most of us soon begin to feel

a certain orderly arrangement, a rhythmical swing in the repeated

sounds, a grouping according to a sort of unit which recurs with

nearly equal intervals. The units are not absolutely equal, but are

29
Chatman, The Theory of Metre, p. 115.

"^Sonnenschein, p. 18.
31

Baum (1952), pp.
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elastic, allowing of some contraction and expansion; yet they are so

32
nearly equal, or we feel them so, that the series seems regular."

There is apparently a process of mental equalization at work; rhythmi¬

cal grouping is determined by the duration of the subjective intervals.

The results from experiments show that subjects feel that rhythms con¬

tinue to be fairly good with as much as 14.5 % displacement of temporal

regularity. In other words, people perceive as roughly same intervals
33

in rhythm which are as different in time as 1/7.

Psychologists make a distinction between equivalence and identity

categorization. The perception of equal intervals is an equivalence

(as the same kind of thing or amounting to the same thing) rather than
34

an identity (exactly the same) categorization. Chatman states,

"Indeed, absolutely identical rhythmical repetitions rarely occur in

nature; the perception of rhythm is almost always based upon the

mental approximations of slightly divergent recurrences. What is im¬

portant is the impression of proportion or equivalence, not mathemati-
35

cally exact proportion or equivalence itself."

Various theories have been proposed to account for rhythmical

grouping, but Woodrow comments: "They are all seriously lacking in

factual support and in the precision with which the explanatory con¬

cepts are formulated. Without attempting to explain all the known

facts, they endeavor to give some notion of the reason for perceived

52Baum (1923), p. 17.
33
Chatman, p. 21.

34Ibid. p. 115.

35Ibid. p. 22.
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grouping."

6. A historical sketch of the study of rhythm since 1775

J. Steele

Joshua Steele, an Irishman, a Fellow of the Royal Society, is

regarded as the founder of a school modern prosody which has been

known as the school of "temporal tradition." He pointed out that the

studies of music and speech should be joined together to afford mutual

support. He states that verse is essentially a matter of musical

rhythm, and that not only verse, but also prose, and even every sen¬

tence possesses some kind of rhythm. He applies an elaborate notation

to both verse and prose. Omond praises Steele by saying that his

analytic work is profoundly original, subtle and penetrating, and that
37

nothing like it had been seen before.

In 1775 appeared An Essay towards Establishing the Melody and

Measure of Speech, to Be Expressed and Perpetuated by Peculiar Symbols.

Four years later followed a second edition improved and enlarged

under the title of Prosodia Rationalis; some forty pages of comments

from and replies to various critics were added.

Woodrow, p. 1232.
37

Omond, English Metrists, p. 93. Concerning the originality of Steele,
Fussell (1954, pp. 139 - 140) says, "An almost total neglect of the
bulk of the material I have been examining in this chapter and the
previous one has caused many modern scholars and critics to give
Steele much more credit for originality and priority than he deserves.
He is really little more than a highly competent and sensitive prac-
tioner of the hoary bar-foot analogy which, as we have seen, various
experiments had been applying since Gildon's first suggestion of it
in 1718."

Charles Gildon is one of the first to suggest that English is
a strongly accented language and that English poetry requires atten¬
tion to the structural placement of stresses.
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On the first page of Part II of the Essay, Steele expresses his

own view as follows: "The art of music, whether applied to speaking,

singing, or dancing, is divided into two great branches, sound and

measure, more familiarly called tune and time. Instead of which words,

I use (for the most part) the Greek terms of melody and rhythmus, being

more significant, as generals, than our vulgar terms. ... When the

cadences of our language, either poetry or prose, are properly marked

in our way, every person initiated in the practical knowledge of

music will be able to comprehend our meaning, and to read the words
38

according to the melody and rhythmus we shall mark to them."

Melody is now called intonation and rhythmus is rhythm, in the tech¬

nical language of phoneticians.

The measure of speech, in prose as well as in poetry, is governed

by a pulsation of emphatic and remiss. Steele states, "Our breathing,

the beating of our pulse, and our movement in walking, make the divi¬

sion of time by pointed and regular cadences familiar and natural to

us. Each of these movements, or cadences, in divided into two alter¬

nate motions, significantly expressed by the Greek words arsis and

thesis, raising and posing, or setting down; the latter of which,

coming down as it were with weight, is what we mean to call heavy,

being the most energic or emphatic of the two; the other, being more

39
remiss, and with less emphasis we call light."

There are two general modes of the measurement of time, namely

common time and triple time. The former is divided equally by 2, and

38
Steele, An Essay Towards Establishing the Melody and Measure of
Speech, p. 18.

39
Ibid. p. 20.
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40
the double cadence, by 4; the latter, may be divided by 6. The

length of syllables is various (according to the type of the language).

Sometimes words and sentences must be measured by common time and
41

sometimes by triple time.

In general Steele conceives speech as consisting of:

acute

a. melody by slides < and

grave

> loud or soft

measure

or

rhythmus

of motion and rest

distinguished by

quantity

and

cadence

long
and
short

heavy
and

light

There are five orders of accidents incident to melody and measure

(p. 24):

1. Accent : Acute /, grave \, or both combined /\ V .

2. Quantity : Longest *"] , long ? , short shortest I.

3. Pause or Silence : Semibrief rest I, minim rest — , crotchet

rest l~ , quaver rest ~!.

4. Emphasis or Cadence : Heavy A, light o°o , lightest ot> .

5. Force or Quality of Sound : Loud ^ , louder soft 5 ,

softer <5 ,

Increasing in loudness /wvvWi j decreasing in loudness ,

loudness uniformly continued /v-ww^a/vw .

^Ibid. p. 21.
41
Ibid. p. 22
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In summary Steele points out four things:

1. The heavy note (stressed syllable) is always the first in a

bar and the rest is always light (unstressed).

2. Pauses are factors of metre. The 'emphatic impulse' can fall

during periods of silences, and they are an essential part

of its rhythmic effect. Pauses are an integral part of the

bar.

3. In English the cadences or bars are of equal length, i.e.

the pulsation tends to be periodic--the emphatic impulses

come at regular intervals.

4. The regularity does not produce monotony because of the

recurrence of pauses. A great variety is given within the

regularity by a subtle and individual difference of pause

and syllable length which does not change the regular

pulsation.

42
Lord Monboddo accepted Steele's corrections on intonation

42 /
Abercrfombie, "Steele, Monboddo and Garrick," Studies in Phonetics and
LingirLstics, pp. 36-37. "Steele's purpose in publishing his book,
though he had 'long nourished the matter of it in private' he said,
(he was seventy-five years old when he published it) was to refute
another writer who had shown himself insensitive to intonation.
This other writer was the eccentric and learned Scottish judge,
Lord Monboddo. Monboddo was an acute and original thinker with many
unorthodox theories. He was often ridiculed for his evolutionist
view that men were descended from apes, and had worn away their
tails by their habit of sitting on them. He wrote a long, diffuse,
but most interesting book called The Origin and Progress of Language.
He said in it many things that would meet with approval today, for
instance, that language cannot be studied apart from the society in
which it is spoken, and that speech had its origin in the cries of
command or exhortation which were 'necessary in carrying on work
by joint consent'. But he also said that English when spoken con¬
tains no variation of pitch from syllable to syllable. 'The music
of our language', he wrote, 'is nothing better than the music of a
drum, in which we perceive no difference except that of louder and
softer.' "
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An example of Steele's notation

~ Ordinary walking meafure.

AL
X.

r„ v -y-r rry Y YY
a * ^ i

dJdDZ I
J I

1 UL- r
. ? M i_Li>

- tU_

Yn
-P^^ i SS

A .\ A .*. A .*. A .. .\ A /. AAA.. .*. A

And now, if ever we flood in need "of mature
«^v\A/\ 5 5 5 VWAYAVVWV ? ? 5

! Y Y vd Vr-t i W. p 1
1r- y AiXm

A"."" > i ! • 1 1 1 i x * ^ |
7 P- .

1 i i I t
<r-v S i.-? V * <fcd . _

i
X, ^ X 1 ^ \\ j Al .. 1

/ ^ r-—»
A .% A .\ A A A A

de li be ra ti on and coimfel, the prefent juncture
5 5 5 3 3 e <awmWVW\A

3Efe=±
Tp Y
h—Li-17? i ^

Af=
_LAL_L _S

X-
-V

4—JZ:
t?/

A

A • • A • • «• A • • • • A • • •« A • • •*•

calls loudly for them; we muft be careful, 8cc.
5 55 3555 5 5 ^vwvVWVV\

* jyc'.l'ir.g mtafure means, that the duration of the whole quantity of fyllablcs andpaufej
contained in cadtnc/ (that Is, as much as arc marked between two bars), lhoulcl be equal
to the time of making one ftcp of walking; which aJmits the varieties of JJnv, ordinary, ar.d
quid ivaHing; the next degree above which, in velocity, is running rr.cafurt.
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and other writers praised Steele with dubious compliments. Most of

them thought that Steele's attempt was impracticable and useless.

Steele went off to the West Indies, and devoted himself to philanthro¬

pic work there. Prosody knew him no more, and forgot his teaching.

A few followers kept his name alive and systematized his doctrine.

Of these were Odell (1806), Thelwall (1812), Chapman (1918) and Roe

(1823). Coventry Patmore gives him high praise, and students of

phonetics have recognised his value. Alexander John Ellis, an autho¬

rity on vocal physics, praises and adopts his analysis. "No 'rational

prosody' of the future, no prosody based on the actual facts of lan¬

guage, can neglect Steele's analysis. ... The real student will hail

Steele as a master, however widely differing from his metrical con¬

clusions, and will pronounce his the first really living work in the
43

evolution of English prosody."

J. Odell

In 1806, the second published book of the Steele school, An Essay

on the Elements, Accent and Prosody of the English language, by Odell

came out. In general he follows Steele's doctrine, but when he deals

with prosody he dissents markedly from Steele's teaching. He maintains

that prose does not possess 'rhythmical cadences in regular succession'.

Pauses are not part of verse structure and no metrical pauses affect
44

the recitation of verse.

^Omond, p. 93.
44
Ibid. p. 122.
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J. Thelwall

The next follower of Steele is John Thelwall who was a friend of

Coleridge and Wordsworth, and the editor of the Champion. In 1812,

he published a book called Illustrations of English Rhythmus. Thelwall

adopts Steele's terminology throughout. The most important section of

all is that on "Principles of Metrical Proportion, and of Rhythm."

Here he states his general theory with greater exactitude and more

detail. Common and triple time--quick triple and slow triple--are

distinguished. These are recognised mainly by the number of syllables

in a foot, which is not constant. Concerning the rhythm of verse and

prose, he says that verse is divided by grammatical pauses and caesurae

into obviously proportioned clauses in order to present sensible res¬

ponses to the ear at proportioned intervals and that prose differs

from verse, not in proportion or in the individual character of its

cadences, but in the indiscriminate variety of the feet that occupy

those cadences, and the irregularity of its clausular divisions. It

is composed of all sorts of cadences, arranged without attention to

obvious rule, and divided into clauses that have no obviously ascer¬

tainable proportion.^

Rev. J. Chapman

Rev. James Chapman, a follower of Steele and admirer of Thelwall,

published two books: The Music, or Melody and Rhythmus of Language

(1818), and The Original Rhythmical Grammar of the English Language

(1821). Concerning theory, at any rate, the book unreservedly repeats

45Ibid. p. 127.
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46
Steele.

Rev. R. B. Roe

The book Principles of Rhythm by Rev. Richard (Baillie) Roe

appeared in 1823. This is the most systematic work of the Steele

school. He constantly refers to music and employs musical signs,
47

seven out of eight chapters deal with rhythm in speech. There are

only two points where Roe differs from Steele: 1) he makes an essen¬

tial difference between prose and verse; 2) he does not regard gramma¬

tical pauses as constituents of verse-structure. Roe points out that

pulsations differ indefinitely in strength, but may generally be

classed as 'primary' and 'secondary'. There are three grades of quan-

48
tity: 'long,' 'short,' and 'mean'. Feet are either perfect or im¬

perfect. Prose feet are numberless, including all words of but one

primary pulsation. Imperfect dissyllables are common to prose and

verse. Verse contains 'irregular feet' formed by inadequate or super-

49
adequate syllables which is due to unavoidable defects of language.

C. Patmore

By far the most remarkable contribution of the period between

1850-1900 is Coventry Patmore's Essay on English Metrical Law (1856).

He insists that metre is 'a simple series of isochronous intervals,

marked by accents'.^ It exists in all speech, when adequately

46Ibid. p. 131.
47
Ibid. p. 138.

48
Ibid. p. 139.

49
Ibid. p. 140.

50Ibid. p. 171.
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rendered; time and tone are essential, and the two are inseparable.*^
Patmore thinks that there is no necessary distinction between the

right reading of prose and that of verse. The function of metre is

to mark certain isochronous intervals. Patmore says, "Metre implies

something measured.... "the thing measured is the time occupied in
52

the delivery of a series of words." According to Patmore, the two

indispensable conditions of metre are the division of utterance into

equal or proportionate spaces, and the manifestation of this division

by means of an ictus or beat, physical or mental. In order to make

the statement of fsochronism less rigid, he says that the equality of

metrical intervals between accent and accent is no more than 'general'

and 'approximate'. He points out that a satisfactory metrical analysis

should take pause into account, and that the ictus can be replaced by
53

a pause. Patmore is aware of the relative character of syllable

quantities as well.

A. J. Ellis

Alexander John Ellis confirms the idea that verse-rhythm in

English depends mainly on periodical succession of clear force-accent

or emphasis, and that length of syllables has no part in the fixed

laws of English verse--rhythm--but has much influence on the oral

effect. *^

Ibid.

52Ibid.
53
Sumera, "The temporal tradition in the study of verse structure,
Work in Progress no. 6, p. 27.

54
Omond, loc.cit, p. 189.
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T. S. Qmond

Omond himself, even though highly praising Steele, absolutely

disagrees with Steele's statement that the regular cadences occur in

prose as well as in verse. He argues as follows: "With this state¬

ment I cannot agree. All musical scansionists of prose seem to me apt

to read into it a factitious regularity... No doubt in all speech

there is a tendency to be rhythmical, and by exercising a little com¬

pulsion we can force prose words to keep time. But the true beauty of

prose is lost when we do so. Fundamental irregularity is the law of

prose, as fundamental regularity of verse. Certainly, a good prose

has its musical movements, which in ordinary parlance are vaguely

called 'rhythmical,' in obedience to which a sentence rises or falls,

swells or dies away. Isolated phrases will form rhythmical passages,

just as isolated words will form 'feet' in our speech as in Greek; but

these are not therefore necessary or fundamental. Metre may exist in

prose, without being more than an accident; prose may be metric without

being emmetric. Too great metrical regularity, we all know, is fatal

to good prose. ... In verse, syllables are set to equal time-measures,

in prose to unequal. We can contain them to act otherwise if we like,

but in doing so we destroy their proper effect. Add to this that no

two readers will 'poise' prose sentences in at all the same way, and

it will appear how futile to force upon prose the temporal regularity

which belongs only to verse. Those who seek to obliterate the dividing

line between prose and verse must be somewhat insensible to the prime

beauties of either.

*^Ibid. pp. 91-92.
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W. Thomson

The most significant contribution to the study of rhythm in the

early part of this century came from William Thomson. In his early

pamphlet "The Basis of English Rhythm" (1904) he raises a number of

points. For example, quantity is one of the first things discussed

by Thomson. He suggests that instead of the length of vowels we should

also consider the length of syllables, whether due to the length of

vowels or consonants or of the two combined. A study of the full

range of syllable durations in different environments is needed.^
With regard to syllable durations, he says that the so-called 'long

syllable' may have at least three different lengths, and that the length

of accented syllables varies according to the character and number of

unaccented syllables intervening before the next accent.^
The preliminary remarks contained in 'The Basis of English Rhythm'

were developed into a big book entitled The Rhythm of Speech which

appeared in 1923. Thomson recognises two kinds of rhythm which he

calls 'inorganic' and 'organic'. The inorganic rhythm consists of an

objective recurrence of the same phenomenon at equal intervals, and

the organic rhythm has to do with perception, i.e. it is perceived as

consisting of groups of two or three. Thomson states, "It is the or¬

ganic rhythm super-induced upon the inorganic--one might say woven

upon it as upon an underlying fabric--that with its new accents and

measures possesses the greater attraction for the mind. ... Objec¬

tively what is present is a fast form of the inorganic rhythm which

^Sumera, p. 29.

^Ibid. p. 30.
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we must always presuppose. It is only subjectively, only in the
58

rationalising mind, that the organic rhythm assumes existence."

In his opinion, two important things need to be mentioned when

we talk about rhythm; i.e., measurements and points of measurement.

He states, "It is only common sense and common observation that all

measurement, in time as in space, is from a point to a point. The

prosodists from time immemorial have left out the points; or if, as in

English and other modern languages, the points called accents have

been forced on their attention, they have left out the measurements.
59

Adding the two omissions we see that they have left out the rhythm."

The points of force are regarded by Thomson as occupying no time. The

most fundamental truth about rhythm is that it is 'an ordering of

blows' which generally occur at equal intervals, not 'an ordering of
,60times'.

"Syllable already implies a blow of some degree of force. ...An

unaccented syllable is a relative thing; it is only relatively to a

neighbouring stronger syllable that it can be spoken of as unaccented

at all,"^ Thomson says.

Besides the concepts of accent, measure, quantity and musical

time in their relation to organic rhythm, Thomson introduces the con¬

cepts of three other elements of rhythm, 'ictus,' 'thesis,' and

'arsis'. Thesis and arsis are quantitative in their nature, whereas

58
Thomson, The Rhythm of Speech, p. 4.

*^Ibid. pp. 2-3.

^Ibid. p. 28.

61tT - , cIbid. p. 5.
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ictus, being an event, is classed with accent. All three are perti¬

nent to rhythm both in music and speech. He states, "Every measure

is divisible into two parts, thesis and arsis, thesis occupying the

earlier part to the extent of one-half or two-thirds in duple and tri¬

ple measures respectively. The thesis-blow, which is also, of course,

the main accent, is called ictus; for the arsis-blow there is no

corresponding name. Ictus, being main accent, may be said to dominate

the whole measure, while as thesis-blow it is, in a special sense,

master of the first half or two-thirds of a measure as the case may

be."62

Pauses, according to Thomson, are an essential part of rhythm.

"Sometimes a rhythmical series is interrupted by silences, constituting

with the adjoining sounds an essential part of the rhythm, and are

6 3
called rests," he says. A syllable may occasionally be replaced by

a pause of approximately equal duration, or it may be slightly increased

in duration by a pause.64

D. Abercrombie

Prof. D. Abercrombie is one of the phoneticians who recognize

the value of Steele's concept.. He maintains that all human speech

possesses rhythm (a feature of voice dynamics) which "emerges clearly

during those moments when speech is fluent and uninterrupted."66 His

theory of rhythm can be found in Chapter II (pp. 34-36) and in Chapter

VI (pp. 96-98) of his book Elements of General Phonetics (1968).

62Ibid. pp. 25-26.

63Ibid. p. 27.

64Ibid. p. 40.

66Abercrombie, p. 96.
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Eight important points which can be drawn are as follows:

1. The fundamental unit used as the starting point for the

purpose of investigating rhythm is the syllable.^
2. The syllable-producing movement of the respiratory muscles

has been called a chest-pulse, or breath-pulse, or syllable

pulse. The syllable, then, is an audible movement; it is

possible for a syllable-pulse to take place silently, pro-

6 7
ducing an inaudible syllable or 'silent syllable'.

3. A syllable produced by a reinforced chest-pulse is called a

'stressed syllable', and the extra strong muscular movement
6 8

itself is called a stress pulse. (For details about the

physiological aspect of stress, see Ladefoged 1958, 1969.)
4. A stress-pulse usually has the effect of producing a louder-

sounding syllable, but a silent stressed syllable or 'silent

stress' is also possible when there is a reinforced chest-
69

pulse but with no sound at all.

5. Silent stresses play an important part in the structure of
70

English verse and have many functions in everyday speech.

6. Basically, there are two ways in which the chest-pulses and

stress-pulses can be combined to give rise to two main kinds

of speech-rhythm: (1) a syllable-timed rhythm—the syllables

66Ibid. p. 35.

67Ibid.

68Ibid.
69T,Ibid. p. 36.
70
Abercrombie, "A phonetician's View of Verse Structure," Studies in
Phonetics and Linguistics, pp. 16-25.
Abercrombie, "Functions of Silent Stress" .
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recur approximately at equal intervals of time, i.e. the

syllables are isochronous, and (2) a stress-timed rhythm—the

stressed syllables recur approximately at equal intervals of
71

time, i.e., the stressed syllables are isochronous.

7. In a language spoken with a stress-timed rhythm, there is

considerable variation in syllable-length, whereas in a lan¬

guage spoken with a syllable-timed rhythm the syllables tend
72

to be equal in length.

8. According to relevant authorities, every language of the world

is spoken with one kind of rhythm, not both. (This statement

is from his Oct. 15, 1973 lecture.)

Sir G. Young, Bt,

Not every prosodist admires Steele and his followers; for example,

Sir George Young, Bt. who is the author of the book An English Prosody

on Inductive Lines (1928), rejects completely the concept of isochro-

nism by saying: "To regulate such, as by a metronome, were it possi-
73

ble, could only result in an unpleasing monotony." He regards

Steele's teaching which has been developed by his followers as a

'chimaera'.^

K. L. Pike

The terms 'syllable-timed' and 'stress-timed' were coined by

Kenneth L. Pike, in The Intonation of American English. A rhythmic

71
Abercrombie, Elements of General Phonetics, p. 97.

/2Ibid. p. 98.
73
Sir G. Young, Bt., An English Prosody on Inductive lines, p. 87.

74
Ibid. p. 86.
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succession, according to Pike, is a very important characteristic of
75

English phonological structure.

The rhythm units tend to have a similar time value even though

they contain different numbers of syllables. Thus, the syllables of

the longer rhythm units are crushed together and pronounced very

rapidly, in order to get them all pronounced within time limits. The

rhythmic crushing of syllables is the cause of many abbreviations;

for example, some syllables may be omitted, the quality of vowels

become obscure, and so on. Lengths of English syllables are controlled

not only by the lexical phonetic characteristics of their sounds but

also by the number of syllables in the particular rhythm unit. Pike

uses the following pair of illustrations to support his statement

(p. 34): 76
The 'man's 'here.

3- °2-4-3/ °2-4//

The 'manager1s 'here.

3- °2-4-3/ °2-4//

It can be seen that the two sentences contain different numbers

of syllables but have similar stresses and timing. Pike called this

75
Pike, The Intonation of American English, p. 54.

76
The numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent four significant pitch levels
which serve as the basic building blocks for intonation contours in
English:

1 = extra-high
2 = high
3 - mid
4 = low

°2-4 = falling contour from high to low
°2-4-3 = falling-rising contour from high to low then

moving up to mid
The single bar (/) and double bar (//) represent two significant
types of pause.
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type of rhythm unit 'stress-timed'.

"Many languages," Pike says, "use a rhythm which is more closely

related to the syllable than the regular stress-timed type of English;

in this case, it is the syllables, instead of the stresses which tend

to come at more-or-less evenly recurrent intervals—so that, as a

result, phrases with extra syllables take proportionately more time,

and syllables or vowels are less likely to be shortened and modified."
79

This type of rhythm unit is called by Pike 'syllable-timed'.

^Ibid. p. 35.

78T, . ,Ibid.
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PART II: Timing of Syllable, Pause and Foot

Chapter 4: Syllable and Syllable Durations

1. Definition of syllable

The syllable is a basic phonetic unit which can be apprehended,

but it is not easy to define. It is one of the most controversial

things in phonetic studies. Its existence cannot be denied, especially

in an analysis of prosodic phenomena as Pulgram said (1970: 13):

... I do not believe a valid analysis of prosodic
phenomena can be made without some implicit and explicit
definition of the syllable. Without the syllable, the
factors of timing [pauses, phonological quantity, stress
placement, pitch placement] are meaningless.

There is no agreement among linguistic scholars how the syllable

should be best defined. Different theories produce different defini¬

tions of the syllable, but none of them is entirely satisfactory."''
Ladefoged (1975: 221) concludes:

It does, however, seem possible that syllables are
best defined in terms of the activities of the speaker.
It may be that they can be defined in terms of some
measurable combination of respiratory and laryngeal
activity. Alternatively, syllables may be considered
to be abstract units that exist at some higher level
in the mental activity of a speaker. They may be
necessary units in the organization and production of
utterances.

In this thesis, the syllable will be regarded as the smallest

phonological unit;«q4 tfe&t its full form can, by itself, be a rhythmic

unit.

It can be said that syllables in Thai have two forms: full form

form and reduced form. (Their characteristics will be described in

"'"An extensive survey of opinions on, and definition of, the syllable
is to be found in Pike (1971: 410-11), Ladefoged (1975: 219-22), IHW..S-
All fen (1975: 27-45) and Pulgram (1970: 1-65).
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detail under 2 and 5.) With regard to monosyllabic words, full and

reduced syllables can only be distinguished within a larger utterance,

especially in casual running speech.

2. Characteristic of the full form of syllables

In comparison with English, syllable structure in Thai is quite

simple. It can be summarized into the following formulae:

a. C1(C2)V1C3/T
b. C1(C2)V2(C3)/T

= one of the initial consonants p t k ? ph th kh b d tp tjsh

fshrnnq r I wj.

C2 = one of the approximants r 1 w that can be the second element of
2

consonant clusters.

3
C3 = one of the final consonants p t k ? m n q.

= one of the short vowels ieeiusauoo.

4
V2 = one of the long vowels i: e: e: w: if: a: u: o: o:, the dipthongs

iu eu e:u eu e:u au a:u ui u: i oi oi o:i ai a:i io uio us, and the

triphthongs i au uuai uai .

T = one of the tones: Mid (a), Low (-a), Falling a), High (~a)

and Rising (,a).

2
See restricted combinations in Part I, Chapter 1, p. 3.

3
After a short vowel (V.), C3 is always long, e.g. [-p: ] [-m: ] and
so on. This kind of phenomenon also occurs in most Norwegian and
Swedish dialects. According to Jensen (1961: 679-681) postvocalic
consonants are long after short vowels and short after long vowels in
the stressed syllables of most Norwegian and Swedish dialects.

4
The second element of a diphthong is always long when the first ele¬
ment is short, and vice versa,
e.g. ai = [ ai : ] a: i = [a: i ]

au = [au: ] a:u = [ a: u]
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3. Measurement of syllable durations (full form)

In order to measure the length of full syllables and present the

results in detail, it is convenient to divide syllables in Thai into

twenty types and group them into two groups; i.e. group A and group B.

The division is based on three major criteria: a) vowels, b) initial

consonants, and c) final consonants. It seems that syllables having

an initial cluster CC- are a little bit longer than syllables having

a single initial c-; open and checked syllables (C + short vowel +

final stop) seem shorter. In Tai linguistics, it is known that final

consonants influence the patterns of tonal distribution; for instance,

the Bangkok Thai syllables that end with one of the four final stops

p t k ? will never have mid or rising tone.*' .And so far as syllable

length is concerned, it is rather worthwhile to investigate whether

the monophthongs, diphthongs.and triphthongs signal any differences.

Group A

CVN^ dan 'to push'

Short dead or checked syllables (CV + one of the four stops) have
either low tone or high tone and long dead syllables (CV: or CW +
one of the four stops) have either low tone or falling tone. Some
people may argue that syllables such as 'tpa?, vkha?„ 'ha?, vtpak
tpak, "tpiap, ~tpiak, (ke) ~ta:k, ~to:t, ~p£:t and so on, occur in
Thai. Certainly, they do occur, but what kind of words are they?
tpa?, vkha? and vha?, all of them are final polite particles; and
in running speech, the final glottal stop always disappears and vowel
[a] is lengthened before a pause, for example,'*

ma i N da: i _ ro: k v t pa? -> P ma i ' da: i _ ro k 'tpa:] 1 No, you can' t. '
'ko: khoQ 'tpa? di : 'kha?->-['ko khoQ tpa di : 'kha:] ' It may be good.'
The words 'tpak'tpak, "tpiap, "tpiak and (ke) ~ta:k are onomatopoeias;
~to:t and ~pe:t are intimate names which do not mean anything. Thai
people like to invent intimate names or nicknames for their children--
the more different the better. It is regarded as an 'invention', and
those names (usually monosyllabic) fill the slots in the syllable
distribution chart. Although the words are nonsense, they still con¬
tain Thai sounds and tones.

N = one of the final nasals m n and rj.
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7
CVS _dat 'to bend'

CV: -da*. 'to scold'

CV:V da; i 'to cut (grass)'

CV:N -da :n 'port of entry'

CV:S -da :p 'sword'

CW dai 'which'

CWN dwen 'the moon'

CWS -diuet 'to be boiling'

CVW di ou 'only one'

Group B

CCVN kroQ 'cage'

CCVS -krot 'acid'

CCV: p 1 a: 'fish'

CCV: V khwa:i 'buffalo'

CCV:N k liu: n 'to swallow'

CCV: S _kwa:t 'to sweep'

CCVV k lai 'to be far'

CCWN t ri em 'to prepare'

CCVVS -kruet 'pebbles'

ccvw p !iuei 'to be naked'

To make a physical measurement of Thai syllable lengths a reading

list written in the Thai alphabet was prepared. It contained 50

nonsense utterances, and each utterance contained four meaningful

monosyllabic words. (Ten samples were chosen at random to represent

each syllable type.) The combinations of the four syllables within

S = one of the final stops p t k and ?.
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an utterance were carefully arranged so that the segmentation could be

done easily. Nonsense utterances were used to control the speaker's

assignment of patterns to any larger phonological groupings. Although

the aim was to measure the lengths of four syllables in one utterance,

two extra syllables were added after and before a pause: every ut¬

terance was begun with the syllable ?a: and ended with the syllable

?a: ox- na: depending upon what type of syllables came last. It had

been shown in the preliminary tests that Thai speakers tended to

shorten the first syllable and lengthen the last syllable of the ut¬

terances which contain more than one syllable, even although they were

nonsense. (One-syllable utterances are often long, of course.) The

rest of the syllables do not differ much in lengths.

Recordings were made from the speech of 5 speakers of Standard

Thai who spoke no other Thai dialects. (They will be, from now on,

referred to as speakers FP, PP, SS, TL and VP. Speaker TL is,

myself.) All of them were career women and had similar family and

educational backgrounds. The age group was between 28-30. The

recordings were made in September, 1976, at CIEL, Bangkok. The

speakers were instructed to read the script at moderate speed--not
8

too fast and not too slow. The oscillograms of 1,000 syllables

(200 x 5) were made and measured in seconds. The script written in

g
To achieve a proper segmentation so that the durations of the sylla¬
bles and rhythmic feet could be measured accurately, the following
instruments were used throughout this thesis:

1. A tape recorder,
2. the FR0KJAER-JENSEN TRANS PITCHMETER,
3. the FR0KJAER-JENSEN INTENSITY METER,
4. the 4-channel SIEMENS OSCILLOMINK.

(Continued on page 53)
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Thai alphabet and the transcription is given below. The measurements

of durations of the 1,000 syllables uttered by 5 speakers are given in

Table 1. The average durations of the twenty types of syllable and

the total average of the full form of syllable are illustrated in

Table 2.

1. (an) a-Tfiinnfu (an) C?a:) di : rak vna:k~rin (?a:)

2. (an) via^rrsavnjnnuna (an) (?a:) tho:q _krot _muek nusn (?a:)

3. (an) nnau iS'aunmalviej (un) (?a:).-kro: p
v

rujoi -kruet ,ho: i (na:)
4. (an) fi^yiuj'n^naau (un) (?a:) _kri t

*

me: kh ru: klo: i (na:)

5. (an) Tibulnfilfi i nn (m) (?a:) pro: i rai_kri: t reu (na:)

The trans pitchmeter has two different outputs: the duplex
oscillogram and the fundamental frequency, but only the former is
used in this thesis. The term "duplex oscillogram" has been intro¬
duced by Dr. Gunnar Fant. In the duplex oscillogram, part of the
negative half wave of the normal oscillogram is replaced by a high
pass filtered and rectified function of the speech wave, i.e. when
the intensity curve of the audio frequency spectrum is over 1500 c/s.
This means that the two components - the positive past of the audio
frequency signal and the intensity curve of the higher frequencies -
can be mixed and registered on a mingograph. (From Trans Pitchseter
Instruction Manual and Diagrams.)

The intensity meter consists of a preamplifier where the input
level can be adjusted accurately by means of switches with 10 and
2dB steps of attenuation. The amplifier is followed by two circuits
for intensity measurements - channel 1 and channel 2. Channel 1,
which is used in this thesis, is supplied with a high-pass filter
having a cut-off frequency of 500 cps. A logarithmic output from
this channel in combination with the duplex oscillogram provide good
cues for a segmentation. (From Manual of Instruction for Intensity
Meter.)

The oscillomink (a mingograph) is an ink-writing oscillograph:
the recorded material or the outputs of the instruments described
above were registered on a moving roll of paper by the ink-jets. The
four curves used.were:

1. 50Hz time marker (10 centimetre per second)
2. Overall speech wave (or speech signal oscillogram)
3. Duplex oscillogram
4. Intensity curve.

I would like to express my gratitude toward Mr. Motherwell, the ser¬
vice manager of the Phonetic Laboratory, Linguistics Department at
the University of Edinburgh who had patiently supervised me all the
way, so far as the operation of the machine was concerned.
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6. (an) SpiVfiun^uiJiiafi (un) (?a:) _tit fan kriem_se:t (na:)

7. (an) nJSatjaaauiaaavin (un) (?a:)
(
(7a:)

plwei k!o:n _dtuet _hok (na:)

8. (an) fisvmunWlflfl (un) _ka7 Awa:i kroo _do:t (na:)

9. (an) aan^ifauQuann (un) (?a:) klueo riem pun n "khwa: (na;)

10. (an) a^nUanuiaan mSaa (un) (7a:) vkiue p ] a: i dieu _k I i ©t (na:)

11. (an) iwlandsuaaa^ (an) (7a:) phrieu _pi: ^som _klop (7a:)
12. (an) maalvlfian^ ifJan (vin) (7a:) kl*: pai kla:Q Iwek (na:)

13. (an) inanf'.iantnaa (un) (7a:)
x

Qiuak ~ru: ~khre7 ~ro: i (na:)

14. (an) Iwn laauunaa'n (un) (7a:) trai diuen _ba:t *ja: (na:)

15. (an) nmunn^acjanSu (an) (7a:) kruei *ka:o khlui -kiin (?a:)

16. (an) pt*vnulaunnSuuunu (an) (7a:) _tra:p ^dieu kliu:n ,we:n (7a:)

17. (an) ifiaau iwnifiltomS (un) (?a:) ^khlwep ^hau triem ph 1 i : (na:)

18. (an) ivm(un) (7a:) phrau ri eu vkra:u _su:t (na:)

19. (an) aanausnitbasfiu (an) (7a:)
v

k I us i ~le:u _prtf? ~ j i rn (?a:)

20. (an) nffoinouvtenpivnn (un) (7a:) kliuQ w i en xphla:t xha:u (na:)

21. (an) iu§\3amiiJ^auiffaa (un) (7a:) phlv.p da:u _priep ^mtiiei (na:)

22. (an) inatiNjaannviUNjn'j (un) (7a:) rklieQ _ja:k _niuo kru:(na:)

23. (an) luaanuivtemlaa (un) (7a:) ph1ie t£i:n ple:u % nuet (na:)

24. (an) njfanitfauul-jiia (un) (?a:) vprieu luien _pru7 vse: (na:)

25. (an) fitju i^ufi"5aniTu (un) (7a!) _klum ,sie _tro:k "nap (na:)

26. (an) vinauunawmuviu (an) (7a:) ~phro:m "tha:i phruen ,hon (?a:)

27. (an) innauvinna-jvlSu (un) (7a:) kwian ^phruet v 1 u: p _sip (na:)

28. (an) snnvnlafialu (un) (7a:) tri: ,ha: kluie *hai (na:)

29. (an) yumfnuin^tnifa (un) (7a:) phra:u ^ duai kri eu "mat (na:)

30. (an) Ytntiifminn^finnu (an) (7a:) "phra? de:r] _kweo khwa:n (7a:)

31. (an) aSu'riunaumJaau (an) (?a:) —kh1i:p _muet -ba:p ~lo:m (7a:)

32. (an) p.fuitJfianStUSa^ (an) (?a:) ~khriu:n _pliuek ,si: pluieo (?a:)
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Table 1: The measurement (in seconds) of the durations of the syllab-

bles in 50 nonsense utterances as pronounced by 5 speakers

No. Speaker
I

Transcription and Measurement

1 (?a:) di : "rak
v

na: k ri n (?a:)

FP .29 .31 .39 .31

PP .36 .37 .41 .31

SS .40 .30 .42 .27

TL .40 .30 .41 .33

VP .32 .26 .39 .35

2 (?a:) tho:Q _krot _moiek nuen (?a:)

FP .37 .33 .37 .32

PP .44 .38 .37 .39

SS .41 .34 .41 .33

TL .43 .26 .42 .41

VP .40 .39 .44 .36

3 (?a:) _ k ro: p
*

rujei -kruet ,ho: i (na:)

FP .44 .33 .38 .37

PP .40 .34 .39 .32

SS .51 .30 .38 .41

TL .42 .33 .36 .38

VP .43 .34 .41 .37

4 (?a:) _kri t
r

me: khru: klo: i (na:)

FP .38 .35 .34 .34

PP .46 .30 .37 .43

SS .40 .29 .42 .35

TL .33 .42 .41 .41

VP .44 .35 .37 .38
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

5 (?a:) pro: i rai _kri :t reu (na:)

FP .39 .29 .43 .25

PP .48 .32 .44 .30

SS .47 .28 .48 .26

TL .42 .39 .39 .37

VP .43 .31 .41 .34

6 (?a:) _tit fan kri em _se: t (na:)

FP .25 .43 . 35 .39

PP .42 .35 .42 .41

SS .41 .39 .45 .42

TL .29 .51 .40 .40

VP .29 .45 .44 .42

7 (?a:) p liusi k lo:n -diuet _hok Cna:)

FP .36 .47 .32 .34

PP .45 .44 .35 .34

SS .42 .45 .33 .32

TL .42 .49 .32 .45

VP '.46 .45 .30 .40

8 (?a:) _ka? ,wa: i kroQ _do:t (na:)

FP .29 .41 .40 .29

PP .38 .39 .40 .38

SS .38 .36 .46 .36

TL .42 .46 .39 .40

VP .33 ,43 .46 .37
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurerr.ent

9 (?a:) k 1 UOQ ri em pw: n "khwa: (na:)

FP .40 .33 .36 .33

PP .45 .34 .41 .38

SS .49 .37 .46 .46

TL .47 .41 .39 .38

VP .46 .34 .46 .45

10 (?a:)
v

k 1 U9 p 1 a: i di eu -kliet (na:)

FP .35 .38 .32 .41

PP .42 .45 .36 .42

SS .40 .39 .34 .41

TL .41 .42 .35 .42

VP .41 .39 .40 .48

11 (?a:) ph ri eu -pi:
%

som -kleQ (?a:)

FP .43 .32 .36 .40

PP .41 .40 .40 .38

SS • .44 .39 .40 .37

TL .42 .33 .47 .39

VP
'

.41 .36 .42 .39

12 (?a:) kU: pai k 1 a: q luiek (na:)

FP .39 .30 .42 .35

PP .38 .38 .45 .39

SS .44 .37 .45 .32

TL .41 .37 .49 .35

VP .38 .35 .37 .52
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurerent

13 (?a:)
v

Omsk ru: "kh re? ~ro: i (na:)

FP .41 .31 .34 .37

PP .42 .31 .36 .37

SS .42 .29 .49 .34

TL .51 .43 .40 .46

VP .39 .36 .47 .39

14 C?a:) trai dwen _ba: i
V

Ja: (na:)

FP .38 .34 .27 .36

PP .48 .44 .38 .33

SS .49 .41 .38 .33

TL .46 .45 .35 .41

VP .39 .40 .42 .42

15 (?a:) kruei
v

ka: o kh 1 u i _ k 1 i n (?a:)

FP .40 .44 .35 .41

PP .41 .43 .37 .38

SS .42 .49 .42 .36

TL .43 .44 .37 .37

VP .41 .37 .49 .44

16 C?a:) _t ra:p ,di eu k 1 lu : n ,we: n (?a:)

FP .40 .38 .40 .33

PP .46 .36 .44 .36

SS .52 .35 .42 .35

TL .43 .36 .50 .36

VP .47 .38 .49 .36
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

17 (?a:)
*

kh 1 LL'Sp hau "t ri em ph ! i: (na:)

FP .42 .34 .41 .39

PP .45 .36 .39 .40

SS .47 .32 .46 .43

TL .46 .39 .50 .36

VP .37 .41 .44 .41

18 (?a:) phra: u ri au
*

kra: u _su: t (na:)

FP .47 .34 .43 .31

PP .42 .39 .39 .40

SS .46 .36 .42 .31

TL .45 .38 .40 .45

VP .44 .32 .48 .44

19 (?a:)
K

k1uei
~

1 e: u _prx? -jim (?a:)

FP .39 .31 .37 .36

PP .42 .35 .37 .40

SS .40 .29 .43 .35

TL .43 .37 .46 .35

VP • .43 .35 .41 .39

20 (?a:) k 1 UJQ w i en
*

phla:t
x
ha: u (na:)

FP .45 .32 .35 .35

PP .49 .31 .42 .34

SS .45 .32 .45 .28

TL .49 .37 .37 .47

VP .41 .33 .38 .42
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

21 (?a:) ph1x:q da: u _priep rrjai (na:)

FP .43 .30 .41 .51

PP .56 .29 .44 . 55

SS .51 .30 .48 .51

TL .44 .38 .39 .38

VP .47 .32 .43 .32

22 (?a:)
v
k 1 i oq -ja:k -rv-jQ kru: (na:)

FP .47 .50 .28 . 39

PP .47 .41 . 30 . 37

SS .45 .38 .32 . 36

TL .43 .41 .35 .45

VP .44 .39 .38 .32

23 (?a:) ph 1 i a tpi: n p le: u raat (na:)

FP .44 .36 . 58 . 35

PP .41 .43 . 36 .58

SS .41 .40 .47 .36

TL .41 .45 .43 . 35

VP • .41 .44 .45 .36

24 (?a:)
*

pri au liuan _pru?
\

se: (na:)

FP .41 .37 . 52 .33

PP .42 .37 .34 .41

SS .44 .33 .44 .38

TL .50 .39 .40 .45

VP .41 .38 .38 .38
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No.
|.

Speaker Transcription and Measurement • I

1

25 (?a:) _k 1 um ,s i e _tro:k nap (na:)

! FP .36 .35 .42 .29 i

PP .41 .39 .46 .38

SS .40 .33 .45 . 50

TL .42 .42 .46 .50
I

VP .41 .38 .48 .40 J
j

26 C?a:) "phro: m "tha: i ph ruen ,hon C?a0i
2

FP .44 .38 .42 .31

PP .50 .37 .46 . 35

SS .45 .35 .44 . 33
j

TL .44 .38 .44 .34

VP .49 .41 .44 .35

27 (?a:) kw i en
N

ph rust 1 u: p _s i p (na:)
[

FP .42 .31 .31 .32
i

PP .46 .43 .30 .40

SS .42 .43 . 33 .32

TL .38 .40 .58 .38

VP • .43 .34 .43 .40

28 (?a:) tri: ,ha: kliue
*

hai (na:) j
FP .38 .30 .40 .31 1

PP .39 .40 .39 .32 |

SS .39 .35 .39 .50

TL .45 .38 .40 .36

VP .42 .34 .46 .30

!
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No.

i

Speaker Transcript ion and Measurement

29 (?a:) ph ra:u
v

duei k 1 i eu "mat (na:)

FP .43 .32 .38 .34

PP .41 .35 .39 .36

SS .49 .34 .40 .34

TL .42 .38 .38 .33

VP .42 .38 .43 . 33

30 (?aO "phra? de: o _kW£Q khwa:n (?a:)

FP .35 .42 .34 .37

PP .42 .41 .45 .35

SS .42 .38 .40 .36

TL .37 .46 .36 .36

VP .39 .41 .44 .41

31 (?a:) _k 11: p -must _ba: p
~ lo: m C?a:)

FP .30 .31 .39 .34

PP .42 .32 .42 .39

SS .48 .34 .43 .35

TL .40 .40 .36 .42

VP • .47 .39 .46 .43

32 (?a:) "khruj: n _p liuek ,si: p Ilusq (?a:)

FP .42 .32 .38 .42

PP .45 .37 .42 .46

SS .48 .42 .43 .44

TL .56 .50 .41 .41

VP .43 .38 .44 .44
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

33 (?a:) phre: muen
v

kri u no: i (na:)

FP .38 .38 .35 .28

PP .40 .40 .35 .33

SS .48 .36 .36 .39

TL .40 .43 .39 .40

VP .34 .37 .38 .42

34 C?a:) khwa:i _piuei
r

kri eu ~na? (na:)

FP .42 .35 .38 .32

PP .48 .38 .47 .30

SS .51 .39 .40 .30

TL .48 .36 .43 .44

VP .46 .36 .45 .33

35 (?a:) _kwat ,hen
v

ph roQ _so: p (na:)

FP .33 .33 .37 .54

PP .39 .37 .38 .48

SS .49 .32 .40 .41

TL .44 .36 .38 .43

VP .33 .38 .40 .39

36 (?a:) _k]o:k I uem _kwa:t _puet (na:)

FP .43 .33 .38 .40

PP .50 .36 .40 .42

SS .47 .32 .39 .38

TL .44 .41 .44 .32

VP .42 .39 (N .48
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

37 (?a:) _t ruot rhua na: m ja: i (na:)

FP .33 .33 .45 .30

PP .45 .35 .48 .33

SS .47 .30 .44 .35

TL .42 .37 .44 .35

VP .36 .35 .47 .40

38 (?a:)
v

kh riuso _?a: n _k liuak
*

mi: t (na:)

FP .44 .34 .38 .34

PP .48 .39 .48 .33

SS .46 .33 .39 .33

TL .44 .39 •44 .41

VP .45 .37 .42 .35

39 C?a:) _ph 1 i? _ lujop
~

1 i OQ
x

phri op (na:)

FP .37 .36 .32 .43

PP .42 .45 .40 .39

SS .41 .39 .33 .42

TL .41 .39 .34 .42

VP
'

.41 .38 .37 .42

40 C?a:) "phro? rjvn buoi _bot (na:)

FP .36 .38 .29 .28

PP .42 .38 .36 .35

SS .42 .36 .33 .33

TL .41 .42 .41 .35

VP .31 .51 .35 .37
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No. Speaker Transcription and Measurement

41 (?a:) vkh lo:t _Iop
*

wen
x

kh11 : p (na:)

FP .38 .32 .31 .38

PP .51 .37 .29 .43

SS .46 .34 .31 .45

TL .44 .35 . 35 .43

VP .50 . 53 .41 .44

42 C?aO _k 1 op ,suei _kri ep "nine (na:)

FP .30 .38 .42 .31

PP .38 .43 .42 .35

SS .36 .34 .45 .28

TL .36 .45 .40 .34

VP .31 .43 .48 .39

43 (?a:) p 1 a: jthiu:
x

k 1 a i phId: I (na:)

FP .38 .30 .38 .40

PP .43 .35 .45 .40

SS .45 .37 .41 .34

TL .44 .38 .43 .43

VP • .40 .35 .47 .40

44 (?a:) pri eu
r

kl Iq —s uet daQ (?a:)

FP .42 .37 .34 .33

PP .40 .39 .43 .37

SS .45 .38 .40 .32

TL .38 .41 .37 .40

VP .41 .42 .41 .39
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No. Speaker Transcrip tion and Measurement

45 (?a:) khre:q ~sw: t ruen kro: (na:)

FP .41 .30 .40 .35

PP .42 .37 .46 .39

SS .51 .28 .44 .34

TL .46 .42 .49 .50

VP .45 .33 .45 .40

46 O?) khruja _p1ieu duaQ _kI a: u (na:)

FP .40 .39 .37 .38

PP .43 .39 .39 .35

SS .47 .40 .34 .35

TL .42 .44 .38 .42

VP .39 .39 .43 .44

47 (?a:) _klan kh1 a:o ,sieo vkhwi3Q (?aO

FP .40 .44 .35 .43

PP .39 .44 .39 .41

SS .41 .37 .38 .42

TL .41 .45 .40 .42

VP
'

.41 .47 .37 .50

48 C?aO _kwa: _sai ~ph1ui "ma: i (na:)

FP .39 .35 .37 .30

PP .42 .40 .41 .39

SS .42 .30 .32 .40

TL .44 .47 .35 .40

VP .44 .35 .45 .45
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No. Speaker

49 (?a:) "khla:i I*! phruei _h i eu (na:)

FP .37 .34 .39 .34

PP .43 .34 .45 .35

SS .46 .28 .41 .33

TL .46 .35 .41 .34

VP .50 .34 .46 .38

50 (?a:) *khwan _b i at kh1e: q ,sa:m (?a:)

FP .41 .25 .42 .37

PP .45 .30 .41 .41

SS .43 .28 .39 .39

TL .44 .39 .45 .47

VP .45 .42 .51 .44
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Table 2: The average durations of the twenty types of syllable and

the total average duration of the full form of syllable

Syllable Type
Speaker

FP PP SS TL VP

Group A

CVN .34 . 35 .34 .38 .40 .36

CVS .31 .37 .33 .39 .35 .35 y

CV: .32 .37 .35 .39 .37 . 36

CV:V .33 .36 .34 .40 .40 .37

CV:N .38 .42 .40 .42 .43 .41

CV: S .35 .39 .38 .39 .41 .38

cw .32 .35 .30 .38 .35 • 34/
CWN .34 .38 .35 .39 .37 .37

CWS .35 .38 .36 .38 .41 .38

cm .34 .36 .33 .37 .38 . 36

.37

Group B

CCVN .39 .41 .41 .40 .42 .41

CCVS .35 .39 .42 .38 .38 .38 /

CCV: .37 .39 .42 .42 .39 .40

CCV:V .39 .42 .43 .43 .44 .42

CCV:N .43 .45 .44 .47 .45 .45

CCV:S .39 .46
.

.46 .42 .44 .43

CCW .39 .41 .41 .41 .43 .41

CCVVN .42 .45 .45 .44 .44 .44

CCWS .38 .42 .44 .42 .41 .41

CCVW .40 .42 .42 .42 .42 .42

.42

Total Average . 36 .40 .39 .40 .40 .39
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4. Notes and comments on the durations of the full form

1. The average duration of 1,000 syllables said by 5 speakers is

.39 second.

2. The syllables containing initial consonant clusters (CC-) are

longer than the ones with single initial consonant (C-). The average

durations of Group A and B are .37 second and .42 second, respectively

3. The shortest type of Group A is the CW type, i.e. .34 second

and the longest type is the CV:N which is .41 second.. As for Group B,

the CCVS type is the shortest, i.e. .38 second, and the CCV:N type is

the longest, at .45 second.

4. Open and checked syllables tend to be shorter while syllables

having a long vowel or diphthong + final nasal O.g. CV:N, CWN, etc.)

tend to be longer in duration.

5. Among the 200 syllables spoken by each speaker, the minimum

and maximum durations can be summarized as follows:

Table 3: The range of the durations of the full form of syllable by

5 speakers

Speaker Shortest Longest

FP
. .25 .50

PP .29 .56

SS .25 .52

TL .26 .56

VP .26 .52

6. If the range of durations is, for instance from .20 second to

.59 second, the percentages of preferred durations can be shown as

follows:
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Table 4: The average percentages of preferred syllable durations

%

Speaker

Syllable Duration in Seconds

.20 - .29 .30 - .39 .40 - .49 .50 - .59

FP 06 66 27 01

PP 01 48 48 03

SS 06 45 47 02

TL 02 40 55 03

VP 01 41 55 03

In conclusion, the durations which range from .30 second to .49

second form the highest percentage and are therefore the most preferred

durations.

5. Characteristics of the reduced form of syllables

In running connected speech, some syllables, esp. grammatical

words (always monosyllabic) are not usually stressed, except when the

speaker wants to indicate or emphasize something. Generally speaking,

unstressed syllables in Thai seem to be shorter than the stressed ones.

Many changes can also be detected both by ear and by machines. As

Henderson (1964) says, "It is obvious to any who care to listen to

Siamese conversation that, despite the monosyllabic basis often

asserted for the language, Siamese utterances are not composed of a

sequence of more or less equally stressed and evenly spaced syllables,

each pronounced with the tonal contour proper to its pronunciation in
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9
isolation." Unstressed or reduced syllables in Thai speech, pro¬

nounced at a moderate tempo may be described as follows:

1. In comparison with stressed syllables, they are shorter.

2. They cannot, by themselves, be a rhythmic unit. (see detailed

discussion in Part III, Chapter 8.)

3. Vowel change and vowel reduction are quite common;for example:

a.) Vowel length is no longer distinctive: short vowels remain

short and long vowels are shortened.

ta:pu 'nail' -> ta pu:^
ta:ra:o 'scales' -> ta_ ra:Q

ta:wan 'the sun' -* ta wan

mi: pra: _sa:t -tfset /Iaq mi: pra-sa:t -tpet ,lao
'There are seven castles.'

pen Vo:k _pra? -sa:t -> pen v ro:k pra -sa:t

'nervous breakdown'

9
Henderson, "Marginalia to Siamese Phonetic Studies", in In Honour of
Daniel Jones, p. 422.

"^This phenomenon even exists in the spellings of the three words:
'nail' is snsij = fn\J (s = a, n = a:)
'prison' " = fiono^
'the sun' " as-Tu = fnTu

fn\j finno^ and fn-Tu are believed to be the original spellings. They
were noun compounds:

ta: + pu: 'eye + crab' 'nails'
ta: + ra:r] 'eye + rail, track' 'scales'
ta: + wan 'eye + day' 'the sun'

Since the second syllable of disyllabic words is stressed, the first
syllable then becomes shortened. It is noted at the bottom of page
191 of Thai-English Student's Dictionary as follows: "If a word is
not found under fit: , see fin ." Under the lexical entries (p. 191),

(p. 192) and (p. 192), Haas (1964) says:
(#n) tapuu' (tua') N nail (for carpentry),

also fio\j under fin <s.
& tara:q'. See fin*50^ under ?n <5

fis-Vu (?inn) tawan' (duaq*) N eleg. the sun.
Syn. vriSBOfifitj com. NOTE. Probably originally fio-Tvi "eye of the
day". The shortened form is now the only one used.
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pi : _ti? 'to be delighted' -> £j_ _ti?

du: pu: 'to look at a crab' -*■ du_ pu:

b.) Vowels become centralized, e.g.

tapu: 'nail' -*■ tepu:

kha:ra:wa:n 'caravan' -»■ kherowarn

ma: nu: _pla:u 'Will you come?' ma: ~ro _pla:u

c.) Diphthongs become monophthongs, e.g.

*mai ,hen khrai 'to see nobody' *ma ,hen khrai

kin ,,sie _th*? 'Eat it!' kin ~sa -thy?
^

ma:k ^liue kx:n 'very many' ^ma:k , 1 * k*:n

"ntiik _?o:k ~le:u 'I can remember now' -> "ntuk _?o:k ~ 1 a

d.) Diphthongs W [W: ] "* [W] and V:V[V:V] [W], e.g:

*hai [hai:] ma: 'allow somebody to come' -* vhai ma:

vda:i [ da: i ] ma: 'to be allowed to come' -> vdai ma:

e.) Triphthongs become diphthongs, e.g:

pai vduoi kan 'to go together' pai * dua kan

ro: ^diau ~na? 'wait a minute' -> ro: Jdi a ~na?

4. Tone changes are quite common and rules can be made:

"'■"'"Gandour (1975) wrote an article entitled, "On the Representation of
Tone i/ Siamese". In this article, he made a survey of different
opinions on the phonetic shapes of tones in fast, casual speech, and
examined a case of tone neutralization in view of different proposed
sets of distinctive feature of tone. He says (p. 172):

The facts concerning the phonetic shapes of tones in fast, casual
speech have been disputed by Siamese scholars. The disagreement
revolves around the number and type (level or contour) of contras-
tive tones possible in certain unstressed positions. No less than
four different presentations of the facts have appeared in the
literature (Henderson 1949, Noss 1964, Hiranburana 1971, Surintramont
1973, among others).
A summary of the four different presentations was given in this table
of sandhi tones in fast casual speech :

(Continued on page 74)
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a.) High tone is lowered and low tone is raised to a sort of mid

when the syllables are not stressed,e.g.

~tha?le: ~ ' 'sea' -*■ the le | -

~ma? ,kha:m !~ v-/ 'tamarind' ->■ me kha: m f~T—^
|— ~ 'will go' t}5e pai i "

I—^ 'hut' -> kre v thorn

-tpa? pai

_kra? * thorn

b.) Falling tone (high falling) starts lower, and falls imme¬

diately without sustaining at the beginning, and the glottal constriction

which always accompanies this tone disappears, e.g:

vtha: ^ tgho: pf^"^ 'if you like' -*■ *tha ^tjshoipb"^
%ko: di: ("^ ' 'not bad' v ko di: '—■

c.) Rising tone (low falling-rising) becomes High tone in some

grammatical words, e.g. the personal pronouns tjshan "I (general)',

/khau 'he, she', ,phom "I (male)', and the secondary verb >sio which

indicates an imperative.

^tjshan ?e:Q

pa i

'It's me' ~t/shen ?e:rj f
,.sie _ko:nl """'^-'better go first' -*■ pai ~sio _ko:nl~~

Lexical Tones Sandhi Tones
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

Henderson Gillette Hiranburana Warotamasikkhadit
(1949) (1955) (1971) (1969)
Leben Noss Susintramont

(1973) (1964) (1973)

High High High High High
Falling Mid High High Falling
Rising Mid High High/low Rising
Mid Mid Nonhigh Mid Mid
Low Low Nonhigh Low Low

However, the anylysis presented in this thesis is my own--tone
changes which are the results of rhythmic groupings. Acoustical mea¬
surements of tones in casual speech are to be found in Hiranburana
(1971) and Gandour (1975).
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5. With regard to consonants in unstressed syllables, assimila¬

tion and the dropping out of some consonants can easily be detected.

The following examples occur quite frequently:

a.) The second element of initial consonant clusters is always

dropped, esp. in casual speech.^
_pra? tjsha: tghon 'people' -> pa_ tpha: tjshon

pla: tho:Q 'goldfish' -> pa tho:q

b.) The aspirated affricate tjsh becomes a fricative [ss]:

_ja:q ""nan tjshieu ^rx: 'Is that so?' -*■ _ ja: q "nan pa ,rx:

*kha: xra:t ~tpha?ka:n 'civil servant' -*■ Nkha:Va:t _g£ ka:n

c.) The glottal stop (both, in initial and final position) is

dropped.

_ka? -tssa:t 'basket' k£ _tpa:t

?am phx: 'district' -> emphx:

_tu?la:khom 'October' -*■ tu la: khom

d.) In careful speech, the initial r and I are in contrast. Many

minimal pairs can be found, but they are fused together to I in casual

speech. (Some Thai speakers, even though well educated, completely

drop r.)

?a_rai kan 'What's going on?' e[ai kan

~ro:Q vha:i 'to cry' -> ~Jo:ri *ha:i

12 e"
Bebe (1974) did an extensive statistical research on this particular
aspect. It is less frequent among the people of the so-called
"well-educated class;" e.g, university lecturers, etc.,and completely
dropped in the speech of lower class people. It was shown earlier
that syllables under Group B (CC-), in general, have longer durations
than syllables under Group A (C-). Thus, to keep time, one of the
two initial consonants is likely to be dropped, especially when the
syllable in question is unstressed.
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e.) Final consonants which phonetically are long [-C:] become

short, e.g:

kin[kin:]vkha:u 'to have a meal' -»■ ki£ v kha: u

_tap [tap:] ,mu: 'pig liver' -* _ta£ fmu:
-C

f.) The final C- of an unstressed syllable is assimilated with

the initial consonant of the following stressed syllable so that they

become homorganic:

vsan pen *ba: 'It's terribly short' -> vsan pern *ba ^
or v san pem_ v ma:

6. In some extreme cases the whole syllable is replaced by a

syllabic nasal, and closed syllables become open syllables:

a.) CVN + N

_sa? ,tha ni:tam _ruot 'police station' -»■ sa tha nl: m ruot

^kho:Q thx: 'It's yours.' -* ij th*:
ja:Q "lop 'rubber eraser' -> r) "lop

ro:r] ri an 'a school' -* q rian
I

?an ,kha:u 'the white one' n kha:ut /

b.) C. V C~.C C. V. C. ... if C. and the following C.'
l f l 11 f toi

are identical (e.g. -pp-, -tt-, -kk-, -mm-, -nn-, -qq-):

_ pa: k ka: 'pen' _paka

~na:m rnon 'holy water' -*■ "namon

wan _niuQ 'one day' -*■ wa-nwQ

6. Measurement of syllable durations (reduced form)

To demonstrate that syllables in normal running speech, though

uttered with the same speed, do not have equal duration, an experiment

was conducted. The text of 189 syllables written in Thai script was
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prepared. It vas the story of a myna bird which was adapted from the

story of a parrot told by Blanche D^ubois in Tennessee Williams' play,
"A Streetcar Named Desire". The words used (mostly monosyllabic) were

chosen carefully so that syllable boundaries could be easily detected

on oscillograms. (However, there were three places where no other

vrords could be used satisfactorily without changing the meaning of the
a

utterances i.e. wuri-ntur) 'one day' tgho:n nai 'a spoon in', and k I a: q

wan'ni: 'the day'. There was no way to tell where the first nasal

stopped and the second nasal started. One may suggest that the total

duration of -nn- can be measured and then divided by two. This kind

of solution may not be good enough because the syllables wan 'day'

and nai 'in' are unstressed; therefore, as a result, the segment

lengths may be reduced. (It may be invalid to assume that they are

equal. Thus, the two syllables were measured together.) Recordings

were made from the speech of the previous 5 speakers, FP, PP, SS, TL

and VP. Each speaker (except speaker TL) had about fifteen minutes

to go through the script before the actual recordings took place.

The following instructions were given: 1.) Study and interpret the

text carefully; 2.) think of yourself as a story teller (this means

that they should try to convey'their own feelings to the listener);

3.) try to make it as close as you can to a spoken style; 4.) use a

moderate tempo of speech.

Text in Thai Script

J a
. i^a-oun iatjN3

la ... flngnau i^a^n ian an ... Gnaamtsn tan i^a^un laa^an-jiur jjuniaoM

:Tuan in-j tfiulvJiaa ^fnyiEnumranu maa inu ufnnTS latnvtaslyiif'u woirula

ilunaawaM lanwifi^ufi"}^ i^ej fruatlaaamniJaiian la nsmuau iSavi aanuus *{\j ittTTuviCra
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tnEnmun i^n^a^untfun ifta lanwnvifi^JJn'sNaaariasn^ ifiu flmjlfi'j ifiuwuanvtaff
mavicnNja:; EJIuta-T'ja^iin^ua^fifSuii'ifi^iJfi's^lanunatn^iv^Lo iicnn^liJviihsqtfui

tnpiMcn^i^'iun'luiJiu vmifunCbo if tn uazuan ... tnEjaniifinanDnauiwviaa^an Inla

uhwaanyaulurnuvl "la lanuntfunwsln'ulwa^aBnjj'nn "uviu ... Ivtwnu itiasvis lana'wY'u

dtfu#u iQuun i a a i aa!"

Translation

The Story of a Myna Bird

Hm ... let me think ... the story that I have often told. Ah! I can

remember now ... the story of a myna. There was a myna who was very

keen on using bad language. He knew a lot of dirty words. The only

way that he could be made quiet was to cover his cage with a piece of

cloth. This would make him think that it was dark and that it was time

to go to bed. Well, early one morning, the spinster who was the bird's

owner came to uncover the cage as usual. Do you know who was passing

by? A Roman Catholic priest! The owner of the bird rushed back to

cover the cage as quickly as she could. Then, she ran to the door and

invited the priest to come in. The bird was quiet. Finally, the

spinster asked the priest, "How much sugar do you want in your coffee?"

The bird then shouted out loudly, "Damn it! How come the day is so

short!"

(timing in seconds)

1.
v

rtueq ~nok
*

?i OQ

FP .23 .38 .37

PP .24 .25 .39

SS .21 .32 .37

TL .24 .17 oo"3*

VP .23 22 .48

'The Story of a Myna Bird'
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2.
13

• • • ?e: • • • "noik w 14du: _ko: n

FP 1.24 .21
15

.22 .16 .43

PP 1.10 .46 .40 .27 .10 .44

SS 1.34 .31 .29 .17 .11 .43

TL .56 .28 - .18 .19 .46

VP 1.12 .24 - .21 .12 .48

3.
x

rujoo vthi: kh v i
v

lau 'The

FP .52 .24 .14 .32 .32 told

PP .54 .21 .11 .33 .37

SS .90 .24 .11 .30 .46

TL .13 .23 .13 .31 .42

VP .68 .26 .08 .32 .34

4.
*

?a: "niuk _?o:k "le:

FP .35 .32 - .26 .26 .30

PP .62 .38 .41 .17 .23 .35

SS .70 .31 .13 .18 .24 .36

TL .77 .43 .38 .17 .28 .22

VP .69 .23 _ .15 .31 .32

'Hra. let me think.'

'Ah! I can remember,

now

13

14

15

= pause

The underlining indicates that the syllables are unstressed by all
speakers and sometimes by 4 speakers.

Speakers FP, TL and VP did not pause here, even though they were
supposed to do so, as indicated in the text read.
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5. ?au
*

ruisQ "nok v?ierj di : kwa: ~na? 'I'd better

FP .54 .14 .24 .25 .28 .12 .26 .26 tell the

PP .65 .14 .17 .21 .23 .09 .31 .24 story of a

SS .51 .15 .22 .21 .23 .07 .29 .29 myna bird!

TL .55 .13 .15 .18 .25 .13 .34 .28

VP .60 .13 .16 .14 .32 .07 .31 .30

6. • • • mi : "nok
x

? i SQ tue _niuo 'Once, there was a

FP .76 ,2116 .22 .23 .24 .31 myna bird.'

PP .93 .16 .22 .24 .28 .37

SS .82 .15 .25 .24 .25 .29

TL .89 .13 .21 .37 .31 .23

VP .66 .13 .21 .21 .25 .26

7. • • • man _da: -ker] pen fai 1*: i 'He was very keen

FP .57 .19 .17 .30 .18 .35 .36 on using bad

PP .54 .17 .22 .28 .17 .35 .35 language.'

SS .57 .17 .25 .28 .17 .37 .31

TL .19 .18 .28 .26 .19 .34 .38

VP .42 .15 .29 .24 .15 .39 .31

Speaker FP happened to stress the word mi: 'there is, there are*
while the other four speakers did not.
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8. ~ru: kham _ja:p
*

ma: k ma: i , llU9 kx:n 'He knew

FP .56 .18 .30 .26 .29 .24 .15 .42 lot of

PP .60 .18 .23 .28 .30 - .3517 .43 vulgar

SS .63 .22 .25 .29 .29 .26 .12 .48 words.'

TL .55 .23 .33 .30 .31 .32 .12 .41

VP .48 .19 .31 .25 .31 .28 .10 .37

9. ~Ie: u
r

ko: ~w i ? th i: di eu 'Thus, the only way.

FP .70 .20 .23 .09 .22 .29

PP .78 .21 .21 .09 .25 .25

SS

•

00 .19 .20 .08 .24 .20

TL .51 .10 .15 .12 .27 .19

VP .69 .14 .13 .12 .23 .19

10. Mhi : ~tga?
v

hai man V0isp
%

da: i t
« • • that could make

FP .10 .15 .22 .17 .31 .35 him quiet...'

PP .18 .13 .19 .14 .29 .36

SS .16 .17 .14 .17 .31 .42

TL .07 .08 .15 .11 .36 .38

VP .13 .14 .17 .12 .32 .43

17
Speaker PP left out the word ma:i which was the reduplication of ma:k
'much, many' and stressed the word , liue 'excessive'. The shift of
stress will be discussed in the following chapter (Chapter 2).
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11.
*

nan
*

ko: khiu: '... was ..

t

FP .90 .23 .14 .26

PP .60 .25 .2618 .19

SS .45 .21 .11 .24

TL .34 .17 .11 .18

VP .90 .23 .14 .26

12.
"

too ?au
*

pha: kh 1 um kroo *s'3 '... to cover his cage

FP .17 .17 .28 .24 .26 .30 with a piece of

PP - .2119 .25 .25 .26 .32 cloth, ..'

SS .13 .12 .31 .26 .32 .27

TL . 15 .13 .29 .28 .36 .32

VP .17 .17 .30 .28 .30 .30

13. man -tpa? CL CD ~kh i t
v

wa: vmm:t ~le:u 'so that

FP .68 .14 .09 .14 .24 .13 .28 .31 he would

PP .79 .18 .13 .12 .25 .11 .32 .38 think it

SS .84 .13 .13 .10 .27 .19 .23 .44 was

TL .55 .14 .09 .16 .19 .14 .30 .33 dark,...'

VP .51 .15 .09 .12 .16 .15 .32 .29

The word xko: which is an adverb-auxiliary was stressed by speaker
PP. I could not find any explanation for this.

19 \

Again, here, speaker PP left out the word too 'have* to, must', and
stressed the secondary verb ?au 'to take something in order to do
something'.
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14.
v

da: i we: la: no: n ,s j e th : 'it was time

FP .62 .23 .08 .17 .27 .15 .34 go to bed.'

PP .82 .26 .10 .23 .28 .14 .39

SS .65 .19 .13 .17 .30 .15 .49

TL .38 .15 .12 .27 .30 .14 .37

VP .52 .27 .09 .23 .29 .14 .43

15. . . . ? i : ta: "n i : ~na? ■Well, ...'

FP .65 .10 .12 .29 .20

PP .68 .09 .16 .28 .27

SS 1.1 .04 .16 .29 .31

TL .60 .14 .16 .30 .28

VP .56 .06 .18 .12 .33

16. ... n tuq _t£ha:u wan_nwr) 'early one morning...'

FP .60 .20 .29 00

PP .53 .21 .33 .48

SS .60 .22 .35 .63

TL .35 .31 .39 .58

VP .31 .24 .36 -.54

17. ja: i sa: u _ke: vt^au ,kho:r] ~nok
*

nan ' the

FP .43 .2420 .30 .31 .16 .19 .36 .26 spinster

PP .56 .11 .34 .23 .14 .31 .22 .18 who was the

SS .47 .19 .36 .34 .14 .31 .26 .22 owner of

TL . 66 .15 .35 .30 .12 .27 .24 .14 the bird...

VP .27 .18 .31 .30 .11 .25 .27 .22

Speaker FP was the only one who stressed the word ja:i 'title for girl
or woman'.
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v

ko: ?au
v

pha: vthi: kh 1 urn kror] _?o :k 'came to

FP .14 .25 .11 .27 .11 .27 .27 .27 uncover the

PP .12 .26 .10 .26 .10 .27 .27 .25 cage..,'

SS .16 .35 .09 .29 .12 .29 .35 .18

TL .10 .25 .12 .21 .12 .28 .23 .16

VP .14 .24
'

.15 .25 .11 .28 .23 .12

20. —j a: Q khs: I 'as usual'

FP .15 .40

PP .11 .41

SS .22 .49

TL

VP

.20

. 34

.39

.41

21. ~ru: mai kh rai d*: n _pha:n ma: pho: di: 'Do you

FP .52 .16 .27 .29 .25 .50 .14 .30 know who

PP .62 .18 .22 .19 .25 .36 .13 .37 was

SS .76 .16 .24 .25 .26 .38 .16 .38 passing

TL .61 .17 .20 .27 .28 .39 .15 .31 by?'

VP .58 .10 .14 .21 .23 .41 .13 .38

I decided not to count the word _?o:k 'secondary verb meaning off'
because the first two speakers, FP and PP, did not stress this word
but the other three speakers did.

22
The structure word -ja:Q 'in ... a manner' was stressed by only one
speaker, VP. It was a matter of choice more than any reason.



22. .. . _ba: t
, iuoq

v

tpa? •A Roman Catholic priest!'

FP .49 .19 .31 .30

PP .67 .42 .33 .30

SS .56 .25 .33 .28

TL .78 .25 .34 .27

VP .55 .21 .34 .37

23. ja: i
v

t^sau ^kho:Q ke:
v

r i: p vwiQ _k 1 ap ma: 'The

FP .50 .19 .17 .30 .13 .25 .17 .21 .12 owner of

PP .62 .22 .12 .30 .13 .21 .18 .26 .07 the bird

SS .72 .23 .15 .34 .22 .28 .19 .28 .12 rushed

TL .64 .14 .12 .29 . 10 .16 .26 .16 .13 back...'

VP .80 .15 .16 .32 .15 .18 .23 .21 .11

24. kh 1 um kroQ
v

tpau ~nok - ja: q reu wai 'to cover the

FP .24 .32 .14 .24 .19 .25 .30 cage as quickly

PP .29 .27 .11 .26 .16 .24 .33 as she could. '

SS .29 .32 .17 .27 .18 .27 .36

TL .28 .26 .10 .27 .16 .28 .35

VP .28 .29 .12 .22
23

. 24 .28 .31

25. • ■ •

~

le: u ko: *wiq pai
\

th i : _pra? tu: 'Tlien she

FP .69 .17 .16 .23 .11 .18 .13 .30 ran to the

PP .58 •18. .17 .19 .10 .16 .16 .29 door. !

SS .44 .17 .17 .23 .11 .17 .17 .29

TL .51 .12 .13 .20 .09 .15 .13 .24

VP .53 .12 .12 .18 .10 .14 .13 .24

23
The same explanation as in 20.
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26. tjshxm

FP .20 .26

PP .28 .13

SS .30 .25

TL .28 .27

VP .26 .17

27. ~nok

FP .72 .22

PP .71 .25

SS .74 .22

TL .62 .27

VP .76 .19

28. "]e?

FP .64 .14

PP .56 .09

SS .88 .22

TL .50 .17

VP .76 .18

29.
v

ko: ,tha:m

FP .13 .28

PP .12 .32

SS .14 .34

TL .10 .34

VP .11 .28

ba:t ^IU3Q

.26

.25

.28

.21

.25

man

.19

.20

.15

.18

.15

le: u

,35

,41

.48

.46

.36

1

pho:

.13

.12

.14

.12

.11

x

khau ma: nai

.13 .19 .13

.12 .22 .12

.12 .18 .15

.06 .13 .13

.09 .11 .11

*

ko: xnio tjshisu

.12 .31 .36

.15 .26 .39

.11 .32 .40

.10 .33 .37

.12 .34 .31

Ja: i ,sa: u

.47 .19 .28

.42 .06 .34

.58 .15 .32

.44 .17 .28

.40 .14 .28

_ba: t ,lueq 'wa:

.24 .20 .33

.25 .18 .39

.29 .30 .30

.22 .19 .40

.15 .31 .36

'and invited

the priest to

come into the

house.'

ba: n

.30

.43

.42

.42

.45

'The bird was quiet.'

_ke: 'Then, the

.23 spinster...1

.25

.34

.23

.22

'asked the priest...'
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30. • • •

v

hai -sai Eroc
l

ta: n _ki : t£ho:n nai ka: fe: ' How

FP .65 .10 .19 .15 .28 .17 .48 .13 .40 much

PP .53 .12 .27 .17 .27 .15 .37 .14 .52 sugar

SS .40 .13 .27 .13 .24 .18 .41 .17 .40 do you

TL .38 .14 .18 .17 .28 .20 .44 .14 .44 want

VP .53 .16 .19 .16 .26 .13 .43 .13 .50 in your

coffee?

31. v?ai r

tjsau nok man
x

ko:

FP .60 .05 .15 .30 .14 .10

PP .74 .15 .14 .27 .14 .11

SS .58 .05 .15 .31 .13 .11

TL .69 .12 .13 .20 .14 .12

VP .50 .12 .11 .20 .12 .12

32. -ta? ko: n
'

phIo:q _?o: k ma:
v

wa:

FP .13 .31 .25 .17 .23 .25

PP .13 .30 .28 .17 .13 .26

SS .13 .37 .30 .09 .20 .32

TL .13 .33 .28 . 16 .18 .34

VP .12 .34 .31 .07 .20 .38

33. ,me: (ojz
✓

ta: i -thy?
v

na?

FP .59 .46 ' .07 .37 .13 .27

PP .48 .31 .17 .34 .15 .25

SS .70 .61 .28 .37 .16 .27

TL . 66 .40 .15 .30 .12 .30

VP .98 .44 .16 .32 .16 .33

'shouted out loudly...'

'Damn it!'
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34.

FP

PP

SS

TL

VP

.47

,46

,55

.23

,09

v?ai

.07

.04

.11

.12

.15

kl a:o

.30

.35

.24

.21

.22

wan ni

.28

.28

.28

.29

.49

'How come the day...'

35. man
x

san pen xba: Ivi w*:

FP .16 .35 .10 .32 .16 .34

PP .21 .31 .10 .31 .17 .32

SS .19 .30 .14 .31 .13 .29

TL .17 .29 .18 .20 .21 .37

VP .18 .27 .14 .30 .17 .46

7. Notes and comments on the durations of the reduced form

The measurements of syllable durations, appearing in the text have

shown that some syllables are rather short in comparison with the others

around them. The text, as stated before, contains 189 syllables. It

seems that 63 syllables are likely to be unstressed or reduced in

length by the 5 speakers. (Only 6 of them, mentioned in the footnotes

14-18 and 21, are stressed by one speaker and unstressed by the rest.)

It is quite noticeable that the 65 reduced syllables are either the

first syllables, of two-syllable words and two-syllable compounds,or

monosyllabic words belonging to certain word classes, e.g. conjunctions,

adverb-auxiliaries, pronouns, prepositions, secondary verbs and so

forth. Broadly speaking, 34% of syllables in the text has shorter
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durations than the average duration of the full form of syllables,

which is .39 second. The average durations of the 65 reduced syllables

range from .09 second to .18 second; however, the durations of .13

second to .14 second seem to be the most preferred. This means that

the average durations of the reduced form of syllab les are between 1_
3

and 1_ of the durations of the full form. The percentages of preferred
2

durations are shown in the table below.

Table 5: The average percentages of the preferred durations of the

reduced form of syllable

Second .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .15 .16 .17 .18

% 02 11 09 08 10 20 09 09 11 02
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Chapter 5: Stress and Its Correlation with Syllable Durations

1. Definition of stress

In this thesis, only 'stress' and 'unstress' are recognized.

Thus, a syllable is either 'stressed' or 'unstressed', as shown in

the preceding chapter. Abercrombie (1967 and 1976), following a

Stetsonian line, defines stress in terms of the pulmonic air-stream:

"a reinforcement of a breath-pulse, a muscular action which produces

a higher subglottal air pressure (of which the speaker is kinestheti-

cally aware, and of which the listener may be aware by 'empathy'"."''
Stress is something that a person can feel exists when he is

speaking, listening to' and even thinking about the languages with which

he is familiar. Too many stresses within a short period of time can

make one feel tired and exhausted both from speaking and listening to

other people's speech. Abercrombie states that objective, instrumental

evidence of the occurrence of stress can be provided, but he is prepared
2

to take the speaker's word for it. With regard to the psychological

nature of stress, Classe (1939: 20) says, " ... the stress is felt

where the listener would naturally put it himself - that is, so long

as no markedly abnormal factor is present (as, for example, when

foreigners both shift the stress and alter length and vowel quality)."

2. Nature and role of stress

1. Every single syllable in Thai utterances can be stressed if

the speaker so wishes e.g., in emphatic speech. For example,

'''Abercrombie, "Stress and Some Other Terms", Work in Progress, no, 9,
1976, p. 51.

2Ibid, p. 52.
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Normal: v hai'_jip roo'~tha:u xmei'vtghai >thuQl"tha:u3
"I told you to bring me my shoes, not socks."

Emphatic: *hai _jip ro:q ~tha:u v mai v tgha i ,thuQ ~tha:u

"I told you to bring me my shoes, not socks. (Did you hear

me, silly girl?)

2. Normally, not every syllable is stressed in both casual and

careful speech. There are patterns of stress placement, and the

controlling factors are both grammatical and phonetic. In general,

among monosyllabic words, content words always receive stress but
4

grammatical words do not; in polysyllabic words, linker-syllables

are not stressed.

3
Stressed syllables are underlined.

4
The term "linker-syllables" was used by Bee (1975), and It has been
adopted as a useful term. In the first paragraph of his article
entitled, "Restricted Phonology in Certain Thai Linker-Syllables,"
Bee says:

Phonologists agree that vowel quantity is phonemic
in Thai. The syllables which I wish to term linker-sylla¬
bles have as vowel the phoneme /a/, a short vowel quanti¬
tatively speaking, usually realized as [e].

Bee gives some examples, e.g. sattawat, ratthabaan, sappada [sic],
etc.; the middle syllables of the three words which are underlined
here are called linker-syllables by Bee. In his note (1), he refers
to a similar comment made by Henderson (1949: 198). He then
continues:

they do not conform to the accepted phonological rule
that all Thai syllables which are phonemically short must
close with some final consonant or other. Only in artifi¬
cial 'dictation' style do they close with a glottal final.
Only in dictation style, moreover, do they bear the phonemic
tone we would expect from their spelling. Otherwise, (in
normal speech, that is) the pitch of the syllables seems to
be self-adjusting, as unobtrustive as a linker should be,
accommodating itself to the clear realization of tones in
what went before and what to come after.
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Ex. 1

-te: xme: *mai *da:i tpv: *pho:
adverb-auxi1iary

but mother not (indicating past time) to meet father

-te ' vme: xmei *dei ' tjs*: ' ^pho: 'But I (mother) didn't meet

your father.'

Ex. 2

-tjsa? pen ,jio ,rui: tjsha:i vko: vmai "ru:

will be girl or boy adverb-auxiliary not know

tpe pen ' ,jio ,.re 1 tjsha: i x ko ^mei 1 "ru: 'It'll be a girl or a

boy, I've no idea.'

Ex. 3

_pra?,dieu -t£a? mi: ka:n _sa?de:r) pa:-tha?_ka?,tha:

in a moment will have a show lecture

pre' ,dieu tpe mi 'ka:n se 'de:q 'pa: -theke ' ,tha: 'There will be a

lecture in a

moment.'

Ex. 4

~ma?,ha: -pra?*the:t vsa:o ~ra?-bv:t ~ma?,ha: _pra?lai

great country build bomb great devastating

me' ,ha: pre '*the:t ' 'sa:Q re' _b*:t me ',ha: pe'lai 'Powerful

countries build

devastating

bomb.'
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3. Stress rules can be postulated for polysyllabic words and

compounds. It is quite predictable; they are, very often, determined

by the phonetic features and position of the syllable.
6

a.) Polysyllabic words

Syllable A..

SYLL. STRUCTURE

CV9.S7
CVN.S

CASUAL CAREFUL

Warotamasikkhadit (1968), following a generative framework, postulates
a set of 14 rules which must be applied in order. He states (p. 167)
that the aim of his paper is to demonstrate how to predict stresses
(three degrees of stress) and tone shifts in Thai in order to obtain
correct pronunciation of any words. It seems that his complicated
rules do not work very well. The inadequacy of data and his loyalty
to the generative approach are two reasons which make his presenta¬
tion not very successful. For example, some weakness is shown in
Rule 6 (p. 171):

3[- stress ] -> [+ stress] in env. ^

- dif
- grv

- dif
+ fit

+ voc
- ens

+ dif
- grv

if

"b [ + stress ][- stress]
This rule states that
a) the last syllable of the word is stressed;
b) an unstressed syllable containing either a vowel [e] or [as] is

stressed;
c) an unstressed syllable containing either a vowel [o] or [o] is

stressed;
d) an unstressed syllable containing a vowel [i ] preceded by an

unstressed syllable must be stressed.
If Warotamasikkhadit had been aware of the words frtiz [~tphi'"tjsha? ],

iJaJs: t-pu'pa?], f\ q [-tw'-tui? ], lyruasviu:: [-ru'-na?] and nsvi~ [-ka'"tha?],
and had included them in his corpus, he would have postulated a more
simple and economical rule: b, c and d could have been put together.
The rule might have been read like this: an unstressed syllable con¬
taining any short vowel [i e e id * a u o o ]is stressed. Thus, less
features would have been needed in postulating rule 6.

Another weak point is that he does not differentiate between
styles of speech; therefore, his paper seems to be a "hotch-potch".

(Continued on page 94)
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SYLL. STRUCTURE CASUAL CAREFUL

3 - Syllable A S.CV?.S — — 1 1 — 1

B1 CV?.CV:.S
►

_ _ ,
_ ^

,

B2 CV:.CV:.S

C
/

CV?.CV?.S — — 1 — — |

4 - Syllable A cv?.s.cv?.s — — — , ^ 1 !

B S.CV7.S.S — — — 1 1 — ! 1

C s.cv?.cv?.s — —- — 1 i — ^ 1

5 - Syllable A S.CV7.S.CV? .s — — 1 — 1 1 —' I — 1

B CV7.S.S.CV? .s — 1 — — 1 — 1 1 ~

C cv?.s.cv?.s .s. ^ i | — 1 — 1

Most polysyllabic words in Thai are loan words from Pali, Sanskrit,

Khmer and other oriental languages, such as Malay, Persian and so

forth. Learned and scientific words are, usually, coined from Pali
g

and Sanskrit, which one can recognise immediately from the spellings.

Rules are given by Thai language scholars of how the words should be

pronounced; otherwise, one would not know how to say or read them

Three years later, Hiranburana (1971) presented a better analysis.
She took into account different styles and tempo of speech; instru¬
mental evidence (e.g. from spectographic and oscillographic studies)
and the results obtained from perception testing were used to support
her hypothesis; the rule of stress (accent) was demonstrated.

BSee Appendix I.
7
CV? = linker-syllable (Bee, 1975) or weak syllable

(Warotamasikkhadit, 1968)
= syllable boundary

S = any syllable
—' = unstress

Nowadays, young scholars tend to reject the idea of coining new words
from Pali and Sanskrit resources. It is no longer considered as
."elegant" as it used to be.
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correctly. Among polysyllabic words, 6-syllable words are very rare.

All of them are coined by combining Pali and/or Sanskrit words together

by means of the technique called sina [sa_ma:t] and sufS [>son~thi?].

As a res,ult, various patterns of stress placement can be found; it

depends upon the 'ingredients' of each word for example:
W

-?e:k „?ak "kha? vra:t "tpa? xthu:t 'ambassador (from a monarchy)'

-?e:k;-?e:k -ka?... 'prime, highest'

-?ak, -?ak "kha?..., -?ak~kha?~ra?... bound form meaning

'pre-eminent'

vra:t, ra: "tpha?... 'king, royal'
v K
vtu:t, thu:-ta?... 'ambassador'
A

lanifai'S'lflXiw -?ek _?ak "kha? x ra:t~tGha?* thu:t 'ambassador'

S.S.CV?.S.CV?.S I ^ ~ I I I — I — I

•»

-?a? ,saq ,ha: ri m~ma?~sap 'moveable assets'

CV?.S.S.S.CV?.S ^ | , | - i

tbsniflunifa'a -pra?-ka:t-sa?ni:~ja?_bat 'certificate'

CV?.S.CV?.S.CV?.S ~ I , ^ " I ' I I I

\fjUEJStnu pu:~tfsha?ni :~ja?-sa? ,tha:n 'place that one should worship'

S.CV?.S.CV?.CV?.S " I — — i | — | — — |

-buk~kha?~ I i k~ lak_sa?-na? 'personality'

S.CV?.S.S.CV?.CV? ^ ~ ~ ~ ! I I I I

b.) Compounds

CASUAL CAREFUL

2 - Syllable ~ I ' I

Ex. ~na:rn,kh£r) 'ice'

"rotfai 'train'

-do:k"ma:i 'flower'
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3 - Syllable A.

Ex. ,si:~na:m ta:n

,hen_ke:tu8

mauruieb i n

B.

~na:rrT sorrTkhan

-tokloQtjsai

~ma:i-khi:t fai

CASUAL

— I

CAREFUL

I - I

'brown colour'

'to be selfish'

'to be airsick'

—

I —II

'fresh orange juice'

'to make a decision'

'matches'

c.) Reduplication
10

2 - Syllable

Ex.

_?lu: n_?Lu: n

reureu

v san* san

qo: qe:

wonwian

'

juo ,j*:rj

CASUAL

— I

CAREFUL

— I

'and so forth'

'to be quickly'

'to be short (not long)'

'to be fussy, children'

'to go round (within an area)'

'to be confusing'

Some 3-syllable compounds have stress pattern A and some have stress
pattern B. An explanation for this is that their internal structures
are different:
A. ,si:~na:m ta:n is from ,si: + (~na:m + ta:n)

'colour' 'sugar1
~na: rrT sorrTkhan is from (~na:m + ,son) + "khan"

'orange juice' 'squeeze'

10See Haas (1942 and 1946).
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CASUAL CAREFUL

4 - Syllable ^ ^ I — l — I
Ex. ~ra?~mat~ra? war] 'to be cautious'

~tha?j*:~tha?ja:n 'to be ambitious'

_sa?-nuk-sa? ,na:n 'to have fun'

d.) Elaborate Expressions"*'^
CASUAL CAREFUL

4 - Syllable — i — I ^ I — I
Ex. ~ro:n-?ok~ro:n tpai 'to be worried'

^ja:k di: mi: tpon 'whether rich or poor'

jo:n,hue jorn^koi 'to flip a coin'

xwa:no:n,so:rTQa:i 'to be obedient'

4. Nothing is absolute about the rules of stress placement as

suggested in 2 and 3; there is only a 'tendency' to be that way. In

rapid connected speech, stress may be shifted, which depends upon the

speaker's interpretation of a particular statement, style of speech,

the position of the word or syllable in utterances, tempo and so on.

For instance, more syllables are stressed in slow careful speech than

in fast and moderate casual speech; and the syllable that precedes a

pause is always stressed.

"^Four-syllable elaborate expressions are very frequent in Thai speech.
They help to make speech more rhythmical and sound like verse. The
rhythmic pattern is always ^ 1^1. These elaborate expressions
can be divided into two groups:
Group A: X Y X Z, e.g. "ro:n -?ok~ro:n tpai
Group B: X Y Y Z, e.g. ^ja:k di: mi: tpon

(Y2 rhymes with Y^)
A good collection can be found in the Thai-English Student's Dic¬
tionary (Haas, 1964).
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Ex. 1
*

rujaQ "nok r ?I erj 'the story of a inyna bird'

A. riueQ nok ? I eQ (slow deliberate)

B.
1 \ — , T V r\ •

nueo nok rier) (moderate casual)

C.
^

— 1 ^ A •

ruja no 71 sq (fast casual)

Ex. 2 ka:n than Qa:n ^kho::q #khau 'ma I 'da:i ,phon

d I: ~ na k _ ro: k ,,ruj: "kha? khun

'Is the job he did not so successful?'

CModerate casual speech)

'ka:nthem'na:n

kenthem '
pa: n^khorj' ~ khau

kenthem 'oa:n ,khoQ '"khau 'mei '

del ' j.phon

kenthem 'pa:n ^khoQ '"khau 'mei '

del '#phon 'di:

kenthem '
oa: n ^khor) '"khau 'mei 'del '#phon di '"nak

kenthem 'rja:n ,khoo '"khau *me i
'

del '#phon di "nek '_ro:k

kenthem 'qa:n ,khoQ '"khau 'mei 'dei '^phon di '"nak _rok '^rui:

kenthem 'Oa:n ,khoo '"khau
'

mei 'del ' ^.phon di "nok '_ro:k ^.re '"kha*

kenthem 'Qa:n ^khop '"khau
'

me i 'del ^phon di "nok '_ro:k re "khe 'khun

5. Based on its functions, there are two kinds of stress in Thai:

(1) Rhythmic or logical stress which is autonomous and always

present in connected speech as shown under 4.; and

.(2) Emphatic stress which adds extra flavour or meaning to an

utterance. The syllable that receives an emphatic stress is, usually,

much longer and louder than neighbouring syllables and is always

accompanied (followed) by a pause.

Ex. 1 jkhau 'phu:t 'wa: _tpa? ma:

'He said that he would come.'
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A. "khau ,vphu:t 'we tpe' ma: (without emphatic stress)

'He said that he would come.'

B. "kheu ''phu:t 'we * tpa? ...

12
ma: (with emphatic stress)

'He said that he * would come.'

Ex. 2 de:p tham -te:k

'Daeng broke it.'

A. 'de:o tham '_ts:k

'Daeng broke it.'

B. *d£:q... tham 1_te:k

'It's *Daeng who broke it.'

Ex. 3 ,khau ~rak kan

'They are in love.'

A. "khau '""rak 'kan

'They are in love.'

B. "khau *rak... 'kan

'They are in *love!'

(without emphatic stress)

(with emphatic stress)

(without emphatic stress)

(with emphatic stress)

6. Regarding domains of stress, word-level stress in Thai is
13

not linguistically significant, but phrase-level stress is syntacti¬

cally significant.

12,

13,

= emphatic stress
= pause.

Thai has stress but not accent. According to Abercrombie (1976: 52),
accent exists only at the lexical level and there are no auditory
and no physiological characteristics attached to it, therefore, it
is not a general phonetic term. He states, "The various possible
realisations of accent may have nothing phonetic in common. An
accented syllable may be realised with stress, with various features
of pitch, of syllable length and segment-length, of loudness, and of
articulator)' characteristics in various combinations. But none of
these are included in the definition of accent."
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Ex. 1 _ja: kan di: _kwa:

A. _je 'kan di '-kwa:

'You'd better not be in my way.'

B. '-ja: ken di '-kwa:

'We'd better get a divorce.'

Ex. 2 *hai ma: ~le:u

A. " hei 'ma: 'le:u

'(I) have already permitted (someone) to come.'

B. ' * ha i me '— I e: u

'(I) have already given it to (someone).'

Ex. 3 *da:i pai ~ie:u

A. ^dei 'pai '~1e:u

'(I) was allowed to go'

B. '*da:i pei '~ I e:u

'(Somebody) has already got it.'

Ex. 4 vda:i kan ~le:u

A. vdei 'kan '"le:u

'(I) have already tried to prevent it.'

B. 'xda:i ken '~le:u

'(They) have already been in bed (before getting married).'

Ex. 5 *mai l*:i *kha?

a % at. • | \ , ,A. mei Iv:i kha'

'(We) haven't passed it yet.'

B. '*mai Ui 'xkha-

'No. (I don't think so).'
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7. There is some correlation between stress and length in Thai
14

as pointed out by Thawisomboon (1956: 20) Relatively speaking,

stressed syllables are likely to be longer than unstressed syllables.

According to Fry (1955, 1958) and Lehiste (1970), there are at least

three suprasegmental cues that signal the difference between stressed

and unstressed syllables: 1.) the loudness of syllables (intensity),

2.) the length of syllables (duration), and 3.) the pitch of syllable

(fundamental frequency). Lehiste states:

While increase in respiratory effort provides an
obvious physiological cause for increases in intensity
and increases in the rate of vocal fold vibration, no
such reason is apparent for a frequent third phonetic
correlate of stressedness: greater duration. There
are many languages in which a stressed syllable is
longer than an unstressed one. This appears to be a
language-determined phenomenon; the presumed generality
of the feature, sometimes implied in the literature
may be due to the fact that duration is indeed a stress
cue in many Western European languages that have been
subjected to instrumental phonetic study.15

Thai seems to be another language in which stressed syllables

seem to be longer than the unstressed ones. To support this hypothe¬

sis the oscillograms of polysyllabic words, compounds, reduplication,

elaborate expressions and other longer phrases were made and measured

14
Thawisomboon did a kymogram. of the utterance ta: _suk pa: ka: 'Ola
Sook is throwing stones at the crows'. Tne results obtained were
that the syllable with secondary stress Da_: 'to throw' was shorter
than the fully stressed syllable ka: 'crow' and that the weakly
stressed syllable ta: 'a title for men' was the shortest. Hence,
he commented, "This appears to indicate that there is some correla¬
tion between the degree of stress and the relative duration of the
syllables concerned."

^Lehiste, Suprasegmentals, p. 125.
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in seconds. The oscillogram measurements support very well the rules

of stress placement in 3. and the hypothesis that stressed syllables

are longer than the unstressed ones. The syllables which are 'reduced
17

in strength' are also 'reduced in length'. Syllable durations in

2-syllable words, 2-syllable compounds, 2-syllable complete redupli¬

cation, 2-syllable partial reduplication, 3-syllable words, 3-syllable

compounds, 4-syllable words, 4-syllable partial reduplication, 4-

syllable elaborate expressions, 5-syllable words and 6-syllable words

will be shown respectively in Tables 6-16. Table 17 contains 5 pairs

of 3 or 4 syllable-phrases showing contrastive syntactic stress and

syllable durations. Relationship between the shift of syntactic stress

and the change of syllable durations will be demonstrated in Table 18.

So far as timing is concerned, it has already been shown in the
preceding chapter that I speak the same way as the other four Thais
do. In this chapter, the analysis will be based entirely on my own
speech. Since there is nothing absolute about stress placement in
Thai, so the results obtained from oscillogram measurements here
are not claimed' to represent timing in Thai speech. Such a claim
would not be possible without using a sophisticated statistical
method. The measurements shown in Table 6 to 18 are only a demon¬
stration which is based on a single speaker at one time.

"^Ha/s (1964: xiii),
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Table 6; Stress and syllable durations in 2-syllable words

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. mSii

'garland of flowers'

2. ISUIN

'provisions'
j

us i«a

'fig'

4. sriiia

'to talk in one's sleep

5. -amu

'to be stiff and sore'

6. U"3 "5 EJ~ltl

'to lecture'

7.

'to be healthy'

8.

'to be fertile

•»

9.

'to battle'

10.

'to be startled'

me I a i

.13 .48

se'bieq

.17 .51

me '-diue

.17 .41

I e'm*:

.15 .49

re'bom

.13 .44

ben'j a: i

.24 .49

,som' bu: n
.29 .43

u ' dom

.15 .40

ne' roq

.16 .39

se1 * duq

17 .40

.62

,68

.58

.64

,57

,73

.72

.55

.55

.57

Average Duration .62
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Table 7: Stress and syllable durations in 2-syllable compounds

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and
Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. miwi>a "nam ',kheo
1 ice1 .18 .46 .64

2. ifaaaii *
suia ' kh 1 um

'a coat' .28 .48 .76

3. onm-m wua 'khwa:i

'cattle' .23 .57 .80

4. ilatm ruia 1 phe:

'watercraft' .29 .50 .79

5. luk 1 ,Ia:n

'descendants .15 .56 .71

6. -jtilvl "rot'fai

'a train' .13 .56 .69

7. "Ivlvh fai ~fa:

'electricity .17 .54 .71

8. roo* ri an
' school' .30 .38 .68

9. di' tpai

'to be glad' .22 .52 .74

10. aanlu -dak'~ma:i

'flower' .21 .49 .70

Average Duration .72
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Table 8: Stress and syllable durations in 2-syllable complete

reduplication (in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. nnen dem' dam

'black' .30 .41 .71

2. mm
* U 1 v ube ba

'to be crazy' .12 .56 .78

3. fnotnu lei'la:i

'to be striped' .23 .57 .80

A C C
4. mm reu' reu

'fast' .30 .40 .70

5. fufu \ | V
son san

'to be short' .29 .45 .74

6. reo' re:o

'forcefully' .30 .48 .78

_ J J
7. auau _ujn'_?uj:n

'others' .23 .48 .71

8. vnBJviari ,hom' ,ho: m

'to be fragrant' .27 .50 .77

9. iinim beu'bau

'softly' .21 .49 .70

10. tntmitj ,.sei' ,sa: i

'lately' .24 .50 .74

Average Duration .74
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Table 9: Stress and syllable durations in 2-syllable partial

reduplication (in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription Duration
Indicating Stress and j of Each

Syll. Durations j Utterance

1. nuiiau

'to go around'

2. isan

'sound of hearty laughter'

3. qNj infN

'to be confusing'

4. tviiM IVi*3^

'to be sparse'

5. In m

'to be ever-changing'

6. ^aiw

'to be fussy'

7. vtf i€l

'to coax repeatedly'
a •

8. itfmn

'to be blunderingly fo/lish
9. ividatjviuitj

'listlessly'

10. IrJiJu

'to dream of'

won wien

.30 .40

he ' ha:

.21 .49

* juQ* J*:«3
.23 .51

,roo' >re: q
.29 .44

Io'le:

.23.52

qo'QS:

.25 .52

"seu' ~s i

.33 .48

I \
sv sa:

.30 .47

.nujei '-na: i

.35 .51

_fei',fan
.32 .45

.70

.70

.74

.73

.75

.77

,81

.77

,86

,77

Average Duration .76
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Table 10: Stress and syllable durations in 3-syllable words

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. Tn-atvn ,ho re ' pha:

'sweet basil' .12 .14 .51 .77

2. bo ri' wa: n

'subordinates1 .13 .17 .49 .79

3. utpja ne rui ' rnon

'without sins' .15.12 .45 .72

4. usatna me Ie 1 ko:

'papaya' .11 .14 .50 .75

5. de re ' >tjsha:n

'beast' .09 .14 .55 .78

6. flvnfuj mi ne' khom

'March' .10 .20 .43 .73

7. tojmna jom phe' ba: n

'Satan' .18 .11 .48 .77

8. anSm ,se 1i' ka:

'the common myna' .19 .14 .51 .84

9. Y1t|YlEJ he riu 'thai

'heart' .12 .15 .48 .75

10. la isnfu ,so phe ' ni :

'prostitute' .16 .16 .45 .77

Average Duration .77
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Table 11: Stress and syllable durations in 3-syllable compounds

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. "iaNj ivntiiN3 rot] "thau ' jarq

'tennis shoes' .13 .21 .50 .84

2. -jfllflEJSm "rot doi' ,sa: n

'public transport' .11 .18 .51 .80

3. Suhsnia ,si ~nam'ta:n

'brown colour' .20 .22 .51 .93

%'o
4. vn$n?ivr3"i£j "nam tan 'sa: i

'sugar' .12 .27 .59 .98

r " Z5. uitajfiu "nam ,som "khan

'orange juice' .16 .28 .40 .84

6. imumVi ,hen -ke'tua
'to be selfish' .18 .11 .48 .77

7. flunla mi -ke' tjsai

'to be kind enough to' .16 .16 .50 .82

8. trnilaQu 1
mau nua' bin

'to be airsick' .20 .15 .42 .77

9. urannam "jok ma 'kia:u
'to quote' .13 .16 .56 .85

10. 1
rat] "rot* fai

'railroad track' .22 .13 .51 .86

Average Duration .85
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Table 12: Stress and syllable durations in 4-syllable words

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. amini e me ri ' ka:

'America' .08 .18 .13 .46 .85

2. crtrfflflTa s9 _wet di1 ka: n

'social security' .13 .18 .14 .52 .97

3. Qvrj-jfTfrri ~ni "the se *ka:n

'exhibition' .11 .17 .17 .51 .96

4. rnti e su ra ' ka: i

'a kind of ghost' .08 .16 .17 .52 .93

5. 0UW551VI an ta ra ' tha:n

'to disappear' .16 .10 .15 .50 .91

6. T"5"5fUFl?i v/a na kha* di :

'literature' .15 .16 .12 .39 .82

7. bo' ra: n kha 1 dI:

'archaeology' .15 .32 .13 .38 .98

8. u ~tha ka' phai

'disaster caused by flood' .15 .15 .16 .43 .89

9. UiTeJnTS na "ma sa' ka:n

'to pay respect' .09 .17 .19 .52 .97

10. su'phan bu' ri:
'name of a province' .18 .27 .13 .39 .97

Average Duration .93
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Table 13: Stress and syllable durations in 4-syllable partial

reduplication (in seconds)

Thai Script Allophonic Transcription Duration
and Indicating Stress and of Each

Translation Syll. Durations Utterance

•*

1. Tmfn^tsflj ~wi 'r pha: k~w i' tjsa: n

'to criticise' .14 .33 .15 .59 1.21

2. re'"mat re'war]

'to be cautious' .11 .30 .20 .47 1.08

■7 '«
ro '_sam re ' ,sa:i

'to be scattered in .14 .32 .14 .61 1.21
disorder'

4. nrnuasln le' mun le 'mai

'to be gentle, smooth' .12 .41 .10 .50 1.13

5. 1e" Ma: p 1 a1 ~1usq

'to intrude' .12 .39 .11 .50 1.12

6. ajjamssfa Ie'"Ia: Ie 'lao
'to be worried' .14 .29 .13 .52 1.08

7. jirvinn^vnu se'~thok so '~tha:n

'to shake with fear' .17 .27 .18 .54 1.16

8. asaifieisbtu S3'-?a:t se'Main

'to be clean' .18 .31 .23 .44 1.16

9. eT^anncJuno se'-dusk ss' ba: i

'to be convenient and .14 .28 .18 .52 1.12
comfortable'

10. stynennu S3 '_nuk S3 ' ,na:n

'to have fun' .17 .23 .17 .51 1.08

Average Duration 1.14
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Table 14: Stress and syllable durations in 4-syllable elaborate

expressions (in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. ^auafrsavi6!^ ~ron'-?ok "ron'tpai

'to be worried' .26 .21 .39 .45 1.31

2. Iium' hu: lium 1 ta:

'to pay attention to
what is around one'

.26 .24 .32 .47 1.29

3. viSti lanvsfjuuau _jip'~lek _jip'no:i
'to pilfer' .19 .31 .23 .51 1.24

4. jon J,hua jon'^koi
'to flip a coin' .32 .28 .32 .41 1.33

5. . IvifulviYn x hai' ,s i n v hai ' pho: n
'to bless' .27 .31 .20 .48 1.26

6. \3"uiwi loan ,hu'-pa: ta'-thiuan
'to be ignorant of
what is going on'

.19 .31 .28 .48 1.26

7. tjuffuwSuuavi ,hun' ,han phlan'^len
'to act on impulse'

'

.21 .28 .23 .46 1.18

8. Ennafhu jak' di: mi' tpon

'whether rich or poor' .27 .22 .27 .46 1.22

9. "nam',sai tpai'tjsiq
' sincerity' .23 .30 .26 .41 1.20

10. s)n iani finnan luk'.dek ~Iek'd£:Q

'infants and young
children'

.23 .26 .28 .46 1.23

.
Average Duration 1.25
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Table 15: Stress and syllable durations in 5-syllable words

(in seconds)

Thai Script Allophonic Transcription Duration
and Indicating Stress and of Each

Translation Syll. Durations Utterance

1. c&jvmslsjflii ,sem* phanthe' mai ' tri:

'relationship' .22 .20 .08 .24 .47 1.21

2. (€a) "lib™on*5 '

p ra i s e n i j e 1 ko: n

'postage stamp' .24 .12 .17 .15 .49 1.17

3. BUI "5 EMU a ' na: re je ' tjshon

'uncivilized people' .07 .23 .10 .17 .44 1.01

4. ^Wtntuvn ~re ie1 "ne? ko ' ,s in

'Bangkok (official name)' .09 .09 .22 .28 .42 1.10

5. (^a) waui^n-su -photge'na: "nu'krom

'dictionary' .15 .12 .21 .13 .46 1.07

6. (iSu) TbstfiBi-ftflEj pre'tjsa: "thi pe' tai

'democracy' .12 .25 .08 .13 .44 1.02

7. (uufia) ijviBftieiun "phu the' -sa:t se',na:

'Buddhism' .10 .10 .19 .12 .45 .96

8. (inau) n-sngifiij ke "re ke 'da: ' khom

'July' .12 .12 .12 .28 .41 1.05

9. "ret the 'tham e 'nu:n

'constitution of a nation' .12 .10 .20 .07 .45 .94

10. se '_ha? pe 't/sha:tehe : t

'United Nations' .13 .20 .18 .25 .30 1.06

Average Duration 1.06
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Table 16; Stress and syllable durations in 6-syllable words

(in seconds)

Thai Script
and

Translation

Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and
Syll. Durations

Duration
of Each
Utterance

1. (fi) apb3vn%jYi?v)tJ (inn) a',sap',ha: ri ma'~sap

'moveable property' .12 .25 .24 .11 .15 .28 1.14

2. ^fifiSnefntrtur (n) ~bu kha ~lik'~Iak sa'_na?

'personality' .09 .15 .17 .17 .16 .28 1.02

3. (lilg) ij^iQuatnu pu tpha'ni: ja sa',tha:n
'a place that one
should pay respect to'

.13 .12 .18 .14 .15 .50 1.22

4. anlnfi a we'Io: ki te:',suan
'name of a mythological
figure'

.09.12.25.13 .27 .47 1.33

5. afiuuviumTs a -phi'nan tha'na: ka:n

'compliment' .11 .12 .24 .09 .24 .52 1.32

6. atfj -m "ntfsu a nu'ma:n * ra tpha'thon

'person's name' .09 .15 .31 .15 .14 .43 1.27

7. (In) vr5K*sn^viEjnu phra,vra:t pa ?u tha'ja:n
'a royal garden' . .12 .19 .13 .15 .15 .48 1.22

8. ^nnsnSugavi -bu kha'la: "thi sa',tha:n
'a wish made by an
individual'

.10 .17 .20 .12 .18 .50 1.27

9. asn"5cj'5vru a '"thi ka'_su? ra'thin

'the extra day in a
leap year (Feb. 29)'

.09 .18 .11 .19 .16 .42 1.15

10. (via) ibtn-mutjtffn (vno) pra' ka-'t sa ni ja'.bat

'certificate' .14 .23 .11.09 .14 .35 1.06

• Average Duration 1.20
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Table 17: Contrastive syntactic stress and syllable durations

(in seconds)

Transcription and Translation
Allophonic Transcription
Indicating Stress and

Syll. Durations

la.
t

^ 1
stnfiuflfm -ja: kan di: -kwa: -je'kan di'_kwa:

You'd better not be in my way. .17 .35 .07 .47

b.
•

^ 1
.Yimfruflfnn -ja: kan di: -kwa: '-ja: ken di'-kwa:

We'd better get a divorce. .32 .08 .11 .48

2a. Ivimusrj vhai ma: ~le:u
\ § . ! t _ .

hai ma: ]s:u

(I) have already allowed him to come. .15 .51 .46

b. Imnuao vhai ma: ~Ie:u
"
hai me 1~ Ie:u

(I) have already given it to him. .24 .17 .46

3a. Iwlrluai xda:i pai ~le:u
x J • 1 • » f ^dei pai Ie:u

(I) was allowed to go. .14 .40 .47

b. IftliJusn ' da: i pai ~ie:u
1v , . .«_.da:i pei 1 e:u

(Somebody) has already got it. .26 .17 .42

4a. Infiiutah 'da: i kan ~le:u 'dei 'kan '~le:u

(I) have already tried to prevent it. .16 .32 .50

b. Infmuin 'da: i kan ~Ie:u 1'da: i ken '~Is:u

(They) have already been in bed
(before getting married).

.33 .17 .47

5a. .liuaun:; 'mai Ivi 'kha? 'mei ' Iv : i ''kha-

(We) haven't passed by it yet. .15 .36 .31

b. In latjRs 'mai Ixi 'kha? ''mai 1vi 'kha•

No. (I don't think so.) .29 .16 .35
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Table 18: The shift of stress and the change of syllable durations

(in seconds)

lino ilvoi a sfjfu

~le:u rko: _"t/sa? ma: ,mai Ma? khun

'Then, (tell me) will you come or not?'

Durations

1. '~Ie:u

.53 .53

2. "leu 'vko:

.18 .51 .69

3. "leu x ko Mtpa?
.17 .15 .33 .65

4. ~ 1 eu * ko tise ' ma:

.14 .15 .14 .53 .96

5. '~le:u *ko tpe "ma: '~mai
.20 .13 .13 .31 .39 1.16

6. "leu * ko t/se 'ma: "rnei 'x la?

.12 .14 .12 .32 .12
. .35 1.17

7. leu * ko tjse 'ma: "mei Me 'khun

.12 .14 .12 .30 .13 .17 .41 1.39

3. Notes and comments on stress and relative syllable durations

It is clear, up to this point, that stress plays sn important

role in a study of not only Thai rhythm but also Thai syntax, or one

may as well say that rhythm is part of Thai grammar (Chomsky's sense).

«.
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Syllable durations (shorter or longer) are mainly determined by stress

placement in utterances. Ignoring stress, one will never be able to

analyse successfully a unit of speech which is larger than a syllable.

Such a unit must be located by stress. Instrumental evidence supports

very well the hypothesis that a stress syllable is longer than an

unstressed one, relatively speaking.

In comparison with the other types of syllable, the so-called

"linker-syllables" are very short. This is the reason why polysyllabic

words tend to have shorter durations (between .10 - .30 second) than

compounds or reduplication; for example:

Type of Utterance Average Duration in Seconds

2-syllable words .62

2-syllable compounds .72

2-syllable complete reduplication .74

2-syllable partial reduplication .76

4-syllable words .93

4-syllable partial reduplication 1.14

4-syllable elaborate expressions 1.25

The last syllable of an utterance before a pause seems to be very

18
long , much longer than any other syllables in the same utterance, and

most of the time, even longer than the average duration of full form of

syllable (not before or after a pause) in my speech, which is about .40

seconds (See Table 2 on p. 69)

18
Stetson (1905: 316) tries to explain this phenomenon-, as follows:

"The sense of finality is often produced by a heavy accent.
This accent is often determined by some qualitative factor which
attracts attention and receives emphasis.

The heavy impact at the close seems not only to mark the
event, but to release quickly all the tensions of the movement;
(the tension of the respiratory muscles) all the tensions of the
movement seem to culminate in this effort and then disappear."
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Chapter 6: Functions and Durations of Phonological Pause

1. Functions of pause

Should pause be included in the study of a language? Does it

have any significant functions in speech? Will speech be intelligible

without the presence of pause?"''
Linguists and phoneticians, no matter to what school they belong,

take pause into their analysis of a language. For example, phonemicists
2

discuss pauses (both internal and external) under "junctures".

Abercrombie points out the five functions of phonological pause or

"silent stress" in English: syntactic, emphatic, terminal, tentative
3

and rhetorical. It is interesting to see whether phonological pause

in Thai has any significant role which is equivalent to the one in

English or not.

I believe that phonological pause in Thai has many functions, and

its durations must be included in a study of rhythm. There is something

systematic about the way Thai speakers pause when their speech is fluent.

Wallin (1901: 81) points out the laws of mental activity as follows:
" The laws of mental activity seem to demand that the words
in speaking be grouped into short unities that agree, in the main,
with the unity of consciousness; and that frequent, though brief,
pauses be made to enable the mind to easily grasp and synthesize
this manifold of sensation.

The mind conserves its energy by dividing its work into
brief, but forceful, efforts, and by introducing brief and
frequent, rather than long and infrequent, rests. This demand
is unconsciously fulfilled in spoken language. The frequent pauses
afford momentary opportunities for rest for both speaker and
listener. Hence the possibility of listening attentively to a
long discourse."

2
See Trager and Smith, "An Outline of English Structure", 1951,
pp. 38-39, and pp. 44-50.

3
Abercrombie, "Some Functions of Silent Stress", 1971.
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This will be demonstrated later in this chapter.

There is a close relationship between stress and pause in Thai;

for example, any syllable (a monosyllabic structure word, a monosylla¬

bic function word, the last syllable of a polysyllabic word, etc.)

before a pause is always stressed, and pause always accompanies an

emphatic stress.

It is quite controversial among Thai linguistic scholars what

makes a pair like ~na:m^kheq, a compound noun meaning 'ice' and

~na:m ,kh£Q, a sentence meaning 'the water becomes icy' differ in
4

meanings--stress or pause (plus juncture).

Solution a: ~na:m ,kh£Q = 'ice'
3 1

~na:m kheq = 'The water becomes icy'.
1 1

Solution B: ~na:m ,kh£q = 'ice'

~na:m + ,kh£Q = 'The water becomes icy'.

Both features—stress and pause—seem equally important. Pause

has syntactic function as well as stress has; sometimes it is obliga¬

tory and sometimes it is optional.

1. Obligatory syntactic function

Pause is considered obligatory when, with or wmthout its pre¬

sence, the meanings of phrases of sentences can be affected. One may

argue that it is not only pause but also some other phonetic features.

I entirely agree with this argument. It has been stated before that

(a) pause and stress have close relationship and should be analysed

together, and (b) various kinds of change, both segmental and supra-

4
For example, Sagarik (1965) favours solution B (the presence of plus
juncture / + /), whereas Hiranburana (1971) favours Solution A (the
presence of different degrees of accent).
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segmental, occur when syllables are unstressed. To make this analysis

clear and simple, only two prominent features, i.e. stress and pause,

are taken into account. The following are some examples:

Ex. 1 vtha: pai _khit *wa: -tjsa? -ju'- -sak diuan -nuiQ

a. ^tha'pai A'khit vwa tpa'-ju: -sak'diuan -nrnQ

'If I could go, I would stay for a month.'

b. xfhe poi'-khit *we tga'-ju: ~sak'dwan'-niuQ

'If you think that you'll stay for a month...'

Ex. 2 * muia khiu:n _ko:n no:n

a. v muia khiun -kon'no:n
A

'Last night, before I went to bed...'

b. rnuua khiun'-ko:n no:n
A

'The night before, I slept...'

Ex. 3 tham mai ma: ?au _si: mo:r)

a. them'mai' ma: au '_si:'mo:r)

'Why do you choose to come at four?'

b. tham'mai ma'?au -si'mcct]

'Why do you come to get it at 4 o'clock?'

Ex. 4 khun *me: ,phom kin *kha:u ~!e:u

a. khun '*me: ,phom kin 'vkha:u'-Ie:u

'Dear, my mother has already had her meal.'

b. khun,vme: phom 'ki n'* kha: u' ~ i e: u

'My mother has already had her meal.'

c. khun'vmS:A ,phom' ki n'x kha: u" ~ Ie: u
'Mother, I have already had my meal.'
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Ex. 5 xpho: ta: ~no:Q -tpep

a. '*pho: to'~no:o'-t/sep

'Father, Ta Nong is ill.'

b. xpho'ta: ~not]'-tpep

'My father-in-law is ill.'

c. '*pho: te ,-no:Q '-tpep
'Ta Nong's father is ill.'

d. vpho: 'ta: ~noq '-tjsep

'Father, I have sore eyes.

Ex. 6 *m£: ~na:m ~jx? tpaq

a. vm£ ,-na:m ~jx?'t^ao
'There are many rivers!'

b. ,vme:
a ,_na:m ,_jv? 'tpaQ

'Mother, there is a lot of water!'

Ex. 7 mi: ~na:m * phiuQ ~l£? pla:

a. mi ,-na:m
a 1 v phiuQ A ~le pla:

'There are water, bees and fish.'

b. mi ~nom ' ^ phujrj a ~l£ pla:

'There is honey and fish.'

Ex. 8 * — jip. vhai *m£: _noi *tjsa?

a. '-jip * hoi '^m£: -noi *tpa*

'Bring it to Mummy, please.'

b. '-jip ^hoi *m£'-noi ^t/sa-

'Bring it to Noi.

2. Optional syntactic pause

There is an expression in Thai: *phu:t mi:
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tjsaq_wa? _tjsa? kho:n 'to speak with rhythm (or to speak in a pleasant

manner)', and vice versa; i.e. one can speak without rhythm (or speak

in an unpleasant manner). What do people mean or how do they feel

when they use this expression? I have heard many people complain:

"One of the announcers of the National Broadcasting Station who read

the radio news at 8 o'clock (p.m.) is very bad. He reads with no

rhythm at all." When I asked, "What do you mean when you say that he

reads without rhythm?" the reply was, "He pauses where he wants to

pause, but not where he should pause. Because of this, sometimes the

messages are ambiguous. I am annoyed whenever I listen to him."

It is quite fortunate that I could manage to tape this particular

announcer one night, in 1975. Some examples from the recording and

my attempt to make them "sound better" are presented below (A = puase):

Ex. 1

-thaq-ni: "phro? xwa: ko:q -thap thai ,sa: *ma:t vpoq kan _pra? vthe:t

*da:i do:i vmai t^am pen ^toq ?au -tha? ,ha:n _ta:q *da:u ma:

*tjshuei ~rop

'This is because the armed forces of Thailand can protect the country

without the aid of foreign troops.'

(My improvement)

[~theq'-ni: a -phro koq '-thap 'thai ,sa "ma:t * poq 1 kanpre ,xthe:t
vda:i doi vmei tjsem 'pen *toq '?au the ' ,ha:n _taq 'vda:u me

'^tfshuei '"rop]

Ex. 2

nai * rrueq -ni : tha:q _fa: i _sa? _ha? -rat *sa:p a -ju: di: 'wa: _pra?
*the:t thai pen -mit x th i: di: ,kho:q ,khau a -ja:q rai
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'In this case, the United States well knows that Thailand is a good

friend.1

(My improvement)

[nei 'v ruieo ' —n i:
a ther] '_fa:i so he '"rat '*sa:p _ju * d i: a

pre '^the:t 'thai pen '-mit x thi * di: ,khoQ '"khau _jeo 'rai]
Ex. 3

do: i _kra? subq _kra? la: ,ho:m _sa? _ha? "rat *mai ,sa: xma:t N th i:

_tpa? _?a? "thi? ba:i vhai "rat _tha? _sa? pha: a vkhau tpai a _sa?

*pha:p vthi: pen tjsiq vda:i

'The fact that the U.S. Dept. of Defence could not explain and make

the congress understand the real situation...

(My improvement)

[doikre 'sueQ kele ',ho:m se he ' "rat vmei ,sa 'Nma:t *thi tpe

?e thi 'ba:i *hei '"rat the se 'pha: vkheu 'tpai A se 'vpha:p ^ th i

pen 'tpio da:I]

3. Emphatic function

A pause always comes immediately after the syllable that

carries an emphatic stress. It makes the climax or the most important

part of an utterance stand out and attract the listener's attention.

Ex. 1

'khrai pen 'khon *_phit ken 'Nne:
'I wonder who's wrong!'

Ex, 2

*khon
A *_ta:o _kap *_sat a ~ne 'th*:

'Man is different from animal, dear.'
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Ex. 3

Mhe *_ja:k A v ko 'tphvin
'If you have a desire, go ahead.'

4. Creating a feeling of suspense. Another function of pause

is to provoke suspense. It makes the listener or the audience get

involved with what the speaker is going to say next.

Ex. 1

-kheu them 'Mha: ',mwen a ',phi: tai '*sa:k
'He acted as if he were ... a zombie.'

Ex. 2

Mho khem '_to:p we ,xmai A r ko tge '_kx:t v ruieo
'If the answer were "no" ... a disaster would come.'

Ex. 3

"kheu ,vwIq _ok 'pai a _sek '^khru; A ' ,si©Q 'pui:n 'Man
'He ran out. Then, after a while, ... we heard a gun fire.'

I believe that the other functions of pause, terminal, tentative

and rhetoric, also exist in Thai, but they are less frequent in daily

usage. Their scope is limited to people who have something to do with

public speaking, e.g. politicians, radio and T.V. announcers, lecturers

and so forth. No definite rules can be given where or when one should

pause. It is something personal and more artistic than scientific;

therefore, I shall not discuss it in detail here.

2. Durations of pause

1. In reading the list of 50 nonsense utterances on pages 53-55;

each speaker, controlled by the text, had to pause 49 times. The first

pause came after the first utterance (?a:) di: "rak *na:k "rin (?a:),
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and the last pause counted for this purpose was the one which came

before the last utterance (?a:) * khwan -biet kh 10:q ,53:01 (?a:).

Objectively measured, the duration of pause varied a lot for each

speaker. Some speakers preferred shorter pauses and some speakers pre¬

ferred longer pauses. However, the way in which each speaker paused

is quite systematic. A summary can be given in the following tables:

Table 19: Durations of pause in comparison with the durations of the

whole text (in seconds) and the average percentages of

pause (50 nonsense utterances)

Speaker Duration of Text
Duration
of Pause

Percentage
0,
0

FP 161.38 (2.69 minutes) 47.29 29.30

PP 158.83 (2.65 minutes) 36.84 23.19

SS 150.68 (2.51 minutes) 26.21 17.39

TL 161.10 (2.69 minutes) 24.97 15.50

VP 155.90 (2.60 minutes) 35.58 22.82

Table 20: Range of the durations of pause (in seconds)

Speaker Shortest Longest

FP .69 1.25

PP .61 .96

SS .38 1.28

TL .32 .78

VP .55 1.03
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Table 21: Average percentages of the durations of pause (50 nonsense

utterances)

Speaker

%

Duration of Pause in Seconds

.30-.39 .40-.49 .50-.57 .60-.69 .70-.79 .80-.89 .90-.99 1.00-

FP - - - 2.04 8.16 22.45 26.53 40.82

PP - - - 22.45 51.02 24.49 2.04 -

SS 2.04 36.74 46.94 12.24 2.04 ~ - 2.04

TL 10.20 42.86 28.58 8.16 10.20 - - -

VP - - 10.20 22.45 38.78 16.33 8.16 4.08

2. Every speaker seemed to spend a similar amount of tine (155.90-

161.38 seconds) in reading the list of 50 utterances as shown in

Table 1. The duration of pause varies from 24.97 seconds (speaker TL)

to 47.29 seconds (speaker FP). However, the duration of pause is not

more than 30% of the total duration. Speakers SS and TL seemed to

prefer shorter pauses while the other three preferred longer pauses.

As for speaker SS, the range of pause is from .30 to .79 second; it

is peculiar that this speaker made a very long pause (1.25 seconds)

which is not within the range at all. The explanation is that this

very long pause occurred when speaker SS finished reading the last

item (utterance no. 25) on the first page of the list which contained

two pages. The common core duration of pause seems to be .60-.79

second which is about the duration of two syllables.

3. It is interesting to see the duration of pause in running
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connected speech, e.g. when one tells a story. The length of pause

occurring in the Story of a Myna Bird which was read by five speakers

was measured. According to the text, every speaker was supposed to

pause at 26 places, but when the reading actually took place, only

two speakers (speakers PP and SS) followed the text exactly; one

speaker (speaker TL) skipped one pause and the other two speakers

(speakers FP and VP) skipped two pauses. The result of the measure¬

ments is summarized and presented in the two tables below.

Table 22: Durations of pause in comparison with the durations of the

whole text (in seconds) and the average percentages of

pause (the Story of a Myna Bird)

Speaker
No. of
Pauses

Duration
of
Text

Duration
of
Pause

%

FP 24 58.20 14.99 25.75

PP 26 59.77 16.94 28.34

SS 26 62.82 17.69 28.15

TL 25 56.09 13.47 24.01

VP 24 57.05 14.49 25.40



Table23:Averagepercentagesofthedurationsofpause (theStoryofAMynaBird)
Speaker

°y
*0

Duration
ofPauseinSeconds

.10-.19
.20-.29
.30-.39

4^

0

1

-P*

kQ

.50-.59
.60-.69

0

1

kO

00

o

00

kO

kD

0

1

kO

kO

1.00-

FP

-

-

4.17

12.50

29.16

33.33

12.50

-

4.17

4.17

PP

-

-

-

15.38

26.92

30.77

15.38

3.85

3.85

3.85

SS

3.85

3.85

-

15.38

19.23

11.54

23.08

11.54

3.85

7.68

TL

8.00

4.00

20.00

-

28.00

28.00

8.00

4.00

-

-

VP

4.17

4.17

4.17

8.33

33.33

20.83

8.33

4.17

8.33

4.17
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4. Pauses seem to vary a lot in length. However, the highest

percentage falls between .50 second and .79 second which is about the

length of two full syllables. The longest pause made by almost all

speakers (except sepaker TL) is the one that comes after the title of

the story: 1.24, 1.10, 1.34 and 1.12 seconds, by speakers FP, PP. SS

and VP respectively. Generally, speaker TL, which was myself, made

rather short pauses, in comparison with the other four speakers.

(This may be because she was so familiar with the text that she could

recite it from memory.) Thus, pauses seem to be shorter in more fluent

speech. It is difficult, sometimes, to separate the length of pause

belonging to the rhythmic system and the one which results from hesi¬

tation or when a speech is not fluent.
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Chapter 7: Feet and Their Durations
- ... ■ .... ■

1. Definition of Foot

The smallest phonological unit which can be a rhythmic unit as

defined in Chapter 1, Part II, is the syllable. The next phonological

unit which is larger than a syllable but smaller than a tone-group is

a "foot".1 The domain of a foot extends from a salient syllable--audi¬

ble or inaudible (e.g. a phonological pause)--up to but not including

the next salience. Thus, the first syllable of a foot or the salient

syllable is identical with stressed syllable, the other unstressed

syllables in a foot (if these are any), are weak syllables. Using

vertical lines to indicate foot boundaries, the following sentence

contains seven feet:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

tpam o rai r khtun ma: *ko -!uen_te khwa:m -thuk-thoo -nan

'What I remember are only sufferings.'

In this sentence, there are seven salient (or stressed) syllables and

five weak (or unstressed) syllables. Foot is not a grammatical unit.

Hence, it has nothing to do with the morphemes or words of a language.

As Chatman (1965: 117) says:

According to Halliday (1967: 12-15), the hierarchical organisation
of the phonology of a language is composed of four units in descending
order: tone group, foot, syllable and phoneme. He says (p. 12):

They are related taxonomically as are the units of the
grammatical rank scale; each one consists of one or more
of the one below it. This therefore specifies a set of
phonological constituent types parallel to, but not in one
to one correspondence with, those of the grammar; and
without the possibility of rank shift.

See also Pike (1971: 409) and Brosnahan and Malmberg (1970: 139-140).
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Feet have nothing else to do with language: they are
non-grammatical and non-lexical, and so do not bear any
relation to word-integrity, phonological juncture, or any
other real linguistic feature. Foot boundaries may split
words, and two words separated by even the strongest junc¬
ture (say the one represented by a period) may occur within
the same foot. Feet, in short, are purely "notional."

2. Foot Structure

Based on the internal composition, it can be said that Thai has

five types of feet:

1. 1 s 1 = 1-syllable foot

2. 1 s W 1 = 2-syllable foot

3. 1 s w w 1 = 3-syllable foot

4. 1 s w W W I (rare) = 4-syllable foot

5. 1 s w W W W I (very rare) = 5-syllable foot

S = salient syllable

W = weak syllable

Briefly stated, the five types of foot structure can be schematized

as follows:

S W0-4
In some cases, the audible salient syllable (S) can be replaced

by an inaudible salience, or in other words, a phonological pause (P).

Thus the foot structure can be written as:

Here are some examples:

1-syllable foot

Ex. 1 khwa:m _so: k
x

sau

S S S

'sorrow, grief'
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Ex. 2 _k/|t
A

-ke:
A -tisep A

ta: i
S P S P S P S

'To be Porn, to be old, to be sick and to

2-syllable foot

Ex. 3 _ko:-wi
S W

*na:t sa

S W
kam

'to cause destruction'

3-syllable foot

Ex. 4 -me tpa
P W N

mi: _?u pa
S W W

_sak * ko v mai
S IV IV

kl ua

'Although there may be some obstacles, I'm not afraid.'

Ex. 5 *ko ,tha:m pai jar]
S W W

-qan v dai -mai
S W W

I a *

'Can you ask (them) in that way?'

4-syllable foot

ta: mEx. 6 the:n vthi t^a pai
S WWW

»mo:

instead of calling for a doctor.'

Ex. 7 pai v"thi pre
P w w w

tu: si "th v:

'Go to the door.'

5-syllable foot

Ex. 8 tqu a: Ioq ka ra na ma
S W W W W

,ha:-wi ja I ai

Ex. 9

'Chulalongkorn University'
v

tha tpa x hai man
P W "W W W

0iap _ju nan na: n

'If you want it to keep quiet for a long time,

Ex. 10
~ 1 e y ko ma la

P W W W W
ko: _?ik ha: I u: k

'
... and also five papayas.'
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***4-syllable and 5-syllable feet tend to occur in faster speech. In

slower speech, they are not favoured; therefore, Thai speakers tend

to break them up into two feet:

| S W W W | -> | S W | S W |
(Ex. 7) | a poi vthi pre j tu: ... |Apoi|*thi:pre|tu:...

| S W W W W | •> a. | S W W | S W |
b. |S W | S W W |

(Ex. 9) (a r the tjsa % hsi men ] x q i ap.. . -*■ |a vthe tpe Jx h a i men | v qiap...
(Ex. 10) | ~ le x ko me I e j ko: .. . -* J A ~ I e | v ko: me I e | ko:...

The foot structure Js WWW W | can become either a or b, depending

upon the internal linguistic composition or the components of each

5-syllable foot. In Ex. 9, the components are P + 4 (monosyllabic)

grammatical words, which then split themselves up into two parts, and

the third one becomes the salient syllable of the following foot. In

Ex. 10, the components are P + 2 grammatical words + 2 linker syllables,

and the second grammatical word becomes the salience of the next foot.

3. Measurement of foot

1. There are, at least, two theories of how a foot should be

measured:

(a.) The inter-beat intervals can be measured after the locations

of the rhythmic beats of speech are determined.

(b.) One can measure from a salient syllable up to but not including

the next salience, since it is the domain of a foot according to the

definition given previously.

If the first technique were adopted, first of all, the locations

of the rhythmic beats of Thai speech would be determined. But it is

not definite, even from experimental results, on what part of the
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syllable the rhythmic beats fall. So far as the rhythm of English is

concerned, most writers, in the literature, have been inclined to

take the nuclear vowels of the stressed syllables or the release of

the last consonant before the nuclear vowels as the locations of the

beats of English speech rhythm, e.g. Thomson (1923) and Classe (1939).

Allan (1967) comments: "These locations were chosen probably because

the acoustic and physiological patterns of speech change drastically

during the transition from consonant to nuclear vowel, and so both

locations are acceptable from either a motoric or a perceptual point of
M2view."

In order to find out the location of rhythmic beat within the

syllable, Allan conducted three experiments. In the first experiment,

three subjects, native speakers of English, tapped their fingers in

time to the rhythm of the syllables of selected conversational utterances,

and the locations of the subjects' taps relative to the syllables were

measured. The result was that the subjects tapped with greater accuracy

to the stressed syllables than to the unstressed ones. He also found

in this experiment that the subjects' average tap locations were between

the release of the last consonant before the nuclear vowel and the onset

of the nuclear vowel. In the second experiment, the same subjects were

asked to move an audible click instead of tapping their fingers, and

once again many click locations were measured for each syllable. The

resulting click locations were partly in agreement with the tap locations

of the first experiment. The third experiment was run in pilot form to

investigate the relationship between the beat and the nuclear vowel

2
Allan, "Experiments on the Rhythm of English Speech", in UCLA V.'orking
Papers in Phonetics, No. 10, 1968, p. 42.
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onset which depended on the initial consonant sequence. The result

was that the subjects showed agreement in the way their click location

changed depending on the phonetic character of the test syllables. He

concludes, "Nevertheless, this small set of data shows us that the

location of the syllable beat is not a simple function of the nuclear

vowel onset and the release of the initial consonant, although one can

3
choose either of these events as a first approximation." Rapp (1971)

also did an extended version of the work done by Allan. The best loca¬

tion in Swedish syllables and its relation to various aspects of timing

of speech segments were investigated. Three Swedish male subjects were

asked to read 12 lists of nonsense words. Regarding pulse locations in

relation to acoustic segments, Rapp states, "There is a large inter-

subject variation as to the absolute pulse location, subject no. 2

placing pulses at least 55 m sec. earlier than the other subjects.

However, if we compare the pulse locations of the three subjects on a

relational basis subjects are found to be consistent in that pulses

are placed earlier in words containing voiceless intervocalic ^Consonants

or consonant clusters than in words having a voiced consonant in the
4

same position".

The technique used by Allan and Rapp may not work well for Thai

speakers since Thai is not a genuine stress-timed language like English

and Swedish. (See detailed discussion in Chap. 8, Part III). However,

• it may be challenging to an experimental psychologist and an experimental

phonetician who care for the timing perception of Thai speakers to

^Ibid. p. 45.

-^Rapp, "A Study of Syllable Timings," in STL-QPSR 1/1971, p. 17.
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collaborate and investigate extensively this area.

In this thesis, I shall follow the second theory because it is

easier to see where a foot begins and ends. This concept of rhythmic

foot was put forward for English by Abercrombie (1964) and it has been
5

practised both by lecturers and students in the Linguistics Department.

2. To achieve a reliable measurement of foot durations and

syllable durations within different types of feet, three forms of

speech were investigated: phrases or sentences that can come up in

every-day conversation, a story and a prose extract. To a certain

extent, they represent what actually occurs in Thai so far as rhythmic

feet are concerned. Three sets of data were prepared for the purpose:

The first set consisted of 30 meaningful utterances which were

either phrases or sentences; 10 utterances contained 2-syllable feet,

10 contained 3-syllable feet and 10 contained 4-syllable feet. 1-sylla-

ble and 5-syllable feet were left out. This is because the average

duration of 1-syllable feet can be expected, more or less, to be the

same as the average duration of the full form of syllable given in

Table 2. 5-syllable feet, which are very rare, occur only in fast

speech; therefore, there is no need to include them here since interest

has been focused on moderate speech tempo. The same material was

recorded three times, so that the results of measurements could be

compared.

The second and the third sets were running connected speech, the

story of a myna bird and a piece of prose extracted from a book called
_

See Smith's two articles: "Syllable-Structure and Rhythm in Japanese,"
in Work in Progress, No. 8, 1975, pp. 1-13, and "The Timing of French,
with Reflections on Syllable Timing,"in Work in Progress, No. 9, 1975,
pp. 97-108.



aui&wssfilsf-ilufi'n [som_det "phra ,si: „sa ~wa rin ~thi ~ra]. One

speaker (myself) was used in the experiments. Speech rhythm is something

personal and subjective, especially the way the silent syllables are

placed; in some cases, there are several alternatives. Therefore, I

would rather describe my own speech. As a secondary aid machine can

be useful sometimes, but not always.

The oscillograms were made from the recordings of the materials

described above. The segmentation, especially, of the last one presented

some difficulties. The text was an extract from a book; thus, no alter¬

ations could be made. The case was different from the other two in

which I was free to choose and arrange the combination of syllables in

a way that syllable boundaries could be seen easily. The problems were

(i) when a voiceless stop came immediately before and after a pause,

and (ii) when two identical segments occurred next to each other, and

one was the final of the preceding syllable and the other was the

initial of the following syllable, e.g. [ta:m.ma:] 'to follow', [ta:k.
v

k1 usi] 'to dry bananas in the sun' and so on.

I solved the above problems by making an estimation which was based

on my observation of what had happened concerning segment durations in

the rest of the text. As a rule, the segment durations estimated were:

(i) .05 second for a voiceless unaspirated initial before the

onset of any vowels;

(ii) .02 second for a voiceless aspirated initial stop before the

aspirated release which is about .03 second before vowel onset;

(iii) .15 second for a voiceless unaspirated final stop before a

pause when the syllable had a short vowel and .05 second when it had a

long vowel; (The last foot of an utterance is always a monosyllabic foot
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and much longer than the other monosyllabic feet in the same utterance.

There is only one exception, i.e. when an utterance ended with a final

particle, e.g. -na?, xkha?, si:, etc., the final particle may be stressed

or unstressed. It depends upon each individual speaker and occasion.

For example, I, usually, do not stress the final particles, unless I

want to emphasize my attitudes or to be firm and definite.)

Civ) 2_ of the duration of abutting consonants is for final posi-
3

tion and 1_ for the initial one.
3

3. The following are the data and the result of measurements of

the three types of feet stated earlier in this chapter.

2-syllable feet

1. mifninfl

'what happened previously'

2. vtesnTavitiaN)

'the second thing, secondly'

3. jjfiTnjfSrm
'to have a feeling that'

4. 1vi9n>atb:: ivrnmi

'in foreign countries'

5. $ iviflavi ifluFiu
'It seems like a human being.'

6. iSuparentmil

'to be a dark night'

"7 • c •/• amniaufumi

'Play, if you want to play.'

8. ssjjiWI?)

'to try hard to come'



'How did you say it?'

fnrnnm iSej

'if it didn't work well.



Table24:Durationsof2-syllablefeetinseconds
Transcription

1stRecording

2ndRecording

3rdRecording

Total

Total

Total

1.

x "thI|—Ie:ume|"ni:
.34

.11

.45

.30

.16

.46

.32

.13

.45

2.

pre|ka:n'thi|,so:q
.38

.15

.53

.36

.17

.53

.39

.19

.58

3.

mi|khwa:m~ru[_suik...
.28

.14

.42

.37

.12

.49

.26

.14

.40

4.

nei|_ta:opre|*the:t
.30

.12

.42

.32

.11

.43

.28

.11

.39

5.

du|,miuenpen|khon
.32

.18

.50

.29

.22

.51

.30

.20

.50

6.

pen[khiu:n'khaq]re:m
.32

.24

.56

.32

.24

.56

.30

.24

.54

7.

_ja:kPlen'koplen
.28

.09

.37

.31

.11

.42

.33

.10

.43

8.

tpa|ma:*heipda:i
.28

.15

.43

.32

.15

.47

.30

.18

.48

9.

khunPphu:t_jeo|rai
.28

.18

.46

.29

.19

.48

.28

.20

.48

10.

' the|_ha:k'we|,sie
.21

.14

.35

.25

.15

.40

.23

.16

.39

TotalAverage

.30

.15

.45

.31

.16

.47

.30

.17

.47
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3-syllable feet

1. tl^smonlufieh

'I'm not afraid although I may die.'

2. aitma finals

•to read historical annals'

3. uusvnlnltl iff£J1

'to recommend someone to go somewhere'

4. ilEnubstt'nna

'a municipal school'

5. 1t?tis"5suv!il?nt)

'also put mint'

6. Su lanmuvliSu

"I'd like to have ice coffee.'

7. nutknaTSK ina

'to eat butterfish.'

8. lu'tfiaaatfia

'may arrive soon'

9. YiYlanliJ?)

'(You) can do it, but you can't do it well.'

10. i^auntma

'This boat is also expensive.'



Table25:Durationsof3-syllablefeetinseconds
Transcription

1stRecording

2ndRecording

3rdRecording

Total

Total

Total

1.

,thU]Q
|ta:i*komei|klue

.32

.09

.18

.59

.31

.08

.15

.54

' .29

.07

.14

.50

2.

_?a:n
| phorjsewe|da:n

.23

.17

.12

.52

.25

.15

.14

.54

.20

.13

.11

.44

3.

"ne?

| nam*heipei|vthieu
.29

.09

.12

.50

.29

.12

.14

.55

.28

.08

.14

.50

4.

roo|
rienpretpha[ba:n

.28

.11

.15

.54

.26

.11

.15

.52

.23

.12

.18

.53

5.

| -sai
sere|_ne:\duei

.29

.12

.12

.53

.29

.12

.15

.56

.25

.12

.15

.52

6.

"tfshan|?aukefe|jen
.18

.17

.21

.56

.24

.16

.15

.55

,23

.15

.12

.50

7.

kin|
p1a:tpere|-met

.30

.10

.13

.53

.20

.14

.19

.53

.22

.13

.17

.52

8.

x me!

~tpha:khootpe|,thiuQ
.30

.16

.12

.58

.33

.15

.10

.58

.29

.11

.10

.50

9.

them

r da:ixkovmei|di:
.24

.08

.19

.51

.32

.23

.10

.65

.26

.19

.11

.56

10.

| riue

r nIvko|phe:q

.21

.19

.12

.52

.29

.25

.22

.76

.24

.11

.17

.52

TotalAverage

.26

.13

.15

.54

.28

.15

.15

.58

.25

.12

.14

.51
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4-syllable feet

1. ummTjj tflulpii-sjc}

'But I (Mother) haven't met (them).'

2. tJTulvifunfiNJSE ifiu

'Most of them will be...'

3. ibs ivmamini

'the United States of America.'

4. n I'jtivAviYnNScJnim'iu

'Then, (we) reported to the Parliament.'

5. nisjfulfi I'anliJvn
'If you had an opportunity to go to see (him).'

6. sdlfba-TvmfTiJj

'It will be on show until the 3rd of ...'

7. nmr^lUwiij

'It's a good idea to bring (him) back.'

8. isnohnsni-'azifha

'He always emphasizes that he's going to forsake her.'

9. fiNjuilnlfluii «]

'It's certain that (he) can't come.'

10. lUifuuvrmmvLm

'to go and report (it) to the Dean.'



Table26:Durationsof4-syllablefeetinseconds
Transcription

1stRecording

2ndRecording

3rdRecording

Total

Total

Total

1.-te|*me:^moikh*irdot|...
.22.14.24.16
.76

.17.16.19.14
.66

.18.15.17.15
.65

2._suan|_jaT*kokhootes|...
.32.13.09.13
.68

.25.12.12.12
.61

.27.11.09.12
.59

3.pro|rthe:tomeri|ka:
.25.07.18.12
.62

.19.07.18.13
.57

.21.08.14.13
.56

4.*ko[rlon*he[thanso]..
.22.07.20.12
.61

.17.14.18.12
.61

.23.14.20.13
.70

5.*the|khun*doivkhoupoi1
.24.12.18.18
.72

.20.10.19.14
.63

.26.12.16.13
.67

6.tpo|m!:/thwr)won*thi|...
.21.12.16.13
.62

.21.13.18.15
.67

.23.16.21.14
.74

7.vko|di:*th11£0po!]...
.18.10.16.14
.58

.20.10.16.14

.60

.22.12.16.14

.64

8."kou|-Jam.tevwotco|..
.27.13.12.16
.68

.25.11.13.12

.61

.26.10.12.13

.61

9.khoQ|ma:'moixdoi_ne]...
.21.17.22.15
.75

.21.18.22.15

.76

.22.18.20.11

.71

10....rion|xthankho-nob©|..
.23.07.16.11
.57

.22.09.16.10

.57

.25.07.15.13
.60

TotalAverage

.24.11.17.14

.66

.21.12.17.13
.63

.23.12.16.13
.64
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4. The following is the measurement of feet occurring in the

Story of a Myna Bird. (See the text and translation on page 78.)

The numbers above the transcription indicate foot durations and the

ones below indicate syllable durations.

.41

rwao ~nok
.24 .17

.48 .56 .28 .37 .46 .13
v

? i ao ?e: _niuk du -ko: n A

.48 ?56 .28 .18 .19 .46 .13

.36
*

riuan * th i
.23 .13

.31 .42 .77 .43 .55 .50
kh* i 1 au 1 "?a:

a ~nujk _?o:k -1 a

.31 .42 •1—i—* .43 .38 .17 .28 .22

.55

COK) .34 oo(N|
auv ruja-nok x

? i ao di _kwa: -na:

.13.15 .18 .25 .13 .34 .28

.89
mi -nok
.13 .21

.37
? i
.37

.31
tua
.31

.23 .37 OO(N .45 .34 .38 .55 .23 T -r

. OO

_nuiQ man _da: _keo pen fa i 1 v: i
A

-ru : kham
.23 .19 .18 .28 • 26 .19 .34 .38 .23 .3 3

.30 .31 .44 .41 .51 27

_ja:p
*

ma: k ma: i a kx : n
a 1 A He

*

ko -wi thi : diauvthi
.30 .31 .32 .12 .41 1

, .10 .15 .12 27 .19 .17

.60

tpa *hai man
.08 .15 .11

.36 .38 .62 .46 .29 .28

'oisp
*

da: i
*

nan rko
A

khuj: v too eu
v

pha: kh I urn
.36 .38 .34 .17 .11 .18 .15 .13 .29 .28

.36 32 .55 .33 .30 33

kroo ~s i a
A 1 A

man tga dai -khit wa
v

mtu: t e: u A

.36 32 .14 .09 .16 .19 .14 .30 33 .38

.65 .27 .44 .37 .60 .30 .28 .35 .31
dai we I a no:n -sa th i :

A* A ?i ta ~n i: -na:
x

ruo
.15 .12 .27 .30 .14 .37 —• .14 .16 .30 .28 .35 .31

.39 .27 .31 66 .35 .42 .27
-tjsha: u wan _niuo A 1 A J'9' ,sa: u _ke: 'teau ,kho: o
.39 .27 .31

^ > . 15 .35 .30 .12 .27

.48
-nok x nan * ko
.24 .14 .10

.37

-pv:t au
.25 .12

.33

'pha: x th i
.21 .12

.28
kh I urn
.28

.59

krco _ok -j'sq
.23 .16 .20

.39 .61 .27 .28
kh v: i I

a -ru-mai khrai d*: n
.39 .17 .20 .27 .28

.54

_pha:n ma pho
.28 .11 .15

.31
d i :

.31

.78
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.25
_ba:t
.25

.34

J liar)
.34

.27
'

tpa?
.27

.64

J ®'
.14

*

t£au
.12

.55

#khoQ ke 'rip
.29 .10 .16

.55 1 .28 . 36 .43 .28 .35

'wiq_klap ma i kh1um kroq 'tpau -nok -jar) reu wai
.26 .16 .13 1 .28 .26 .10 .27 .10 .28 .35

.51
-le
.12

.57 .24 .28 1 .27
'

ko 'wiq pai 'thi pa tu: tphx:n _ba:
.13 .20 .09 .15. .13 .24 .28 I .27

.42 .62 .55 .33 .37
ba: n

A | A
-nok man

'

ko 'nip tphiau
.42 .27 .18 .10 .33 .37

.53

, luaq 'kha ma nai
.21 .06 .13 .13

.50

.44

.52

a shai
.38 .14

J ®'
.17

.28

,sa: u
.28

.33
-ke: * ko
.23 .10

.46

,tha:m ' pho
.34 .12

.46
- le -]e:u
.17 .46

.41
_ba:t ,!uao

.35
_sai -nam

.18 .17

.48
ta: n_ki
.28 .20

.58

~tpho:n nai ka
.32 .12 .14

.22

.44
T S I

.44

.19

.69

wa:

.40

ai 'tpau
12 .13

.59 .33 .62 .34 .66 .55
-nok man

'

ko ta ko: n
v

phlo: q_ok ma
'

wa :
A l A ,me: h ai

.20 .14 .12 .13 . 33 .28 .16 .18 .34 .40 .15

.42 .30 56 .46 .47

ta: i thv
'

na:
\ .

ai k 1 aq wan 'ni man
\

san pen
.30 .12 .30 .23 .12 .21 .20 .09 .17 .29 .18

.41 .37
v

ba: 1 a i —w v : i
.20 .21 .37

a.) The five types of foot structure described earlier in this

chapter occur in this passagejaltogether, there are 141 feet. 1-sylla-
ble feet are the most frequent and 5-syllable feet are the least

frequent; in fact, only one example can be found, i.e. -wi thi: d i au

'

th i tjsa ' hai man qiap 'the only way that could make him quiet'.

The frequency of the occurrence of each type of foot is given in per¬

centages in the table below:
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Table 27: Percentages of the occurrence of the five types of foot

structure (the Story of a Myna Bird)

(141 feet = 100%) %

Type of Foot S W P W Total
0-4 0-4

1-syllable feet 43.97 17.02 60.99

2-syllable feet 16.31 4.26 20.57

3-syllable feet 7.09 6.38 13.47

4-syllable feet 2.13 2.13 4.26

5-syllable feet 0.71 - 0.71

Total 70.21 29.79 100.00

b.) The durations of the 62 monosyllabic feet (43.97%) occurring

in the Story of a Myna Bird range from .23 second to .48 second. In

general, the ones before pauses seem to be longer than the others

that occur elsewhere. To give a clear picture, then, they are divided

into two sub-groups, /S/ and /S/ #. The more syllables a foot con¬

tains, the longer the length of the foot. But the duration of a

2-syllable foot is not the double of a 1-syllable foot for instance.

The increase of foot length is rather subtle. There is a point where

the durations of different types of feet overlap. The details about

the percentages of foot durations are presented in the following

table:
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Table 28: Percentages of the durations (in seconds) of feet containing

audible saliences (the Story of a Myna Bird).

Type of Foot
Range of
Foot

Duration

%

.20-.29 .30-.39 .40-.49 .50-.59 .60-.69

|s| .23-.39 51.35 48.65 - - -

Is! # .23-.48 16.00 48.00 36.00 - -

Is W| .33-.55 - 39.13 52.17 8.70 -

I s w w 1 .46-.62 - - 30.00 60.00 10.69

I S W W W 1 .53-.59 - - - 100.00 -

| S W W W W I .60- - - - - 100.00

W I1-31

c.) The so-called "silent stress" or "silent salience" causes

some difficulties in the measurement of foot durations. Sometimes

they are very short (.13 second) and sometimes very long (.89 second)

The placing of foot boundaries, e.g. | a j , j | | and
is rather an estimation or "guesswork", even though there is somethin

systematic about it. For example, a long duration of phonological

pause as .77 second has been analysed as two silent feet. It is not

claimed that the analysis given here is definite. It is only an

attempt which seems to work quite well.

In order to make the analysis of feet having silent salience

clear, they are divided into seven different types: [ ^ j , | W i
WW w WW and WWW

The number of times of their occurrences and the durations of silent

salient syllables are presented in the following table:
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Table 29: Durations of silent saliences occurring in the Story of a

Myna Bird (in seconds)

Type of Foot No. Durations in Seconds
1

I

I P 1 4 .13 .35 .55 .55 1
1

! p w! .3 .19 .38 .38 1
|

1 P w w I 3 .23 .34 .38
I

Ipl Pi 4 .62 .66 .77 .78 |

1 P | P w I 3 .44 .50 .66
1
i

I p! p w w I 6 .51 .60 .61 .64 .69 .89 |
t

I P1 P W W W i 3 .51 .55 .55 I
I
i

5. The following is the measurement of feet which occur in the

passage extracted from a book referred to earlier in this chapter.

The actual text, written in Thai script, and the English translation

will be given. The passage is about a queen who has lived a very

miserable life. The author describes how she feels after the crema¬

tion of her only daughter.
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iKfiaBqT.aau'aNA^I.unaa^n'jjViaBa ncnSuumuTu Twej^M
msBaalaaaafiaaEj'tfau vraalys-a-ausSula iflu ifnaaSa indaa

vi'sfj'i^viqvro
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Translation

Queen Srisawarinthira

It was a dark night of the period of the waning moon. The moon

had just risen. The moonlight shining through the hollow part of a

tree illuminated slightly the road from the crematorium at the Phra

Meru Ground to the Srapathum Palace. The dimness of the moon and the

passiveness of the wind added melancholy to the tranquil and sad atmos¬

phere. While the car was running along the road, Her Majesty sat

quietly all the time. Her black dress made her complexion look fairer.

Her face was calm and her eyes were dry. She held tightly in her right

hand the remains of her daughter's teeth wrapped in a piece of cloth.

At last, in the middle of the serene atmosphere, she said:

"The whole atmosphere is with me. Look! Look at the moon. This

is what people have called the weeping moon."

There was no reply. Could anyone say a word in such a situation?

"It was absolutely horrible. I was so sympathetic to her that I was

heartsick. I felt like crying loudly, but I could not do it; it was

not appropriate, of course. To suppress my feeling, I bowed my head

and compressed my lips very hard," said the lady-in-waiting.

As soon as the car was parked in front of the royal lodging, Her

Majesty went straight to the sacred room. She placed the bundle con¬

taining the teeth on the shrine, then knelt down and prayed,

"My Lord Buddha, let me forget, forget everything completely.

What I remember are always my sufferings. Let me forget, let me

forget, My Lord."
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Many years later, her prayer did come true, and her sorrow was

over.

"What I remember are always my sufferings."

It is true. In Thai history from the Sukho-thai, the Avudhaya

up to the Ratanakosinthara periods, no other queen has had such a

miserable life as Queen Srisawarinthira. Her suffering is exactly

like what is described in the teaching of the Lord Buddha about the

Four Stages in the life circle of every human being, i.e. being born,

being old and being dead, in which man cannot avoid grief, lament,

sorrow, distress, facing what one dislikes, departing from what one

loves, and despair. The history of her life needs to be studied.

How could she live long among a pile of sufferings? How could she

manage to live a decent life? What kind of moral standards (Dhama)

did she follow?
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.33 .35 .49 .38 .39 .46 .25
som _det-phre ,s i: sev/e ri n th i ra: khiu: n
.33 .19 .16 .25 11.13 .22 .16 .39 .46 .25

.48
-nan pen
.29 .19

.53 .60 .51 .41 .46
khor.n ^khao r£:m -pra tean vp*rj

v

khiun
.28 .25 .43 .17 .29 .22 .41 .46

.42

,s£:q -pre
.30 .12

.37

tpan % th i
.29 .08

.34 .34 .34 .29 .31
lo: t _pha:n phro:q -ma: i ma:

.34 .34 .34 .29 .31

.32
tham *hei
.20 .12

.44

tha:rj vthi se
.20 .11 .13

.30
■del "phre
.20 .10

.42
^

ra:t tphe dem
.10 .10 .13

.55
nx:n _teek pre
.29 .14 .12

.56
me:n "then
.26 .20

se

,10

.32

,na:m
.32

.50

,lueQ pei
.24 .10

J 90
.16

53 .40 .50 .36 .79
_se pe thum se _wa:q rem rai 1
.13 .12 .25 .15 .27 .23 .36 ^

.35
khwa:m
.35

.51 .32 .46 .18 .39 .48 .35
khlam ,khoq dueo tfsan khwa:m se _rjat ,kheq »sa:
.34 .17 .32 .46 .is .29 .10 .25 .23 .35

,37
lorn

,37

.65
them *hei

.14 .10

.41
ban ja
.20 .21

.43
.ka:t vthi

.29 .14

.33
sau _ju
.23 .10

.52
-1 e:u se

.38 .13

.48
•lot v j i Q
.26 .22

.39
khiun
.39

.55
-rot
.20

.45

jon-phre *thi
.21 .14 .10

.30

naQ
.30

.37
I en-t jshe
.23 .14

.41 .40 .40 .38
tpha: pei ta :m the ,non
.29 .12 .30 .10 .40 .38

.48 .38 .46 .53,
ju te _ I o: t v/e 1 a: tphe
09 .12 . 25 .13 .46 .36 17

,som
.22

.32
-det pre
.19 .13

.37

,lo:r] -pre
.26 .11

.25

-thap
.25

0 lap
.27

.43

?oq - I £ -phre
.17 .14 .12

.27

phu:
.27

.33 .23 .27 .42 .41 .36 .43
,sa: ,si : dam ^t/shuei xhei -phre -thjsa? ,w i ,kha:u

x

khiun
.33 .23 .27 .18 .09 .15 .20 .21 .36 .43

.59 .49 .56 .39 .37 .51
A "Phre -phak ,t£h*: i -phre

v

ne:t
*

h£:Q
44 .15 .49 .56 .19 .10 .37 .51

.47

-phre
,34 .14

.25
-hat
,25

.33 .39 .27 .45 .31 .24 .28
^khwa: kam -phre phu: sa: *thi _ho: -phre thon thu:n kre
-.33 .28 .11 .27 .30 .15 .17 .14 .24 .18 .14
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.28
.mom

.28

.27
■fa:
.27

.31

,J" i Q -phra
.19 .12

.42
r

ra:t tpha thi
.19 .10 .13

.40
da: -wai
.30 .10

.42
n£n

.42

oo"3" .31 .60 .31 .32
A (A nai x thi _sut _trat v khtun ma

x

tha:m k 1 a:Q
.18 .15 .31 .29 .14 .17 .31 .32

.30
khwa:m

. 50

.34

0 i ap
.34

.39
'

wa:

.39

.73
di n
.20

.38
-fa: ?a
.26 .12

.56
_ka:t *ni *ko
.31 .11 .14

.42
khau _kap
.28 .14

.45 .39 CO .44 .10 .35 00ri

tphan ^rniun kan
v

n i: CL C
V

s i :

.27 .18 .39 .48 .44 ?10 ,35 .28

.71
du -phra
.18 .14

.35

tpan
.35

.30
si:
.30

.51

a -Je9
.33 .18

.42
-ni: -khau
.23 .19

.52
v

ri ak v wa -ph ra
.24 .11 .17

.38
tean
. 38

.36
■ro: Q
.36

.48
v

ha: i
.48

,65
mai mi

.14.15

.25
kham
.25

.45

_kra:p bap
.28 .17

.28
khcm
.28

.34
fhu: n
.34

.44

.to:p
.44

.61 .33
kh rai
.33

.36
Ixi tea
.23 .13

.30

*phu:t a
.21 .09

.25
rai
.25

.50 00 .39 .44 .33 .31
?o:k nai we la: _jarj -nan

A
-ra: i _ka: t

.24 .14 .12 .28 .20 .39 .44 .33 .31

.25

tpiQ
.25

.31 .24 .50 .35 .52 .38
tpi 0 ,SOQ ,sa:n rmuin tpai tpa _kha:t A

.31 .24 .33 .17 .23 .12 .52 .38

.41

_ja:k tee
.25 .16

.32

■ro:o
.32

.48
v

ha:i _?ok ma

.21 .13 .14

.26

dap-
.26

.32

daq r ko
.23 .09

.36
tham ^mai
.25 .11

.43
da: i
.43

,48
v

than
.21

.32

,jiQ 'phu
.21 .11

.38
ta:m sa

.28 .10

.62
.det tgLur] * dai _t£
.19 .12 .16 .15

.33
kom
.33

.29

-phak
.29

.28 .33 .36
mem _?o:t

v

nen
.28 .33 .36

1.41

. I maia

.22

.42
■rot -phra ^ thi
.21 .13 .08

.38

naQ
. 58

.23 .45 .33 .34 .29 .31 .28
*thiap vna: tarn _nak

A ,som _det sa _det trorj
.23 .28 .16 .33 .34 .29 .19 .12 .28 .29
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.52 .29 .23 .24 .23 .29 .28
v
kiun pai -tphan bon _su:

v

hoQ -phra? than
.14 .09 .29 .23 .24 .23 .29 .28

.41 .37 .32 .33 .41 28 .33 .29
thi : SOQ wa:t] _ho: -phra ton turn kra -mom

.41 ?37 .32 .33 .24 .17 28 .21 .12 .29

.31 .48 .29 .31 . 66 .34
-fa: ,jiQ -wai

v

th i
v

na: -phra? A l A -|£U -sut -phra
.31 .25 .10 .13 .29 .31 .15 .22 .12

.27

?oq
.27

.23 .26 .42 .34 .53
1 or) SOQ _mo:p na "mat sa ka: n
.23 .26 .30 .12 .18 .16 .53

.55 .38 .52 .31 .40 .33 .46 .23
kho: 'hai luj:m Jiu:m 'hai _mot

A -ja ' hai mi :

?55 .22 .16 .52 .31 .28 .12 .33 .24 .11 .11 .23

.32 .31 .26 .40 .34 .32
khw a:m team a rai U: i team a
.32 .23 .08 .26 .40 .34 .24 .08

.35 .36 .35 .41 .35 04 00
ma: v ko - 1 uan _te khv/a: m -thuk - thao -nan

A

.23 .12 .23 .13 .35 • 26 .15 .35 .38

.35 .58 .57 .46 .46
kho: 'hai itu:m A ,kho 'hai 1 lu : m

A -phra ?a thi
.20 .15 .58 .27 .17 . 13 .46 .14 .05 .15

.56 .24 .24 .50 .25 .64

,tha:n ^.khoQ ,som _det _kwa: tea ,sam -ri t ,phon * ko
.38 .18 .24 .24 .24 .11 .15 .25 .29 .10

.26 .41 .32 .43 00 .33 .34 .38
miua we la: _pa:n pai ✓ 1 a •' i pi:

. 4*8
team a rai v khujn ma: *ko

.18.09 .26 .30 .11 .32 '.43 .24 .09 .19 .15 .25 .13

.31 .36 .40 .35 .54 .49 .24
1uan-te khwa: m -thuk--than -nan

A -phra-
\

ra :t thea dam _rat
.20 .11 .36 .25 .15 .35 .40 .10 .19 .13 .17 .24

.45 .34 .34 .48 I-41 .50 .62
ni: pen khwa:m tci Q -the:

1

i A

'

thau 'thi _saik ,sa: ma teak
.24 .21 .34 .34 .48 1.41 .22 .11 .17 .29 .15 .19

CO .55 .35 .26 .43 .37

phoQ ,sa wa da:n 'teQ _te kruQ su ,kho: thai
A

.24 .12 .12 .25 .12 .18 .23 .12 .26 .43 .37
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.66 .47 .40 .40 .25
kruo ,si -ju the ja: tpon , thlUQ kruQ -re te -na?
.23 .15 .12 .16 .47 .20 .20 .22 .09 09 .25

.26 .41 .56 .34 .41 .42
ko: ,s i n mei khvi 'dei -phop 'we phre _?ak khe me

.26 .41 .40 .16 .23 .11 .18 .14 .08 .17 .12 .13

.29

,66:
.29

.40

,si:-phre
.26 .14

.29

?OQ
.29

.38
dai tpe
.27 .11

.47

sorj mi
.30 .17

.38
khwa:m

.38

.34
-thuk 'theu
.20 .14

.54

,som _det phrs
.18 .14 .12

.44

,si : se wa
.21 .10 .13

.34
r i n thi
.22 .12

.61
ra: be rom me

.20 .14 .15 .12

.29
'

ra:t tphe
.19 .10

.29
the:
.29

.49
wi : -phre ?oq
17 .16 .16

, 50
-n i :
,50

.72 .29
khwa:m
.29

.38

-thuk ,khoq
.20 .18

.26
, som

.26

.40
■det-nan
.20 .20

.43 .36 .34 .29 .41 .30
,se: n ,sa: _hat -Ie -khrop 'thuen kre buen
.43 .36 .20 .14 .29 .30 .11 .30

.42 .47 .41 .26 .47
khwa:m vthi pra:_kot _ju nai ?e -ri je _sat _si :
.30 .12 .25 .15 .07 .13 .09 .07 .12 .26 .47

.47

A

.47

.38 .55 .35 .52 .29 .37 .24 .50
nap _te _kx:t

A
-ke:

A
-t pep ta: i

.24 .14 .55 .35 .52 .29 .37 .24 .50

.37

A

.37

.34
khwa:m
.34

.34
_so: k
.34

.51 .33 .33 .30 .50
'

sau khwa:m
'

ram ra i rem

.51 .33 .33 .30 .29 .21

.40 .34 .32 .38 .37 .30 .33
phan khwa:m tho: me -nat khwa:m
.40 .34 .32 .24 .14 .37 .30 .33

.30

-khap
.30

.38
-khe:n

.38

.46
tpai
.46

.85 .43
khwa:m pre
.28 .15

.40

_sop 'duei
.25 .15

.46

_sio ' thi
.26 .06

me i

.14

.43 .42" .51 .42 .25 .25 .48
pen'thi -rak -theQ ,1a: i A khwa:m -phI at

'

phra:k
.23 .20 .25 .17 .51 .42 .25 .25 . 33

.42 .37 .52 .38 .28
tpek _s if) ' th i -rak -then , 1 a: i khwa:m
.15 .27 .15 .23 .14 .52 .38 .28

.26

-phit
.26
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.46

,waq
.46 .31

.42

-pre
.11

.50
Va:t t/she pre
.21 .12 .17

.52
_wat ,khoQ "pre
.22 .18 .12

.32

ruieo x th i
.21 11

.39
'na: _siuk
.23 .16

.65

,sa: 'we se
.39 .13 .13

.33

.det _ju
.24 .09

.42

?oq pen
.24 .18

.41
'da:i -j©0
.21 .20

.35 .34 30 .30 .44 .28
rai nei kwa: m -th uk te _ Io: t we la: en ja:u
.22 .13 .34 21 .09 .21 .09 .30 . 14 .28

.47 47 .40 58 43
na:n

A | a doi 'taq -pre ?oQ-weiNduei di: duei
.47 «—' .20 .28 . 12 . 25 .18 .15 .25 18

.31 28 48 43 .50 . 30 .30

A SOQ -tjshai them -ma? en dai pen
'

kh nseo — jUit
.31 28 .28 .20 .22 .21 .27 .23 .30 .30

.46
v

tpho:p
.46

.40
.ni eu -pre
.24 .16

.58
v

ra:t tghe he riu
.21 .13 .12 .12

.40
thai
.40

a.) The passage "Queen Srisawarinthira" is composed of 551

syllables. Stressed and unstressed syllables are grouped together

into 327 rhythmic feet. This means that 327 syllables are the saliences

and 226 syllables are the subordinates. There are 53 places of pause.

Some pauses are very short and some are very long. The long ones, e.g.

.85 second, 1.41 seconds, etc. then are divided into 2 and 3 silent

feet respectively. The passage contains a total of 391 feet—525 feet

having audible saliences and 66 feet having silent saliences. Only

four types of feet, 1-syllable, 2-syllable, 3-syllable and 4-syllable,

occur. The frequency of the occurrence of each type is given in

percentages in the table below:
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Table 50: Percentages of the occurrence of the four types of feet in

the passage "Queen Srisawarinthira"

(391 feet = 100%) %

Type of Foot S W P W Total
0-3 0-3

1-syllable feet 43.48 12.53 56.01

2-syllable feet 28.39 3.58 31.97

3-syllable feet 9.72 0.51 10.23

4-syllable feet 1.53 0.26 1.79

Total 83.12 16.88 100.00

b.) Here, again, it is noticeable that monosyllabic and disylla¬

bic feet are the most preferred types of feet--71.87%, not including

silent feet. Monosyllabic feet have the highest percentage of occur-

rence--43.48%, almost the same as in the Story of a Myna Bird--43.97%.

In general, 1-syllable feet before pauses seem to be longer than the

ones elsewhere. Compare the two following tables with Tables 28 and

29 on pages 147 and 148 respectively.
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Table 51: Percentages of the durations (in seconds) of feet having

audible saliences in the passage "Queen Srisawarinthira"

Type of Foot
range of
Foot

Duration

%

.20-.29 .30-.39 .40-.49 .50-.59 .60-.69

|s| .22-.47 50.42 47.90 1.68 - -

|s|# .28-.58 1.96 27.45 45.10 25.49 -

is w| .28-.56 1.80 47.75 42.34 8.10 -

|s w w| .40-.65 - - 52.63 39.47 7.90

|s w w w| .41-.66 - - 16.67 16.67 66. 66

Table 52: Durations of silent saliences occurring in the passage

"Queen Srisawarinthira (in seconds)

Type of Foot No. Duration in Seconds

|P 1 28 .10 .18 .24 .29 .30 .31 .31 .33 .34 .34 .34

.35 .37 .37 .37 .38 .38 .38 .38 .41 .42 .44

.46 .46 .47 .48 .48 .55

1P w 1 8 .19 .31 .33 .34 .36 .40 .44 .44

1 P W W I 2 .24 .27

lp__lp i 4 .61 .72 .79 .85

i^P_J_P W 1 5 .47 .48 .55 .66 .73

IPJJL w w 1 4 .48 .65 .65 .71

1 pJ_p w w w j 1 .46

i p 1 p i p 1 p w| 1 1.41
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PART III: Rhythmic Structures of Thai

Chapter 8: Characteristics of Speech Rhythm

1. Timing and rhythm° —t

Part I illustrated the syllable-length and foot-length timing.

Part III will discuss and illustrate speech rhythm in Thai.

Speech timing and speech rhythm are two different things: timing

is an objective instrumental measurement, e.g. of segments, syllables,

etc., while rhythm is a subjective measurement of the human mind. The

latter involves many complex elements. In talking about rhythm, one

must take into account, at least, the following-components: 1.) speech

timing, 2.) the psychology of time, and 3.) the phonology and syntax of

the language in question; for example, word level stress in Thai is

not phonologically significant, but sentence level stress is; and there

is also a close relationship between stress and syllable duration which

is one of the main points in the description of speech rhythm. Allan

(1968) said:

Rhythm is by definition the structure of, or the
structure imposed upon, the timing, and .... we can ^
perceive a rhythm independently of the exact timing.

Allan defines the timing of speech as "the exact neuro-motor program

of articulation which is performed when we speak", and the rhythm of

language as"the time independent sequential character of the code we

2
use to communicate." He discusses rhythm as "a constraint on linguis¬

tic performance" and also relates rhythm to "linguistic competence".

"''Allan, "The Place of Rhythm in a Theory of Language," in UCLA
Working Papers in Phonetics, no. 10, 1968, p. 79.

^Ibid. p. 74.
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He says, there are rhythmic structures of a more general sort

in language, structures that relate most directly to grammatical
3

rules, hence, these general rhythms belong in theories of competence."

So far as the perception of rhythm is concerned, he states:

... we perceive language as being rhythmic because it is
fairly regular in its sequential characteristics often
enough that we can impose on it simple rhythmic structures.
This argument holds for any language because all languages
are produced in basically the same manner, by organized
movements of the respiratory and articulatory muscles.
... some of the structural characteristics of English
speech rhythm are related to our human perceptual
abilities; this argument should hold for other languages
as well, since all languages have accents around which
rhythmic groups can perform.^
Phoneticians have recently paid attention to timing in speech,

but many psychologists [e.g. Bolton (1894), Triplett (1901), Squire
q \

(1901), Stetson (1903, 1905), Woodrow (1909), Wallin (1901, 1912),

Adams (1915), Dunlap (1916), Isaacs (1920), etc.] had studied and

conducted experiments on various aspects of rhythm many decades

earlier.

Bolton (1894). says, "Rhythm is so universal a phenomenon in nature

If 3and in pjhlsiological activity and underlies so completely speech "

He describes speech rhythm as follows:

The most distinguishing, and in many respects the most
important, function of the human body is vocal utterance
and articulate speech. Being an involuntary and habitual
function in a large measure, it might be expected upon
a priori grounds to be rhythmical. Speech becomes rhythmi¬
cal not simply by sounds succeeded by pauses, but also by
the regular recurrence of strongly accented sounds in a

3Ibid. p. 76.

^Ibid. p. 74.

3Bolton, "Rhythm," in American Journal of Psychology, vol. 6, 1894, p. 146.
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series Every word that contains more than one syllable
consists of strong and weak syllables. These accents occur
upon every other syllable in varying intensity, or at most
the accented syllables. As regards vocal utterances, they
can be considered from four different aspects--their regular
succession, intensity, pitch and quality. ... unities
are formed out of the simplest elements of speech by
co-ordinating some with others in respect to their time
relations; secondly, unities are formed of unities by
subordinating them with respect to their intensities,
and sometimes, their time values, thirdly, by co-ordina¬
tions and subordinations with respect to intensities and
qualities, higher unities still are formed; fourthly, by
co-ordinations and subordinations with respect to theme
and aesthetic forms , the greatest unities are accomplished.
In the first place vocal utterances are related as regards
time, that is, the same sound may recur at regular intervals,
in which case the series thus formed might be termed a
rhythmic series - a series which may become rhythmical.
In the next place this series might be made up of louder
and weaker sounds alternating with each other. The series
would then be composed of groups of sounds and might be ^
called a rhythmical series. This is a rhythm in speech.

According to Isaacs (1920), there are four elements in the

impression of rhythm: 1) the perception of the "objective stimula¬

tion", 2.) the experience of the periodic reflex response, 3.) accen¬

tuation and grouping resulting from attention, and 4.) the "affective
7

tone" (e.g. feelings and emotion) from repetition of movement.

Isaacs' "objective stimuli" is, more or less, similar to the modern

phonetic term "speech timing". He makes an interesting comment:

"In poetic rhythm, there is the possibility of greater correlation

between the regularity of the periodic response and the occurrence of
g

the objective stimuli."

_?Ibid pp. 156-157.
7
Isaacs, 'The Nature of the Rhythm Experience," in Psychological
Review, vol. 27, 1920, p. 297.

8Ibid p. 293.
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2. Thai as a syllable-timed language

If Thai had a syllable-timed rhythm, syllables in Thai would

recur approximately at equal intervals of time, or would tend to be

equal in length.

It is true, to a certain extent, that syllables in Thai have

approximately equal length. This assumption has been confirmed not

only by the comments of many listeners, both native speakers and

foreigners, after listening to the tapes, but also by the results of

oscillographic measurements which have already been presented in

Chapter 4, Part II. (See Tables 1, 2 and 3 on pages 56-69 and 70.)

However, syllable-timing is not normally used in ordinary

everyday speech. Its usage is rather limited to some styles of

speech; for example:
9

1.) Reading nonsense utterances;

2.) Reading aloud of children or grown-up people who do not

read well;

3.) Reading and speaking a foreign language which one has not

yet mastered;

4.) Reciting lines in a play of child actors and unskillful

amateur actors;

See Table 1: The measurement (in seconds) of the durations of the
syllables in 50 nonsense utterances uttered by 5 speakers (pp. 56-68)
and Table 2: The average durations of the twenty types of syllable
and the total average duration of the full form of syllable (p. 69)
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5.) Announcing important messages or dictating;

6.) Preaching by Buddhist monks;

7.) Chanting a prayer;

8.) Speech of a funny and ridiculous character in foreign

movies when they are dubbed into Thai;

9.) Reciting some types of poetry.*"''
In conclusion, a syllable-time rhythm is used when one speaks or

reads without feelings and emotions. It can create a hallowed atmos¬

phere and formality as well as childishness and foolishness. Very

old people and young children sometimes use a syllable-timed rhythm.

In comparison with the other age groups, their speech seems to be slow

and not very fluent. Smith mentions in her article, "The Timing of

French, with Reflections on Syllable Timing", that English children

have used syllable-timing before moving on to stress timing when they

are older. She says:

More seriously, it is sometimes said that in general,
children learning to speak develop syllable-timing before
they move on to stress-timing, even in a language like

When I was a school-girl, I was asked quite often by some of my
teachers to dictate their well-written lessons to my classmates.
(This is quite common in Thai schools when the teachers are sick or
have another engagement.) We were supposed to write down every
word. It was quite a hard job for me since I had to do two things
at the same time, i.e., dictate the lesson and write down everything
I was dictating. To make my dictation clear as well as to keep
myself from being too fatigued and exhausted, I used syllable-
timed rhythm. I did not stress or emphasize every single syllable,
I am certain. How can one (especially a little girl) use "reinforced
chest-pulses" all the time? One would drop dead before the task can
be fulfilled. In my case, each period contained 50 minutes; and I
remember that sometimes I had to dictate two or three lessons next
to each other.

**See Chapter 11, Part III.
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English. Perhaps this is not the zig-zag development it
seems to be, with the earlier skill replaced by the ^
ultimate one. Perhaps it is a hierarchic development.

3. Thai as a stress-timed language

If rhythm in Thai were a stress-timed type, it would have the

following characteristics described by Allan:

1.) The rate of succession of the rhythmic beats or the rate of

succession of stressed syllables must be within the range of preferred

rates of rhythmic succession in other motor tasks, namely 0.2 to 2.0
13

second between beats.

2.) There must be a tendency toward equality of interstress

intervals manifested by the jamming together of the unstressed sylla-
14

bles contained in the intervals.

Concerning the rate of succession of the rhythmic beats, Allan

gives the following report:

Experiments have determined that different people
prefer acting at different rates, and personally
"preferred" rates (Woodrow, 1951) have been formed to
range around an average of about two acts per second.
If we translate this into a time interval measure, this
means that when people perform some rhythmic motor task,
they tend to act at the rate of one beat every .5 seconds.
Wundt found preferred rates of between .3 and .5 seconds
between acts (Fraisse, 1963, p. 80). Fraisse writes that
the rate of succession of. the "important" notes in a
musical composition is between .15 and .90 seconds between
notes (ibid.). In a study by Miles (1937), 80% of 200
subjects preferred rates of between .2 and .7 seconds
between acts, although 11% preferred rates of greater than
a second between acts (Michon, 1967, p. 9) . There are of

12
Smith, "The Timing of French, with Reflections on Syllable-Timing"
in Work in Progress, no. 9, p. 107.

13
Allan, "The Place of Rhythm in a Theory of Language," in UCLA
Working Papers in Phonetics, no. 10, p. 71.

14
Allan, "On Testing for Certain Stress-timing Effects," in UCLA
Working Papers in Phonetics, no. 10, p. 47.
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course differences in preferred rate of succession that
depend on who we are and what we are doing, but on the
average we have limits of about 0.2 and 1.0 seconds bet¬
ween acts when we are doing some motor task at our natural
preferred rate.

Since speech is a motor activity, we might expect
that the rate of succession of our rhythm, i.e. speech
acts, will fall into this same .2 to 1. second interval.
Shen and Peterson (1962) measured the intervals between
all the stresses of a few minutes' reading by three
English speakers. Although many of the intervals span
terminal junctures, and so perhaps are not directly
relevant to the measurement of rhythm, most of their
measurements were between .2 and .8 seconds. Allan

(1967) found interstress intervals ranging from .3 to .6
seconds in a small number of conversational English
utterances from three speakers. Abe (1967) measured
intervals in a "fast reading", and most of them fell in
the range from .4 to .7 seconds. These three sets of
data all relate well to the predicted .2 to 1. second
range.^
It is interesting to see how the rhythmic beats behave in Thai.

For the time being, let us assume that the onset of the nuclear vowel

of a syllable is a potential rhythmic beat in Thai speech as well as

in English. I shall, then, proceed towards the same direction as did

Shen and Peterson (1962), Allan (1967) and Abe (1967). The interstress

intervals in Thai speech may be measured in the same manner. However,

there is at least one problem, i.e. when-a stressed syllable is preceded

or followed immediately by a phonological pause,there is no way to

guess where the rhythmic beat of a silent stress falls; therefore,

they have been left unmeasured.

The same materials, the Story of a Myna Bird and the "Queen Sri-

sawarinthira" passage used in Chapter 7, Part II, will be used again

for this particular purpose. The measurements of feet by means of the

Edinburgh technique and the measurements of interstress intervals by

■^Allan Loc. cit. p. 69.
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means of the non-Edinburgh one, which have already been explained in

Chapter 7, Part II, will be compared and illustrated later. Briefly,

the results obtained are very satisfactory.

The Story of a Myna Bird

\

r uraQ -nok v? iaQ ... ? e: -n wk du _k orn ... v r
.44 .36 .36

LuaQ i;h i
.41

kh * i

.29
au ... ?a: . ..-nwk _?o:k -la ... au * rruaQ -nok *?

ar -n a? ... mi-nok *? i aQ t ua n luq ... man _d ar _k eQ pen f
.31 .36 .29 .33 .48

i en d i _ kw
".39

a i

32

xr i ... -r u: kh am _j a: p v m ark m a: i 1 a k
.27 .31 .29 .36 .45

v:n ... -1 e x ko-wi

th i : d
.25

i au *thi t/sa vhai man vq
.68

i ep d
.30

a: kh I
.30

au ph

... vdai we ]

urn kr
.28

a: n

.29

OQ S
.38

a:n -sa th
.45

a:i ... * nan * ko kh

ia ... man tjsa vdai-kh

i: ... i ta-n

u: v toQ
.47

it wa m

.35

i : -n

.30
a?

iu:t -1
.29

uq -tph
.54

e: u

a: u

.36

w an _n

.29
iuq ... jai ,s a: u _k

.32
e: ^tpau kh

.44
o: Q -n
.29

ok * nan v ko _p
.48

xrt
34

au * ph a: th i kh
I .37

I urn kr
.24

oq _ok _jaQ kh
.62

v: i ... -ru-mai khr a i

.22

xrn _ph
.30

a:n ma pho d
.55

i: ... _b art ,1
.25

U3Q Vt£
. 36

a ... jai *tpau

,kh o:q ke rip w irj _klap ma kh
.53 I .58

1 urn kr
.26

oq *t;sau -n ok -jaQ
.40 I .38

r e u w ai ... -le * ko vw iq pai * thi pa t ur t/sh x r n _b
, 26 .60 .25 .25

uaQ * khau ma nai x b
.55

a:n ... -n ok m

.23
an * ko *n

.34
i q tjsh

.34

art
.30

i au

...-Ie-ier u ... jai ,s

*hai _s

ar u _k
.29

e Nko ,th
.33

arm pho _b
.44

art , luaq xw
.49

ar .. .

ai-nam t
.35

arn _ki -tph
.52

orn nai ka f
.60

er ... *ai v tjsau -n ok man

.61
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xko te k o:n ph I
.32

o:q _ok me vw
.61

a:

v

e i k 1 3Q w an vni men vs an pen xb a: Iyi -w

.50 .41 .50

e: vhei t
.55

y: i

a: i th)r v n
.43

a?

In this story, only 74 interstress intervals were measured. Their

durations range from .22 second to .68 second. This means that the

rate of succession of the rhythmic speech rate in Thai falls into the

.2 to 1. second interval, which is similar to the one in English as

pointed out by Allan. In fact, there is hardly any difference between

the two techniques of measuring time intervals described earlier. By

means of the Edinburgh technique, the durations of feet occurring in

the Story of a Myna Bird range from .23 second to .60 second. Thus,

we may as well say that both techniques are equally good since they

yield almost the same result. However, the technique of measuring

rhythmic feet used in Chapter 7, Part II is somewhat superior because

nothing has been left out, e.g., phonological pauses which are not

less important than the other components of speech rhythm are measured

accurately. The relationships between stressed syllables and their

subordinates or unstressed syllables can be seen clearly. Moreover,

the scansion or notation is less complicated; therefore, it is easier

for the reader to follow the transcription.

The result of the measurements of the intervals between the rhyth¬

mic beats is illustrated in the table below:

Table 33: Average percentages of the durations of the interstress

intervals occurring in the Story of a Myna Bird.

.20-.29 .30-.39 .40-.49 .50-.59 .60-.69 Second

%25.67 37.84 17.57 10.81 8.11
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Queen Srisawarinthira

,5 1 om_ d et -phra ,s i : sa wa r in thi r a: ... kh uj: n-n

1 .24 .43 .42 . 58 .23

kh uj : n * kh aq r
.54

e:m-pra te
.60

an pxq kh
.53

tun . e:q -phra tp
.40

an pen
.49

an vthi
.37

*

1 a:t_ph 1 a:n phr o: q -m a: i m a: th am * hai th a:q *thi sa_d et pra
.32 1 .41 .29 .31 .29 .31 .42 .27

a:t tea dam n

.49
v:n -teak pra m

.54
e:n-thoQ sa ,n

.54
a :m

.30'
uaq pai jaq

.52

wlaq_sa pa th
I .54

urn sa_w a:q ram r ai . ..khw a:m -kh 1 am. khoq d uaq te
.37 .50 .35 .51 .34

an

...khw a:m sa_Q
.44

at ,khoq ,s
.46

a: i

.36
om. .. tharn * hai b an j a_k

.44
a:t * thi

.46

au _ju
.37

8: u sa _ I
.45

ot * j i Q x kh
.49

tun...-rot jjon -phra ^thi vn
.48

aq
.29

*
le n -tcha -tph

.43
a: pai t a:m the ,n on...,som_d et pra -th ap "q i ap

.39 .41 .36 .25

-ju ta _l
.47

o:'t we I
.42

a: ... tpha ,.1 o:q -phra ?
.33

oq -1 8 -phra ph
.50

u:

.29

: d am v teh uai *hai -phra _tph a? ,wi ,kh a: u ' kh
.20 .29 .44 .43 .40

ain. . .

-phra -ph ak tph
.35

x: i ... -ph ra * n e:t "h
.36

e:q ... -phra_h at ,khw
.31

a:

.32

am -phra ph
.41

iq -phra v r
.29

u: ,s a: ^ thi _h o: -phra th on th u:n kra_m om -f a:

.27 .40 .35 .20 .35 . 26 .23

a:t tpha thi d
.45

a: wai n

.45
sn ... nai ttxi_s ut.tr at

.25

*

khiun ma v th a: m k 1 a: q kh wa:m v q i ap * w
.61 .29 .36 .31 .32

a: ... din -f a: a_k
.40

a :t n i

.57

'ko xkh au_kap-tph an mtun k an ... v ni: ... d
\

u: s i: ... du
.43 .44 ooto

-phra tp an s

.37
i: ... _j aq -n i: -khau v r

.36
i ak (wa -phra to

.60 •

an

.31

-r o :q r h a: i... *mai mi kh
.43 I

am_kr
.25

a:p baq kh
.47

om th
.27

u: n

.38
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t or p ... khr ai i xri tpe * ph urt e r ai _?
.29 .42 .23 .29

o:k nei we

.49
a:

.50

jsQ -n an ... -r ar i _k art t p iQ te iQ ,s OQ- ,s
.36 .30 .28 .27 .27

a:n ,rnun
.48

tp ei tee -kh
I .39

art ark tpe-r or q v h a: i -ok me d 2q
.38 .33 .49 .22

d ao v ko th
I .38

am x mei * d
.33

-J

a: i .. . * than ,j iQ vphu t
.35

arm se

.37

_d et tpwQ vdei _te ^k om -ph ak -m em _? or t *n| en
69 .28 .31 .28 33 1

x
maie - r ot -ph re r thi * n 3Q ^ th i ep % n a: tern _n ak ... ,s om _d

.52 .34 .26 .43 .21
et se

.35

d et tr oq v khoin pei -tph an b on -s ur * h oq -phr
.27 .53 .26 .29 .21 .23

a? th
.29

an

.30

th i : ... s oq w a:q _h or -phre th on th urn kre -m om -f ar
.25 .34 .45 .25 .36 .30 .29

,j iQ -wei *thi *n
I .50

a: -phr a? ... -leu -s
.30 I

ut -phre ?
.28

oq
.28

oq s ! oq
.27 I .29

m or p ne -m at se k a: n khpr *hei ] wrm ... 1
.39 .36 I .43

m ot ... _je * hei m i r khw arm tp am e r ai 1
.21 .32 .29 .29

am e r

.27
tp

-nI an ... ,kh

ai Nkhmn m

.42
a: *ko -1
.32

uen _te khw
.43

arm -th
.32

iu r m v h a i
.41

sr i ...

uk-theQ
.42

or hei
.42

air m ... ,kho v hei 1 uirm ... -phre e-thi

.th a n ,khoQ ,s
.57

om _d
.20

et _kw
.34

a: tpe ,sem -r
.45

it ,ph
.24

on ko

maie we

.67
a: _ph
.24

am pei ,1
.46

art p
.33

am e r

.29

m a r * ko - I
.36

uen _te khw
.37

arm -th
.32

i r ..te

an ... -ph re

ai * khuun
.40

uk-theo -n
.40

\

r ar t tphe dem _r at -n ir pen khw arm tp i Q -th
.50 .28 .45 .37 .29

£ I •
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xth au th i _siuk rs
.55

a: ma teak ph
.59

oq ,sa wa d
.47

a:n *teQ _te
.56

kr uq su ,kh
.37

o: th
.25

ai ... kr uq ,si -ju the j
.67

a: tp
.49

on /thiuQ
.39

kr uq -ra te -n a? k o: s in ... mai kh j vi x dai -ph op VW0 -phra
.42 .26 .31 1 .35 .35

_? ak kha ma ,h
.50

-th uk *thau ,s
I .33

e: ,s i: -phra ?
.30 .34

om _det phra ,s
.48

oq d ai tpa s
.26 .47

oq mi khw a:m
.47

i: sawa r

.37
in thi r

.34

I .33

a b a rom

.60

ma r a: t toha th
.37

e: w

.22
i -phra ?oq -n

.62
i: ... khw a:m -th

.29
uk ,khoQ
.38

,s om _d et -nan ,s e:n ,s a: _h at -ie -khr op vth uan kra
.22 .48 .42 .28 .42 .24 .42

uan khw
.32

a:m vthi pr
.44

a: _kot _ju n
.42

ai a -ri ja _s
.46

at -s

.32
i:

-n ap _te _k
.47

v: t ... k e: ... _tp ep ... t a: i khw a:m _s
.38

o: k
.37

'

s au ... khw a:m r am r ai ram ph an ... khw a: m th o: ma

.30 .29 .52 .35 .42

n at .. khw a:m -kh ap -kh e: n tp
.37 .30 .39

ai ... khw a:m pra _s
.44

op

vduai _s

.42
iQ vthi xmai p

.45
en xthi -r
.41

-ph I

-ph

at * pr
.28

a:k _tpak _s
.52

iQ ^ thi -r
.32

ak -thaQ I
.43

ak -thaQ ,1
.45

a:i ... khw

a:i... khw

a:m

.25

a: m

.30

it ,w
.28

aQ ... -ph ra * r a:t tpha pra _w!at ,khoQ -phra ?
.51 I .52

oq

pen r
.40

uiaQ v th i *n
.37

a: _siuk ,s
.46

a: xwa sa _d
.58

et _ju d
.32

a: i

.41

ai nai k
.41

-J9Q r

n a:n ... doi *t

o: q -th
.32

uk ta _1
.25

o:t we i a:, an j
.34 1.42

a: u

,32

aQ -phra ?
.36

oq -wai Nduai d i: *duai * tph
.63 .45

o:p
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.. s OQ -t/sh
.27

ai them -m

.48
a? en d
.40

ai pen *khr
.56

men -j
. 55

lilt
.25

-n i eu phre r
.40

a:t tphe _he ruj th
.65

ai

Only 271 interstress intervals occurring in the passage "Queen

Srisawarinthira" were measured. Many rhythmic beats had been left out

because of the presence of phonological pauses; for example:

_k|x:t ... _k|e: ... _tp|ep ... tja:i ..., etc.
'to be born, to be old, to be sick, to be dead.'

Here, again, the rate of succession of the rhythmic beats fails into

the .2 to 1. second interval. They range from .20 second to .69

second, which is the range close to the one presented in Chapter 7,

Part II, i.e. .22 second to .66 second. This supports very well

the hypothesis that there is hardly any difference between the two

techniques of measuring time intervals between rhythmic beats. Compare

the table below with Table 31 on page 159:

Table 34: The average percentages of the durations of the interstress

intervals occurring in the passage "Queen Srisawarinthira"

.20-.29 .30-.39 .40-.49 .50-.59 .60-.69 Second

%25.83 32.47 28.41 9.60 3.69

In conclusion, the preferred rate of the rhythmic beats in Thai
4

is similar to the one in English reported by Ibe (1967), Allan (1967),

Shen and Peterson (1962). This similarity is applicable only to my

speech, and no claim is made that other Thai speakers prefer the same

rate. More research towards this area should be done in the future,
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and researchers must be aware and take into account the variability

with which people act when they are acting rhythmically. Taig (1929)

remarks, "personal preferences and individual speech-habits lead to

divergences, slight in themselves but powerful in their cumulative

effect. Normal accent and a rough distinction between shorter and

longer syllables are our only indications of the rhythm felt by the

writer.""^ With regard to this aspect of the production of rhythm

and time intervals, Allan (1968) mentions the research done by many

experimental psychologists:

Various sources (Fraisse, 1963; Michon, 1967; Woodrow,
1951; Treisman, 1963) report various ranges for the error
variability with which people produce time intervals, the
overall range being about 3 to 11% of the length of the
interval they are producing. There is a difference between
reproducing a given interval, in which case the error will
be at the high end of the range, and producing one's own
intervals, when the error will be lower. For example, if
a subject is presented with a train of clicks, equally
spaced and x seconds apart (where x is in our .2 to 1.
second range), and if he is asked to tap his finger at
the same rate as the clicks, but after they have been
turned off, then he will do so with average errors of
about 7 to 11% of the standard interval. If he is allowed
to tap at his own rate, however, with no standard to ^
match, his errors will be only 3 to 5% of the average.

4. A tendency toward equality of rhythmic feet

At this point, it seems that Thai has a stress-timed rhythm.

This means that stressed syllables in Thai recur approximately at

equal intervals of time, or in other words, the stressed syllables are

isochronous. It has been shown by means of oscillographic measurements

that in running connected speech the durations of feet range from .2

"^Taig, Rhythm and Metre, p. 27
17
Allan, loc. cit. p. 70.
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second to .6 second. How can one claim that the duration of .2

second is approximately equal to .6 second? It is rather dubious.

To re-examine the problem of isochrony of rhythmic feet in English

speech and to investigate the relationship between rhythmic and syn¬

tactic units of speech production and perception, Lehiste (1973) con¬

ducted a set of experiments. The result obtained shows that there is

some evidence for isochrony in production as well as in perception.

Lehiste states the result as follows:

If the listeners cannot focus on the differences in the
duration of spoken rhythmic units, it seems reasonable
to assume that they hear these rhythmic-units as being
in some sense of equal duration. It is likely that
there is a connection here-between production and
perception. In production, the durations of metric
feet will differ somewhat depending on the phonetic
structure of the lexical items comprising the metric
feet. It stands to reason that differences of a

similar type are not heard as differences: the listener
makes allowances for them. The same latitude that is
observed in the production of metric feet of the same
type may be expected to obtain in the perception of the
duration of metric feet of the same type. With non-
speech materials, listeners do not make the same
allowances; hence they achieve significantly better ^g
results in estimating the duration of filled intervals.

Some people have argued that feet are not isochronous and tried to

prove their argument by showing the results obtained from instrumental

measurements.

In order to compromise, we may say something like this:

"Objectively, rhythmic feet are not isochronous, but subjectively,

they are." Perceived duration is not identical with physical duration.

The different physical durations of time intervals can be said to be

approximately equal when they do not exceed or fall much below certain

18
Lehiste, "Rhythmic Units and Syntactic Units in Production and
Perception," in JASA, vol. 54, no. 5, 1973, pp. 1233-1234.
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time limits (Bolton, 1894: 157). The physical measurements of time

interval must be transposed, first, to the psychological plane.

Horing, as early as 1864, found that among intervals ranging from .3

to 1.4 seconds, the shortest were overestimated and the longest under¬

estimated. This discovery led to the concept of an indifferent point

or indifferent zone (Fraisse, 1964: 118). The indifferent zone was

determined by Woodrow (1934) to be between .59 and .62 second; and an

interval of .3 second was found to be overestimated by up to 6.2

percent, the underestimation of an interval of 1.2 seconds, 2.1 percent

(Fraisse, 1964: 119).

One may discard the concept of isochrony when one talks about

speech timing, i.e. the physical measurements of time, but one must

regard isochronism when one discuss^speech rhythm. The former belongs
to instrumental phonetics, but the latter, more abstract, belongs to

phonetics and phonology of a language. One must look for a rhythmic

structure instead of the exact timing of feet or syllables. For

example, a foot, having one syllable (J Sj) up to 4 syllables (js W W

iv|), can be said to have the time values of three time-units. (One

must keep in mind that it is only a system of notation, and that it

is not the same thing as triple time in music.)

10 S | = 3

3 3 3 3
Ex. khwa:m -khap -khe:n t^ai

.33 .30 .38 .46

2.) | S W | = 2:1

2:1 2:1 2:1 2:1

tpam s rai vkhiun ma: v ko -luen _te
.23 .15 .23 .12 .23 .13 .26 .15
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3.)

Ex.

4.)

Ex.

S W W I I
4 4

ll • 2
2 4

3_
4

,s i : S3 we
.25 .11 .13

r i n

4
war)
.28

1 A
4 4

.se pe
,13 .13

thum

1 . I 2
2 ' 4 4

_trat v khiun me

.29 .14 .17

S W IV W 2_ 2_ 2_
3 3 3

th i
1 :

ra:

.20

2 2 2
5 3 3
be rom me

.14 .15.12

"

ra:t

2 2 2
1:3 33

v

ra: t thjse _he riu
.21 .13 .12 .12

thai

At an abstract level; a tendency toward equality of interstress

intervals (3 time-units) causes both the stressed and unstressed

syllables to get shorter when the number of unstressed syllables in the

interval increases. In Thai, 5-syllable feet are very rare. This is

because it is difficult to keep time. Both the salient and weak ele¬

ments within a polysyllabic foot can be shortened to a minimum (which,

perhaps, a statistical method may be able to tell). Ideally, it should

work the way stated above, but as Stetson (1905) and Sumera (1974)

comment:

"Radical changes of a rhythm^due to mere changes of tempo."
19

19
■ Stetson, "A Motor Theory of Rhythm and Discrete Succession," in
Psychological Review, vol. 12, 1905, p. 340.
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"Strict isochrony would have to imply a uniform Time and tempo.
However, these conditions are seldom met with over long stretches of
speech."^

At the phonetic level, rhythmic feet are not equal. For example,

in the extract from the book called "Queen Srisawarinthira", the

average durations of the 4 types of feet and the average durations of

syllables in each type of feet are as follows:

|S | = .30 second

|S W | = .40 second or | .25 : .15 j
| S W W J = .49 second or | .23 : .13 .13 |
I S IV W W I = .59 second or | .21 : .12 .13 .13 |
This means that about .10 second is added to the interval when one

unstressed syllable is added. (See also Tables 24, 25 and 26 on

pages 139, 141 and 143 respectively.) The ratio of the time-values

seem to be 3:4:5:6 for one-syllable, two-syllable, three-syllable and

four-syllable feet respectively.

20
Sumera, "The Concept of Isochrony: Some Problems of Analysis,"
in Work in Progress, no. 7, p. 36.
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Chapter 9: The Choice of Salience

1. Audible and silent saliences

There are two types of salience: audible and silent (or silent

stress or phonological pause). The choice of salience may be either

optional or obligatory. It is said to be optional when it is a matter

of taste, i.e. different speakers prefer to place saliences in dif¬

ferent ways. For example, in reading the Story of a Myna Bird, there

are some differences among the five subjects (speakers FP, PP, SS,

TL and VP) in the way they place saliences:

Ex. 1 ?au v nueq -nok *?ieQ di: _kwa: -na?

'Let me tell the story of a myna bird.'

a. eu v riue-nok | ?i erj di | _kwa:| -na- (TL, VP)

b. eu rujeo | -nok | r ? i eq d i [ _kwa: | -na- (PP)

c. eu | v nueq | -nok| v?ieq di | _kwa: J -na- (FP, SS)

Ex. 2 kh I um kroq *tpau -nok -ja:r} reu wai

'to cover the cage as quickly as she could.'
t

a. | khIum j kroq r tpeu J -nok -jap | reu { wai (FP, PP, SS, TL)

b. | khIum | kroQ vtpeu | -nok | _J a: q [ reu| wai (VP)

Ex. 3 ja: i ,sa:u _ke: rko: ,tha:m *pho: _ba:t ,lueq \a:

'The spinster asked the priest,

a. jei [,sa:uj_ke: x ko [ ,tha: m v pho [ -ba:t[,Iueq j r wa: (FP, PP, SS,

b. jei | ,sa:u | _k£: * ko | ,tha:m r pho _bet |,lueq| *wa: (VP)
Ex. 4 ^ ?ai *tpau -nok man vko: _ta? ko:n ^phlo:q _?o:k ma: 'wa:

'The bird then shouted out loudly...'

a. ei *tpeu| -nok men Nkote| ko: n * ph lo: q_ok | ma: | wa: (FP, SS, VP)
b. ei Mpeuj -nok men xkote| ko:n [ v ph io:o_ok me | *wa: (PP, TL)
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2. Obligatory and optional audible salience

Even though the placement of salience seems to be different,

there is still a common core: every speaker tends to choose a content

word and the stressed syllables of a polysyllabic word as salience or

the strong element of a foot. I shall attempt to postulate some rules,

which seem to underlie my actual pronunciation. However, one must

keep in mind that there is nothing absolute about them and that the

following rules of salience placement are based only on my speech and

my personal taste, which may be or may not be applicable to the way

in which other Thais speak.

Rule 1. The last syllable of an utterance before a pause is always
a salience, e.g.

Ex. 1 vtoQ | -thpai me j -phra:u *duei | -mai
(question particle)

'Do we also have to use the coconut?'

Ex. 2 pei | *wiq j * len *thi ss | ,na:m ken| -thy?
(imperative particle)

'Let's go and play in the playground.'

Ex. 3 j-khit vwe | tue-wi |_se:t se j ,my:
(disyllabic word)

'He always thinks that he is superior.'

Ex. 4 tjsh i | -w i t ,khoQ | _ Ion I em J _ba: k J ' ma: k
(secondary verb)

'She has a very hard life.'

Ex. 5 pei -rot j fai se | _duek _kwa [-khlap
(status particle)

'It's more convenient to travel by train.'

Ex, 6 tpe | ?au en [ —ni:
(demonstrative adjective)

'I want to have this one.'
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Exception: In casual talk, the last syllable of an utterance, es¬

pecially, a particle, may not be salient. This indicates intimacy of

the people who are involved in the conversation; for example,

Ex. 1 vkhau tjaai ~|e:u

*kheu|tpai - Ie 'Now, I understand.'

*me: khun *Qiap _thx?Ex. 2

Ex. 3

me | "khun | A

*je: tjsaQ -na?

rje: tpap -no

*

0 i ap he 'My dear, you'd better shut up.'

It's awful, isn't it?'

Rule 2. Content words (C) and the stressed syllables (S) of polv-
2

syllabic words and compounds tend to be saliences, but

grammatical words (G) and the unstressed syllables (US)

do not, for example,

Ex. 1 a.

C
me: u

C

vt£ho:p
C
kin

C

p 1 a:

' Cats like to eat fish

b.
C

me: u

G C
*mei %tpho:p

C
ki n

C

p la:

'Cats don't like to eat fish.'

C G G
me: u * ko * mei

C

p ia:
v

tpho:p I kin
'Cats don't like to eat fish either.'

Content words = nouns, verbs and adjectives
Grammatical words. = adverb-auxiliaries, conjunctions, prepositions,

pronouns, particles, secondary verbs,
demonstrative adjectives and demontrative pronouns.

(See the examples in Ha^s, 1964, xx-xxii)
^See pp. 93-97 and Appendix I.
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C US S S US S

Ex. 2 ri an -wi tpha: _sat the _sa:t

Ex. 3

Ex. 4

Ex. 5

Ex. 6

Ex. 7

Ex. 8

'to study phonetics'

S

_?e: k

S US
-rat e

S US
_?ak kha

S
me:

US
ri

S US
Va: t tpha
S
ka:

S
*

thu:t
C US

thai pre

S US US

tpam se he

'the Thai Ambassadors to the United States'

G
'

mei
C G

_ ja: k tfse
C

pai

'I don't want to go.'

US
1

miue

S G US
wa:n xmei se

S
ba: i

G
I * i

C G
ne:n -that]

C
wan

'Yesterday, I was so sick that I slept all day.'

G
-kheu

C G G

,waQ vwe tpe
C US

pai -ju
S

_ro: p

'He hopes that he can go to Europe.'

US US
e h i

S
wa:

US US
_te ke

S US
ro:k re

S G

_ba:t ther)
c US

vpha:k i
S

,sa: n

'The cholera is spreading in the Northeast'

US
'

sei
S US

_kro:k eQ

S G US
_krit rmei e

S
_ro i

'British sausages are not delicious.'

Exceptions: When three or four grammatical words and the unstressed

syllables of polysyllabic words and compounds occur in a

row, one of them can become the salience of the next

rhythmic foot. If the symbol X stands for C and S, and

the symbol Y stands for G and US, the rules can be written

as follows:

Rule 1. | X Y Y Y X Y | Y Y | X
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Ex. 1 |vphu:t _ok me vdai | Iv:i -»■ |xphu:t _ok | ma: * dsi | I x: i

'You can say it out, now'

Ex, 2 |r w i q pei *thi pre | tu: -»■ |x w i q psi J v th i : pre | tu:
'to run to the door'

Rule 2. a. | X Y Y Y Y | X + |XYY|YY|X
b. |x Y Y Y Y| X | X Y | Y Y Y | X

Ex, 1 ~wi jthi: | diau % t h I tea vhei man pqiap
-wi | thi: | diau v th i tpa i v hai man | v qiap

'The only way that can make him quiet'

Ex. 2 {^tphuai vhai -phra ha ruj | thai

|vt^huai *hei | -phra? ha rui { thai
'to help her royal mind'

The choice of 2a or 2b depends upon the grammatical relationship

of the y elements. For example, in Ex. 1., _tqa? 'will' is an adverb-

auxiliary, then, it is less likely to be a salience than v'nai, which

is a secondary verb meaning 'to have someone do something'. In Ex. 2.,

the syllable -phra? is 'a title placed before places and things asso¬

ciated with the monarch', thus, it should be with the word [he rui 'thai ]

'heart', 'mind'. The syllables [he] and [rui] are reduced from the full

forms _ha? and -roi? which are linker-syllables; it has been stated

earlier in this thesis that linker syllables are always unstressed;

therefore, they are unlikely to be saliences.

Sometimes, the first element of a compound and reduplication can

be salient. There is no definite explanation for this phenomenon.

Perhaps, the tendency toward equality of rhythmic feet may be the cause

of it, or perhaps by means of assigning salience in a special way, the
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speaker is able to show his feelings, emotions or attitudes toward

the situation. For example:

_ja:k _tpa? -ro:p *ha:i _?o:k ma: dap dap * ko:

'to wish will to cry out to come loudly adv-aux.

"tham *mai * da: i

to do not can'

| _ja: k "tgo | -ro:p | * ha: i _ok ma [ dap [ dap v ko | tham * mai | * da: i

'I felt like crying loudly, but I couldn't do it.'

Rule 3. In an emphatic speech, every syllable may be stressed;

therefore, all syllables can be salient, no matter whether

they are C, G, S, or US, for example,

US
Normal: rop

S G US
-tha:u ,ra ,thup

S

-tha:u

'Shoes or socks?'

Emphatic: |ro:p J — tha: u | ,riu: | ,thup |-tha:u
'Shoes or socks, (could you tell me again?)'

The choice of audible salience is obligatory when the alteration

of salience placement can change the meaning of the whole utterance.
3

There is a group of words that have two roles --as content word in

one context and as grammatical word or the unstressed syllable of a

compound in another context. Actually, in the lexical entry of the

language, they are called "homonyms," e.g. man (noun) 'potato' and

man (pronoun) 'it', *kha:u jen 'left-over rice' and *kha:u jen 'the

rice is cold', etc.

3
The list of words having dual functions and homonyms (two words,
identical in sound and spelling, but differing in meaning) is to be
found in Appendix II.
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A pair of utterances, containing the same lexical items, can have

different meanings by means of the different choices of salience.

There are three patterns of obligatory salience placement:

Pattern A.

Pattern B.

Pattern C.

C

G

US

c

c

s

vs.

vs.

vs.

C

C C

Pattern A. A set of two words occurring in utterance A and utterance

B, the meaning will be X if they function as C C, and

the meaning will be Y if they function as C G or G C.

For example:

-nok *mai kin man _ro:k
; C

_ro: k

'Birds don't eat potato.'

Ex. 1
C C

Utterance A: -nok *mei ki n man

Utterance B: -nok *mei
C G
kin men _ro: k

'Birds don't eat it.'

Ex. 2 vjiQ rha:m _klap ^ j i q _ja:k
C C

Utterance A: *jirj j *ha:m _klap ' jir) _ja:k (_klap)

'The more I was told not to return, the more I

Utterance B: J "3

wanted to (return).'
C G

x

ha:m _klep x j iq -ja: k

'The more I tried to stop him, the more he wanted

to do it.

Ex. 3 *tha: -tphan ,su:r) _?i:k _noi

Utterance A:
r

"the
C

-tjshan ,su:o _ik _no i

'If the case were a little bit taller, ...'
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Utterance B: Ntha-tphan ,su:q _ik _noi

'If I were a little bit taller,

Note: In order to make the above utterances clearer and contrast in an

obvious way, a silent salience may be inserted. Silent salience

can make the syllable before it more noticeable and the one after

it less noticeable. For example:

Ex. 1 -nok *mai kin man _ro: k

C C
Utterance A: -nok vmai kin man

A
-ro: k

Utterance B:

'Birds don't eat potato'
GC

ki n-nok xmai

'Birds don't eat it.'

Ex. 2 v j1q *ha:m _klap vj i q _ja:k

man _ro: k

Utterance A: JiQ

C
r

ha: m
C

-klap *j'Q \ -ja:k..
'The more I was told not to return, the more I

wanted to..'

Utterance B: J'Q

C

ha:m -j'a: k_klap x jiq

'The more I tried to stop him, the more he wanted

to do it.'

Pattern B. A set of two words occurring in utterance A and utterance

B, the meaning will be X if they function as G C, and

the meaning will be Y if they function as C G. For the

sequence C G, an obtional silent salience may be inserted,

then, C G becomes C a G, in order to avoid ambiguity.

Ex. 1 -khau tham ,sia _mot -l£:u
G I C I

Utterance A: -khau tham j ,sia _mot | -l£:u
'He has ruined it completely.'
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Utterance B: -kheu

-kheu

C G
tham -se _mot — ] e: u

C

tham

or

-se -mot -18: u

'He has finished everything.'

Ex. 2 tham mai ma: ?au _si: mo • Q

G C

Utterance A: them mai me ?au _s i: mo:Q

'Why do you come to get it at 4 o'clock?'

1 C G
Utterance B: them mai 1 ma : eu _si: mo: Q

or

C G
them mai ma: eu

A
_si: mo:t]

'Why do you come at 4 o'clock?'

Ex. 3 v da:i kan -le:u

G
*

dei
C

kan — I e: u

'I've already tried to prevent it.'

- le: u
C G

v

da:i ken

or

C G

da: i ken
A

Utterance A:

Utterance B:

-le: u

'They have already been in bed (before getting

married).

Pattern C. A set of two syllables occurring in utterance A and

utterance B, the meaning will be X if they function as a

compound (or US S), and the meaning will be Y if they

function as C C or C G. For the latter an optional

silent salience may be inserted to make the meaning clear,

then, C C -*■ C A C and C G -* C -G.

Ex. 1 -na:m -kha:r] _ju: bon #lao kha:
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Utterance A:

Utterance B:

US
-nem -kha:o -ju bon I aq | kha:

'Dew is on the roof.'

C

-na:m -kha:q _ju
or

b on , I aq kha:

c
-na:m

A -kha:q -ju bon,leq kha:

'There is some water left on the roof.'

Ex. 2 -tehan rmai -ru: _tpa? _ta:p the:n th*: -ja:q rai

Utterance A: -thpan 'mei
US

-ru: tpa -top th£:n thx _jaq [ rai
'I don't know how I can repay your kindness.'

Utterance B: tphan Nmai -ru: tpa
C

_ta:p
C 1

the:n thx -jaq | rai
or

tphan vmai -ru: tpa
C

_ta: p A

c
the:n ths _jaq rai

'I don't know how I could help you answer the question.'

Ex. 3 ta: -no:q _tpep

Utterance A:

Utterance B:

US

ta
S

-no:q -tpep

'Ta Nong is ill.'
I C G

|ta: -noq -tpep
or

C G
ta:

A "n^ -tpep

'I have sore eyes.'

Ex. 4 _jok tua _ja:q x ma:k

Utterance A:
US

_jok tua
S

-ja:q ma: k

'to give a lot of examples'
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Utterance B: -j* ok
C G

tua _jeo
*

ma: k

or

C G

-jok tua CPcd"—>1

<

v

ma: k

'to regard oneself as superior'

3. Obligatory and optional silent salience

As well as audible salience, silent salience may be optional or

obligatory. It is optional when its presence does not cause any change

of meaning, but makes the meaning of an utterance clearer, as illustrated

above. An optional silent salience also can make a long continuous

sentence sound better and easier for the listener to follow. The fol¬

lowing example is from the book called "Queen Srisawarinthira" by

Somphop Chantharaprabha (p. 3). This particular sentence is very long;

it contains 36 syllables and has no indication where the reader can

make optional pauses. It is quite an effort to say or read the whole

thing without making a few pauses. Where will the logical places be,

then? Certainly, one must know the grammar of Thai. But there are

still many choices. If I had to recite the sentence in question,I

would divide the sentence into four parts of a similar length, (of

course I had to use my knowledge of Thai grammar). Since the presence

of a silent salience can make the syllable which comes immediately

after it become less noticeable, then the three silent saliences must

be placed between the sequences such as S ... US, C ... US, S ... G

and C ... G.

The original sentence may be recited as follows:

,som | _det soq j pen -phre | ''rait tfshe -thi | da: nai -phra | _ba:t ,som

|_det -phra pa ra | me:n the ra ma J ,ha: moq | _kut -phra | tpo:m ^klaiu
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| * t/sa: u _ju | ,hue _kep * tpou | tpo: m man ( da: [ _piam
'She (Queen Srisawarinthira) was the daughter of King Rama IV

and Chau Chom Maandaa Piarn.1

With the insertion of three silent saliences:
S I

,50m I _det soq | pen -phre
%

ra:t tehe -thi da:

_ba:t som |_det -phre pe re | me:n the re me J ,ha moQ | _kut

n ei pn re
I S

US I

ph re t (so :m
S | G

xklau *tpeu _ju ,hue j A _kep vtpeu tso:m

man | da: | _piam.

Silent salience is obligatory when it carries linguistic functions,

Its presence is necessary. There are at least four important roles

played by an obligatory silent salience:

Imperative
1. or

I Question
vs. Statement

Ex. 1 -no:o de:Q dx:n *da:i -le:u

Utterance A: -noo [ de:q | jdv:n v a'ei [ -le:u
'Brother Daeng, you can walk, now.'

Utterance B: -noQ | de:o | dv:n vdei j -Ie:u
'Brother Daeng can walk, now.'

Ex. 2 de:r) ,kho: ho:m _noi

Utterance A: [de:q | ,kho | ,ho:m [_noi
'Daeng, may I give you a kiss?'

Utterance B: | de: rj ,kho | ,ho:m J _ no I

'Daeng asked if she could kiss Noi'

2. Addressing some one to Saying something without
vs.

tell something addressing anyone
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Ex. 1 *me: -na:m -jv? tgeQ

Utterance A: |vme: { A | -na:m |-jx? 11jsarj
'Mother, there is a lot of water.'

Utterance B: *me j -na:m |-j*? j t/sar)
'There are many rivers.

Ex. 2 -tha? ,ha:n rwe ma:

Utterance A: the) ,ha:n j a | nue j ma:

'Soldiers, the boat is coming.'

Utterance B: the |,ha:n| rrue | ma:
'A member of the navy is coming.'

3. 2 verb phrases vs. 1 verb phrase

Ex. 1 vtha: pai -khit vwa: -tpa? _ju: _sak daien _niuo

Utterance A: *the pai j a | -kh i t \e tge | _ju:-sek ) duienj_nu)Q
'If I went, I (thought I) would stay for one month.'

Utterance B: vthe pei | -khit 'we tge ) _ju: ~sek | diuen | _nmo
'If you think about staying for a month...'

Ex. 2 tchv:n _pra? tjsha: tghon "tphak -le? _pra? _dap thoo vtgha:t

Utterance A: |tghx:n pre | tgha: j tphon j "tchak [ A -le pre _dap

IthoQ | vtpha:t
'to encourage people to have muscular spasms and to

decorate their places with flags.'

Utterance B: jt/sh*:n pre J tgha: [ tjshon | -tghak - le pre | -dap
Ithoo | r tgha: t
'to encourage people to raise the flag.'

4. 2 separate items vs. 1 single item

Ex. 1 mi: -na:m r phur] -le? pia:
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Utterance A: ml [ -na:m | |x phaiQ | ( a — Ie ( pla:)
'There are water, bees and fish.'

Utterance B: mi-nem pinup | ( A —lejpla:)
'There is honey and fish.'

Ex. 2 -ma:i kha:n — Ie? ,sau -hak

Utterance A: |-ma:i | a j kha:n [( A -Ie | ,sau]_hak)
'A piece of wood, a horizontal beam and a pole

broke.'

Utterance B: -mo? 1 kha:n |( -Ie | ,sau |_hak)
'A bamboo pole used for carrying loads on the

shoulder and a pole broke.'
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Chapter 10: The Rhythm of Thai

1. The transitional period from a syllable-timed to stress-tiir.ed

rhythm

It has been known that there are two kinds of speech rhythm--
*

syllable-timed and stress-timed. Every language of the world is

spoken with one kind of rhythm, not both. (See Pike 1946 and Aber-

crombie 1968.) Is the dichotomy, i.e. syllable timing vs. stress

timing, sufficient for describing the rhythm of every language of the

world?"'' Regarding rhythm in Thai, I am reluctant to say that it is

one or another. It fluctuates between the two divisions, i.e. some¬

times a syllable-timed rhythm is used, and sometimes a stress-timed

type is used. It depends upon the styles of speech and the preference

of each speaker. Therefore, instead of two, we might need three
\

divisions:

I 1 1
12 3

syllable-timed transitional stress-timed
period

(Syllable-timed and Stress-timed)

By means of the above divisions, it can be said that a language like

^"Ladefoged (1975: 222) comments:
Perhaps a better typology of rhythmic differences among

languages would be to divide languages into those that
have variable word stress (such as English and German),
those that have fixed word stress (such as Czech, Polish
and Swahili), and those that have fixed phrase stress
(such as French). This is, however, another area in
which phoneticians must do more research.... There are
many languages that do not seem to fit into any of
these divisions.
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2
Thai belongs to the second category. I believe that, historically,

ancient Tai was a syllable-timed language when the language was mono¬

syllabic and simple (grammatical words were not rich). In reading the

oldest inscription on stone, which was inscribed during the reign of

King Ramakhamhaeng of Sukhothai (about 1283 A.D.), one can not avoid

using a syllable-timed rhythm. This is because of the language used

in the inscription. It may be described as a kind of prose that is

full of the repetition of words; grammatical words, such as conjunc-

'We must accept the fact that we do not know much about rhythms in
oriental languages. So far, Japanese has been said to be a syllable-
timed language, and according to Pike (1970), Newari, Chepang, Gurung
and Tamang, Tibeto-Burman languages spoken in Nepal have stress-timing.
Pike discusses the characteristics of rhythmic feet and the role of
nuclei (saliences) of feet in the analysis of tone in these languages.
He says that a foot is present in all the languages mentioned above.
The foot is somewhat isochronic, with a number of syllables variable,
while time is constant. In a fast speech, two feet which occur in a
slower speech may fuse to one. The salience of the foot is often
made prominent by loudness and length. (See details in Pike, 1970,
pp. 153-164.) The claim that Newari has a syllable-timed rhythm is
confirmed by Tej Kansakar, a native speaker of Newari (personal
communication).

From Ronald Morse's paper on rhythm in Chomi Lisu (private cir¬
culation), Chomi Lisu seems to be a syllable-timed language. He made
the spectrographic measurements of the durations of the syllables
occurring in the story, "How the Lisu Lost Their Script" to support
his claim (time in seconds, ... = pause):

a n0 tsho ee a d?z te ... vy° sa ni ... tho yui gv°a
.15 .26 .28 .2& .26 .26 .46 .20 .29 .26 .26 .29 .19 .30

tha ... li sv° te gyuj gv° lao .. xwa d?z phi thi ma kwa ...

.34 .26 .29 .29 .26 .25 .27 .36 .25 .29 .26 .23 .24 .44

bo go? la Sf miu tsha 10 Ra ma kwa ... a na la sz
.26 .23 .23 .35 .33 .18 .33 .26 .26 .26 .38 .14 .22 .24 .29
dza ji ni ... phi? j-i o ga ... be ni tea tei?a d^o
.27 .17 .35 .23 .24 .25 .64 .23 .22 .25 .31 .26

Translation: Long long ago, when God was giving all the tribes of
the world their scripts, the Lisu were also given a script. It was
written for them on an animal skin, so they put it out in the sun to
dry. While it was drying, a group of dogs came, and finding the
skin, ate it. That is the legend of how the Lisu lost their
(original) script.
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tions, prepositions and adverb-auxiliaries, are rarely used. There

are no elaborate expressions, most of the sentences are short and

simple (not flowery). For example:

idaflbrlaq gin i^aiinViaq qub i"5aumujq glnfib idaflbTJan 131 a -unun"via 13

Qlanmnajjvuj'invmuS'ula frutnati fiua 13 lanmunViaq
q lamninvJag qlihnjnuvii£ja^ la i^ulavia^ qianm

nuun'vlag viaqsmu uMq qvrsbub I'saunfliq froub i^aurivlafj f?Q*nu ^ola ujamifi
« 3

Qvi^aau

^ \ \ 4 ^ 5 r
miua tghue pho: ku: ... ku: bj>m rx: _ke: pho: ku: ... ku:

bam rx: _ke: Me: ku: ... ku: Ma: i tua-naie tua pla: ku: ?au ma:

_ke: *pho: ku: ... ku: Ma: i _ma:k *som -ma:k ,wa:n ?an dal ... kin

?a_roi ... kin di: ... ku: ?au ma: ke: vpho: ku: ... ku: pai ti:

,nao war) ~tpha:o Ma: i ... ku: ?au ma: -ke: pho: ku: ... ku: pai

Mho: Ma:n Mho: miuaQ Ma: i ~tsha:Q Ma:i que*] ... Ma: i _pua

Ma: i na:i] ... Ma: i pxn Ma: i tho:r) ... ku: ?au ma: we:n

_ke: *pho: ku: ... *pho: ku: ta: i ... jar] ^ ph i: ku: ... ku: ''phram

bam rx: _ke: ph i: ku: ..._dar] bam rx: -ke: xph°: ku: ... *phi:

ku: ta: i ... -tgiuQ Ma: i miuao _ke: ku: "thao klom ...

'During my father's reign, I served and entertained both my

father and my mother. I always brought them nice meat, fish and

fruits. When I won in a war, I always brought back valuable

plunder, e.g. elephants, slaves, silver and gold, I presented all

3
The extract is from The History of (Thai) Literature and the
Principle of Versification by Vilavarn,1968, p. 17.

4
... = pause or silent syllable

^bam rx: = disyllabic word (Khmer origin).
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« to
to my father. After my father died, my brother succe^fded^the throne; 2
I did the same for him. When my brother died, then, I became king

and possessed everything.'

About the 14th century, after the fall of the Sukhothai Kingdom,

Ayuddhaya became the second kingdom of the Thais in the Indochina

Peninsula. Because of the wars and invasions in India, a lot of

Dravidian scholars had left the country and fled to Southeast Asia.

They also brought with them their culture. Many of them became 'gurus'

or 'teachers' in the Thai court. As a result, the simple way of life

became more and more sophisticated. The kings were no longer the

fathers of their people, but the rulers who possessed divine right.

Buddhism, which had been a philosophy of life, became a mixture of

Buddhism, Hinduism and B^rahum ism, which was full of sophisticated

rituals and ceremonies. A large number of Pali and Sanskrit polysylla¬

bic words had been imported into Thai. It was considered elegant among

scholars and well-educated people to use a kind of flowery language

-which was full of superfluous Pali and Sanskrit loan words. Shortly,

being pedantic was very fashionable. Some of the pieces of literary

work written in this period are not very readable. I feel that I have

to use a stress timed rhythm when I read them; otherwise, I find them

monotonous,boring and unpleasant. Some superfluous and unnecessary

words or syllables must be made less noticeable by making them short

and less loud by means of unstressing them.

The passage given below is an example of what can be called "a

flowery language". It is an extract from Sc5?ila\mn^u,tf\ai!n [-Ii? -lit

?o:q ka;n te:0 ~na:m] which was written in the early 14th century
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by a Brahmin who had to perform the ceremony of swearing an oath of

allegiance to the divine king. The whole book was read out loudly

during the ceremony. This particular extract is an address to one of

the three Hindu gods who is called "Narayana" in Thai literature:

It is written in an old form of verse called "nhill'sifj [xra:i bo: ra:n]

which may be described as "prose having rhymes", i.e. the last sylla¬

ble of a preceding metrical section must rhyme with one of the sylla¬

bles in the next section.

(Each section is supposed to contain 5 syllables which is not true

here.)^
lan^yi§h<nN3fi5fiinho umunSuvinnSu^u

fluiaifrjVBJ-i?} fhmgrn ag-sua'jsntufl'-ntn fihfinnsganej n7
|?o:m f _s i "t thi j ,suer] | ,si:| * kIe:u j a j^pheume-ruite

| ju: | A eu | qu: pen [* then | a | _kwen | k liu: n j -fa:

| k I uj: n ( din j A j p i: n eu | -kh rut me | _kh i: | a | _s i:

j mm: | ,thui: | ^sao [-tjsak khe J tha: the re j ni: j | phi:

|-ra?e we [ ta:n | A e su |-ra? | le:q | la:n | -thak

|,kha: j A | -thak kh i | na: tjse re | na:i | A j
'Oh, the Mighty God, who conquers death, who has a big snake

curling around as his seat, who swallows the sky and the earth, who

?o:m _sit -thi? ,sueQ ,si: *kle:u ... 6 syllables
xpheu _ma? ..rait _tha? ju: ... 5 syllables
?au qu: pen xthen ... 4 syllables
-kwen klui:n -fa: kluun din ... 5 syllables
pi:n ?au -khrut ma: _khi: 5 syllables
_si: mai: ,thui: ,sap -teak -kha? tha: tho: -ra? ni:...10 syllables
phi : -ra? _?a? -wa? ta:n ... 5 syllables
?a? _su? -ra? Ie:q la:n -thak ,kha: ... 7 syllables
-thak _khi? na: _tpa? -ra? na:i ... 6 syllables

Vilavarn, loc. cit. p. 29. The underlining, which is my own, indi¬
cates Pali or Sanskrit loanwords.
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has the Garuda (a mythical bird) as his vehicle, the one whose four

hands carrying a couch, a discus, a sceptre, and the earth, the one

who defeats devils...'

The next passage is from the episode called nvnivu [me ,ha: phon]

from nflSfufntfiFin [vwe:t ,san do:n tpha: _dok] which was a Vnotm
8

[Va:i ja:u] written in 1807 A.D. (during the reign of King Rama I

of Ratanakhosin). The extract is a description of the sacred pond

named [-mut _tpe I in]. The language used is very flowery:

flu-mij^guvi§uqc?-5t?;unvi dinauu iduuld^auWsnjylHHL iviuu
• 9

fn^gT.cJeJsai?! IUUUS iQannunfiaua>aam]£n25)i *i

| du: ke re me ) ,ha: | phra: m j r phu: pre | -phrait | -phrot | phrom

me ) tpan | ja: | a | rau tpe j phan ne | na: | ,thiuo | _sa? | ,si:

| a en | mi: _ju | *the:p -phre | ?a: | ,som si ( wa: | vwa:t j
j -her) ,som | _det -ph re be | rom me j _ba: t ba| —ph i t "ph i | -tphit
"phi | tphai t^he | , U:m | tpha: u j tphe: tu | de:n | * ra:t tphe

I tha: ( ni: | A J mi: [ na:m |-mut tse | 1 in the | ,sin thu | _sa?
sej ,na:n | A j_si: [_lieml_piem pei | x duei tphe ie |tha:n tphe

| lo: j -thok | v th i ep| thiem | phai | thu: re ~je j tpin | da: | dueq

du [ ,sai se j _?a:t | A | jen je | v jiuek j _ ja: t | _ j a: q e me

| -ri t te j wa: | ri n j J
'Listen, Brahmin, you who keep your soul purified, I shall

describe to you a pond near the hermitage of the Great King of the

8\vra:i ja:u is a type of old prose that has a rhyme scheme. See details
in Chapter 11, Part III, under v ra:i (pp. 255)

9
Vilavarn, loc. cit. p. 137.
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people of Chetudorn. The name of the pond is Mutjalin. It is a square

pond full of water which is as clear as crystal and as cool as heavenly

water.'

There are numerous polysyllabic words in modern Thai. The majority

of them are Indie (especially Pali and Sanskrit) loanwords;^ they

are considered learned words. Because of international trades and

modern technology, a large number of foreign words from both western

and oriental languages have been imported into Thai. Here are some

examples. *
tfia:; iih

nsastfavn

i *•
USTilYlcm

filfijjtbiti

sala'pau] 'a kind of Chinese dumpling' (Chinese)

kala' par]' ,ha: ] 'coral' (Malay)

'teia ro'nai] 'to cut diamonds, jewels, crystal (Malay)

pewe'_Iam] 'a type of jewelry' (Tamil)

'tri:'jem pa 'wa:i] 'a ceremony' (Tamil)

fnmiu lkhara'wa:n] 'caravan' (Persian)

quanti Lku'_Ia:p] 'rose' (Persian)

vruitiua [,-na:m ma '-net] 'lemonade' (English)

['to: pi 'do:] 'Torpedo' (English)

&jjjm [ ' ,sam ma 'na:] 'seminar' (English)

To suit the need of modern civilization, some of the polysyllabic

words have been recently coined from both Thai and Indie origins by

specialists in different fields, e.g. mass communication, politics,

economics, medicine, linguistics, and so forth. The following are

some examples:

10

11

See Gedney (1947) and Henderson (1951)

Phongphaiboon, The Structure of Thai Language (in Thai), 1970
pp., 14-19.
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IvntffffU ['tho: re '-that] 'television'

emibs'tf'vtfifi

irntrafti [,Npha:p phe 'jon] 'cinema'

[se '_ha? pre 'tjsha: '*t£ha:t] 'the United Nations'

cJnsTstu^g [ ' ,sa: the re '-na? '-rat] 'the Republic of ...'

U'sS'anSUT.fitj [pre 'tjsha: -thi pe 'tai ] 'democracy'

it [ ra ' _b *: t pe re me 'nu:] 'atomic bomb'

jjs iWlu ififTtafta [me ' reo nei '-met Io 1 _h i t ] 'leukemia'

"l'3tJTV5finJ^T5'5fl ['wai je 'ke:n pe ri '-wat] 'transformational grammar

Although polysyllabic words constitute a portion of the Thai

lexicon, the basic vocabulary of Thai is still monosyllabic. In

general, children use not only simple words but also a simple gramma¬

tical structure (NP + VP). This is an explanation why they tend to

use a syllable-timed rhythm. On the other hand, an adult's language

is"very redundant. Sophisticated adults have a tendency to use 'big

words' and long complex sentences, especially when they want to be

formal and elegant. Their language is full of elaborate expressions,

unnecessary structure words, the repetition of words having similar or

identical meanings, loanwords and modern coined words. In order to

draw the listener's attention to particular points in a stream of

speech which are the important semantic clues, some syllables must be

made prominent. This can be achieved by means of stressing them. As

a result, the unstressed syllables become short in order to keep time.
12

The following extract is from the speech made by Field Marshal Thanom

Kittikajorn in memory of Mr. Malai Chupinit who was a very well-known

comtemporary writer and journalist. (The symbol # indicates word

^Vilavarn, loc. cit. p. 357
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boundaries; the Indie loanwords are underlined.)

# ,kho: # de: -tgha? # -phra? si: -rat _ta? -na? trai # -Is? #

_ku? ,son # ,phon -la? bun # khun -na? tham # khwa:m di: # *thi

# khun # ma:1 ai # * da: i # tham # -wai #

,kho: "to ask for (something), to beg, to require'

de:-t/sha? 'power, might'

khun 'the virtues (of)'

-phra? si:-rat_ta?-na? trai 'the three gems of Buddhism; Buddha, his

teaching and his disciples (Bhikkus)'

-Is? 'and'

_ku? ,son 'good deads, merits'

,phon-la? bun 'the results of virtues'

khun -na? tham 'virtue, goodness; moral principles'

khwa:m di: 'virtue, goodness (noun compound)'

*thi: 'which, that'

khun 'title used before the first names of both men and women'

ma:lai 'a name, meaning garland of flowers.'

vda:i 'adverb auxiliary, indicating past tense'

tham 'to make, to do'

-wai 'up, away (secondary verb)

The whole passage simply means "May the virtues and the good

deeds that Mr. Malai did in the past...'. There are, at least, five

words which mean almost the same thing, i.e. virtue or goodness. The

presence of some words are not necessary at all; in fact,they are

rather excessive. However, the technique of using big words and

rhyming (e.g. ,son and,phon, bun and khun, tham and khwa:m) makes the
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speech sound flowery and elegant. This is considered "a beautiful

speech" by the scholars of the Thai language. In reading or reciting

this long utterance, one has to use a stress-timed rhythm; otherwise,

it will be very long, monotonous and dull. This is the way I would

do it, if I had to recite this speech:

| a ,kho de| -t/sha? | khun phro | ,si: | -rat to -no | trai |
-le ku |,son| ,phon Ie | bun| khun no| tham [ kwa:mJ di: | v thi | khun
me | ]ai v dei ]tham J -wai | A j

In comparison with English, Thai is not a genuine stress-timed

language. It has been illustrated earlier that phrase-level stress

and phonological pause can be significant sometimes; however, it is on

a small scale, and a Thai speaker may ignore them completely by using

extra words instead of stress vs. unstressed or contrastive syllable

quantities. The use of contrastive rhythmic patterns is limited to

some social classes and age groups. We may need a trichotomy:

syllable-timed rhythm (e.g. Lisu), syllable-stress-timed rhythm (e.g.

Standard Thai) and stress-timed rhythm (e.g. English), instead of a

sharp cut between syllable-timed and stress-timed types. The use of

the two kind of rhythms in Thai speech seems to fluctuate to a certain

extent. Besides the different styles of speech, it also depends upon

the preference of each individual speaker. Generally I prefer using

a stress-timed rhythm to a syllable-timed rhythm because I feel that

I can convey better not only the linguistic meaning but also my feelings

and attitudes. However, when I have to talk Thai to a group of people

which is composed of Thai adults, Thai children and foreigners who

understand Thai, I usually switch back and forth, i.e. a stress-timed
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the group. I tend to use the syllable-timed rhythm when I want to

talk slowly and clearly. It may be argued that I emphasize or stress

every single syllable. Usually, I try to avoid doing that because

some people may take it as an insult. It is like saying,"You stupid

ones, listen to me carefully." Being rude and impertinent is consi¬

dered very bad in Thai culture. Moreover, using "reinforced-chestpulses"

all the time can make one tired and exhausted. The two problems, then,

can be solved by using a syllable-timed rhythm. This means that I

will be able to make my speech clear as well as avoid offending the

listener.

2. Syllable quantities in rhythmic units

At an abstract level, all rhythmic units in Thai may be said to

possess the time-values of 3 time-units, or in other words, they are

approximately equal subjectively. Instrumentally measured, rhythmic

feet are not equal as shown in Chapter 7, Part II. They range from

.2 to .6 second. I would like to propose a new solution: the under¬

lying rhythmic feet can be said to be approximately equal, even though

they are not likely to be that way in actual speech in the phonetic

representation. The derived syllable quantities can be predicted by

a set of rules. When syllable-timed rhythm is used, one syllable is

by itself one rhythmic unit, thus, it contains 3 time-units. In actual

pronunciation, the 3-time-unit rhythmic units will be realized as

containing 2-time-units, 3-time-units, 4-time-units and 5-time-units

which will depend upon their positions in an utterance. Let us say

1-time unit is about .10 second in an utterance in moderate tempo.

A set of four rules can be made as follows:
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Rule 1. Length 3 -»■ Length 2 when a.) the syllable comes immediately

after a pause; b.) the syllable is the 1st ele¬

ment of a compound or reduplication; c.) the

syllable is a grammatical word; d.) the sylla¬

ble has the structure CVS, especially when the

final consonant is a glottal stop [?].

Rule 2. Length 3 -> Length 4 when the syllable comes immediately

before a pause, except final particles.

Rule 3. Length 3 -*■ Length 5 in the same environment, i.e. before

a pause, as Length 4. (It; is considered polite

and pleasant to lengthen the last syllable of

an utterance. This kind of syllable lengthening

can replace the use of a polite particle.)

Rule 4. Length 3 Length 3 when the syllable occurs elsewhere in

an utterance; and the syllable having CVS

structure tends to have Length 3 when it

precedes a pause.

The example below is an illustration of how the four rules of

syllable quantities presented above can be applied. The extract is

from a children's story book called uns isniJnm [-phe? v tqau pan ja: ]

'The Clever Little Goats'. (The number below the syllable indicates

syllable quantity and the three dots ... stand for a pause or silent

syllable.)

The underlying representation of syllable quantities:

teiq tjsiQ %na? si: ... ,t£han ,hen _kap ta: Ui thi:
33 333 3 3 3333

tiieu — du: *tha: tha:q ,khau ,hiu _tpat ... ~le? _ja:k
3333 3 333333
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.tea? _tjsap khrai kin Nhai _mot ... th*: khuen Vi:p _klap
3 3 333333 3 3 3

*ba:n ... _?e:p xhai di: -na? ... _ja: vhai ,khau ,hen
333 333333 3 3

rda:i I*i thi: dieu ... _t/sa? * da: i _plo:t phai ...

333 3 33 3 3 33

*tha: ,khau ,hen th*: v khau -la? vko: ... th*: khoQ
3 333 3 33333

_tpa? ^je: vne: ... _kra? _ta:i -no:i _to:p ...

3 3333 3 3 3

"It is true. I have seen it with my own eyes. He looked

starving, and he wanted to eat us all. You should go back home quickly

and hide yourself well. Don't let him see you so that you will be

safe. If he saw you, you would be in danger," the little rabbit

answered.

After the rules of syllable quantities have been applied, the

phonetic representation can be expected to be as follows:

teiq
2

tgirj *na si:
3 2 4 3

tjshan
2

,.hen
3

kap ta:
2 3

!*i
2

th i :

2
di eu
4

... du: * tha
3 2 2

: tha
3
:Q - khau ,hiu

2 3
-tpat

3
• • • -Ie

2

-ja: k
3

tjsa
2

-tpap khrai
3 3

ki n
3

r

hai
2

_mot ...
3 3

th*: khuen
2 2

v
ri: p
3

_klap * ba:n ...

3 4 3
?e:p v

2
hai
2

di: -na

3 3
... -ja
3 2

hai
2

-khau
2

,hen
3

*

da:i I vi
2 2

thi:
2

di eu
4

_t^a
3 2

*

da: i
2

pio:t
3

phai
4 3

vtha: -khau
2 2

,hen
3

th*:
2

*

khau
2

la v ko:
2 4 3

th*:
2

khoQ
2

tjsa
2

*js: rne: ...

3 4 3
kra
2

_ta:
3

i -no:i
3

_to:p ...

4 3

Perhaps it may be possible to postulate the same kind of rules
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when a stress-timed rhythm is used. At an abstract level, it does not

matter how many syllables the rhythmic feet contain, each rhythmic

unit possesses the time-value of 3 time-units. The relative syllable

quantities in each type of foot are as follows:

I S | =3

I S W | =2:1

I S W W | = ly : 3^ 3^
4 4

| S W W w| = 1 : 2 2 2
3 3 3

1. 1-syllable foot (neutral foot)

Rule 1. Length 3 -* Length 2 when the foot is in utterance-initial

position (immediately after a pause).

Rule 2. Length 3 Length 4 when the foot is in utterance-final

position (before a pause) and does not have

the CVS structure.

Rule 3. Length 3 -> Length 5 when the foot occurs in the same

environment as in Rule 2; the extra length

helps the utterance to sound more pleasant and

smooth.

Rule 4. Length 3 -> Length 3 when the foot occurs elsewhere.

2. 2-syllable foot

Rule 5. Length 2:1 -> Length 2:2 when a.) the salient syllable has

the structure CVS; b.) the salience is a

silent salience and the weak element is the

first element of a compound or reduplication

that does not have the syllable structure

CVS: c.) both the salient and weak elements
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Rule 6. Length 2:1

are grammatical words.

Length 2-j : when a disyllabic foot has
another type of internal composition and Rule

5 can not be applied.

3. 3-syllable foot

Rule 7. Length ly : 3^ _3
4 4

Rule 8. Length l-r i. A
4 4

2 2 2

1-j : 1-j 1-j when a.) the salience has the
syllabic structure CVS; b.) the salient

syllable is in utterance-initial position

(immediately after a pause); c.) the

salience is a grammatical word and the

weak elements are two grammatical words

or a grammatical word and a linker-

syllable.

2y : li li when a trisyllabic foot has
another type of internal composition

where Rule 7 cannot be applied.

4. 4-syllable foot

Rule 9. Length 1 2^ 2^ 2 Length 1-j : 1-j ly ly when the salient
3 3 3

syllable has the syllabic structure CVS.

Rule 10. Length 1

Rule 11. Length 1

2_ 2_ 2_ ■* Length 2: 1 2 1 when the second weak
3 3 3

element has the syllabic structures CV:C

(e.g. [tha:rj] , etc.) or CV:V (e.g.

P da:iJ [khv:i] etc.)

2_ 2_ 2_ -> Length 2 : ly ly ly when a 4-syllable
3 3 3

foot has another type of internal compo¬

sition when Rules 9 and 10 cannot be

applied.
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The following is an example of how the rules above may be applied.

The extract is the last paragraph of the speech made by Field Marshal

Thanom Kittikajorn in memory of Mr. Malai Chupinit. The order of the

presentation will be: the transcription showing the abstract rhythmic

patterns and syllable quantities, the translation of the text and the

transcription indicating rhythmic patterns and relative syllable

quantities which are expected to find in actual speech.

vkha: -pha?
,1 . 3 3
2 ' T 4

v

tgau -ru:

2 : 1
_suik

3
vsau _sa?

2 : 1
_lot
,1

-le? ?a: lai
A

na i ka: n t thiuq ke: mo

3 3 3 2: 1 I1 : 3 3
4 4 2 4 4 2

kam ,kho: q khun ma: 1 ai pen ?an
x

ma: k
2 : 1 2 : 1

1
1 : 3 3 3

1
2 4 4

-ra? -na?

1 _3
4 4

, -le?
2 : 1

,kho: _sa?
2 : 1

de: q
3

khwa:m ,sie
2 : 1

tpai _to:
2 :: 1

khro: p
3

kh rue
2 :

,kho:q
1

khun ma:

2 : 1
lai
3 4

duai -na:m

3 3^
4 4

,sai tpai
2 : 1

tgi Q
3 4

,kho:
3
4

de:

3_
4

-tpha?
3

khun -phra?
2 : 1

,s i :
3

-rat _ta? -na?

1 I
4 44

,son ,phon -la? bun khun -na? tham khwa:m
3 2 : 1 3 2 : 1 3 3

t rai

di :

2

4: 4

le? _ku?
3 3

4

th i:
1

khun ma: lai da: i
1

tham -wai
2 : 1

_ta?
1 '

_lo:t tpon
2 : 1

,phon bun "ja? ra: ,si: -thak _si? na: -nu? -pa?
3 2 : 1 3 3 2 : 1 ,1 : 3 5

2 4 4

tha: n
A

thi: vthan *tpau
x

pha:p
*

da: i bam phen
3 1 : 2 2 2 l1 ■

3 3 3
3 3 3 *2 ' 4 4

tpoq pen _pat tpai ,nun nam hai
1:22 2 3 3 3 2 : 1

3 3 5

duaq win
2 : 1
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ja: n
1 :

?an
2
3

bo:
2

3

-ri ?
2
3

_sut ,kho:r]
2 : 1

khun
2 :

ma:

1
I ai pai
2 : 1

_su:

2 :

_te:
1

_su?

4
-kha?

: 3
4

_ti?
3
4

A

2 :

_sa?
1

_th i t

4
-ju:

3
:

4

vthi:
3

4

"thip -pha? -ja? _sa?
1:2 Z 2_

3 3 5

,tha:n -phi?
2 : 1

ma:n nai

2 : 1
f5 U3Q

2 :

_sa?
1

,wan
3

A -le? _pra?
1 3 3

_sop -te:
2 : 1

khwa:m
3

_suk -wi?
2 : 1

bu:n - 1 a? ,phon nai ,sam pra: -ja? phop -thuk
2 : 1 3 2 : 1 3 2 : 1 3 2

pra? ka: n
A

1 3 3

"Thinking about the death of Mr. Malai makes me feel sad and

depressed. I would like to express my very sincere sympathy towards

Mr. Malai's family. There is no doubt that the virtues of the Three

Gems, the good deeds done in the past by Mr. Malai himself, and the

merits performed in his honour by the hosts will bring his purified

soul to heaven where it will dwell happily forever."

Reciting in a moderate tempo, the lengths of the rhythmic units

(indicated by the number above) and the relative syllable quantities

(indicated by the number beneath each syllable) may be presented in

the following manner:
5 4 3 4 5

A ,kha phe xtpau -ru _soik xsau so - lot - le 0

.1 ,1 ,1 J
, 1 -l ,1 , 2 , 2 ,22—

2
1— 1—
4 4

2d, ; i_
2 2

3 2— • 1—
2 2 3 :13 X3

4 4 5 5 4
ai nai ka:n ,thuiQ _ke mo: re -no kam

J ,1 .1 ,1
, 1 1,1

, 1 -.14 2-K '■ 2-r- : 1^ 1^ 2~r 1— i4- 2=r :
2 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 2
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,khor]

4

4
khun
„1

me

4
I ai

5

pen en

4 lT4 4

4
v

ma: k
4

- le

4
4

,kho

4
se

4

3

ds: q

3

4
khwa:m

■4 »

,s i e

4

4
tjsai

4:
_te
,1

3
kh ro:p

3

khrue ,khor]

4 4
khun -me

4
I ai

5
due

4
-nem

,1

4

,sai

4
4 5

teei t{Si Q A ,kho de

A 21 ,1 ,1
2 22 X4 X4

3

-tpha?
3

khun -phre
3

,si:
3

5 4 5 3 4 3
-rat te -ne trai -1 £ ku ,son ,phon i e bun

4 = 4 li 4 4 = 4 4 3 4 = 4 3

khun ne

2— : 1—
2 2

3
tham

3
khwa:m

4

di :

2^ :

"

th i

4
khun me

2— • 1—
2 * 2

4 3 4 4
lai

v

dei tham -wai te

4 4 3 4 2-i
2

: li
2

_Io:t tgon
A ■ li

3

,phon
3

4 3 3
bun js ra: ,si:

1 1
2* "

i4
2

3 3

6
v

then

4
tiseu

4
v

pha:p
„i

dei

4

5

si na:

: 2 2— :
2

3 4
bam phen
3 4

l

pe
1

2 • 1—•

3

4
tha: n

li
teoQ pen _pet

li

x

th i
,1

3 3 4 4
tpai ,nun nam

A ^ dueQ
1 1 13 3 4 24- : l4-
2 2

24
2 4

ja: n
2 :

6
en be

1— 1—
2 2

ri

li
.5

.sut ,khDQ
2 : 2

khun me

2I : li
2 2

4
lai pei

2j : li2 2

_su:

U
_te

4

4

su?

*.
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khe

2

_t i ?

3

,tha:n phi

s 0

4=4

ma: n

thit _ju N thi
,2ll 4

-thip pha -ja sa

1— • 1— 1— 1—
2 " 2 2 2

2—
2 4 4

pre

4
.sop _te

2 : 2

a nei

2i: li
2 z

4 4 4 4

n nai

: 4
,SU0Q

2i :
z

sa

li
z

,wan
4

A

4
- Is

= 4
3

khwa:m
4

_suk -wi

2 : 2

4
b u: n 1 e

2— • 1—
2 * 2

4

,phon
4

3 4 3 4 4

,sam p ra: j a
2— • 1—
2 2

-phop -thuk pra ka: n
A

3 3 2 : 2 4

3. Linguistic function of rhythm

Rhythm in Thai is linguistically significant. Two utterances

containing the same lexical items, the same consonants, vowels and

tones, can have different meanings when different rhythmic patterns

and syllable quantities are assigned; for example, the sentence com¬

posed of the words phi:, ta:, de:q and -ro:o can be said three ways

and convey three different meanings:

1.
v

ph i:
3

ta:
A

2 : 1
de:r)
3

-ro:q
3

'Brother, Ta Daeng is crying.'

A >i
2 : 1

ta:
3

de:q
1

-ro:Q
3

■Brother Ta, Daeng is crying.'

3. vphi: ta:
2 : 1

de: r)
3

ro: r)
3

'Ta Daeng's brother is crying.'

Utterances 1 and 2 contain four rhythmic feet, but they differ in

internal composition—syllable quantities:
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| 3 | 2:1 | 3 | 3 | vs. | 2:1 | 3 | 2:1 J 3 |
Utterance 3 differs from the other two utterances both in the number

of rhythmic feet and syllable quantities. Therefore, there are three-

way contrast: | 3 j 2:1 | 3 [ 3 j vs. |2:l|3|2:l|3|vs.
|2:1 | 3 | 3 | . From the data that I have in my corpus, the main

contrastive time-units seem to gather around 6 : 3, 6 : 6 and 6:9.

The constant 6 time-units can have several combinations, but the

combinations |3|3|,|3|2:l| , j 2:1 | 2:1 | and j 2:1 | 3 |
seem to be the most frequent. Based on this fact, the rhythmic

contrast of Thai can be said to have four patterns:

Pattern I 3 I vs.

Pattern II 2:1 1 vs.

Pattern III | 2:1 | 2:1 vs.

Pattern IV 2:1 vs

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

c.

d.

2:1 [

2:1 | 3 |

3 | 3 | 3 |
2:1 |

2:1 | 3 |
3 | 3 | 2:1
,1 3 3
2 1 4 4

1.33
2 ' 4 4
2:1 1 3 |

| 3 j 2:1 | 3

I 2:1 |
il • 3 3 I
2*4 4|

3 I 3 I 3 I

3 | 3 | 2:1 j
Although the analysis is my own, many of the examples given

below are not new at all to the reader who is familiar with Thai

phonology. Some of them, in fact, have been mentioned and treated
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somewhere else by other linguists under stress (or accent) and

juncture. Here, it is a first attempt to combine stress, phonological

pause and also relative syllable lengths which have been ignored by

other phonologists, and describe their interaction in terms of speech

rhythm. Noss (1972 and 1975) is aware of rhythm in Thai connected

speech. He points out that synchronic phonologists who have worked

on Thai rely far too much on citation form (1975: 274). He says:

As it happens, pure citation forms are surprisingly
rare in running Central Thai speech. The faster the
tempo, the less frequent they become. But the chief
"distortion" factor affecting citation forms, the one
that yields the most predictable variants, seem to be
rhythm rather than tempo. Rhythm interacts with vowel
quantity and quality, stress, tone, and even consonant
articulation in various ways, yet it is one of the
least studied aspects of Central Thai prosody.13

Noss discusses rhythm in Thai and suggests a technique for its analysis.

(The summary of his view is given in Chapter 2, Part I.) In this

thesis, I do not follow the technique suggested by Noss, because it

is rather vague to me. His method will not yield a satisfactory des¬

cription of rhythmic structure in Thai. One must understand that my

rhythmic units and contrastive rhythmic patterns are not the same as

Nossword rhythm and phrase rhythm. The four major rhythmic patterns

will be portrayed in the following examples:

a.

Pattern I: 3 3 vs. b. 2:1 3

c. | 3 | 3 | 3

Pattern la j 3 | 3 | vs.

13
Noss, "How Useful Are Citation Forms in Synchronic Thai Phonology?"
1975, p. 275.
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kin man

3 3

Ex. 1 -nok ,khau %mai kin man _ro:k

A. (-nok ,khau xmai)

'Birds don't eat potato.'

B. (-nok ,khau *mai) Ikin man
12:1

'Birds don't eat it.'

Ex. 2 tham di: _kwa:

(_ro: k)

(_ro: k)

tham di: (_kwa:)
3 3 9

' to do it better'

tham di: (_kwa:)
2 : 1

'had better do it.'

Pattern lb j 3 | 3 J vs. |2:1 J 3 |
Ex. 3 na:i *t,cho:p kin _khai

(kin _khai)A. na: i I * tjsho: p
3 I 3

'The master likes eating eggs.'

B. na: i Ntpho:p |
2 : 1 3 1

'Chorp likes eating eggs.'

Ex. 4 Nkha:u jen _mot

(_mot)A.
v

kh a: u jen
3 3

'The rice becomes cold.'

B.
A *kha:u
2 : 1

jen
3

(_mot)

'The left-over rice's gone.'
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Ex. 5 _to:p the:n thx:

A. -to:p the :n (thx:)
3 3

B.

Ex. 7

'to help you answer.'

a -to :p
2 1

the :n

3
(thx:)

'to repay your gratitude.'

Ex. 6 _kha:t thun ^.ruj:

A. _kha:t thun
3 3

(,rui:)

'Don't you have money to invest?'

(,ruu:)A _kha:t
2 : 1

thun
3

'Did you lose your capital?'

"tphan ,su:q vma:k
A. "tphan ,SU:Q (xma:k)

3 3

'The shelf is very tall.'

(ma:k)tchan
2 : 1

,su:r)
3

'I'm very tall.'

Pattern Ic [3(3!
Ex. 8 na:i xteho:p kin _khai

A.

vs. |3|3f3

B.

na: i
*

tpho :p (ki n _khai)
3 3

'The master likes eating eggs.'

na: i
a ( * tjsho: p (kin _khai)

3 3 I 3

'Master, Chorp is eating eggs.'
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Pattern II | 3 | 2:1 [ vs.

a. | 2:1 |
b. | 2:1 |
c. t 3 | 3

3 I
i 2:11 J

Pattern Ila 3 |2:1 | vs. ] 2:11
Ex. 9 'me: ,phom kin 'kha:u -Ie:u

A. me:

3
,phom

1
(kin 'kha:u -le:u)

•Mother, I've already had my meal.1

B. xme: phom
2 : 1

(kin 'kha:u - le:u)

•My mother has already had her meal.'

Pattern lib. (3(2:1 J vs. (2:1 ( 3 |
Ex. 10 -jok tua _ja:t] 'ma:k

(vma:k)A. -jok
3

tua _ j a: q
2 : 1

'to regard oneself superior.'

B. -jok tua -ja: Q (' ma: k)
1 2 : 1 3

'to give a lot of examples.'

Pattern lie 3 j 2:1 | vs. | 3 | 3 ( 2:1
Ex. 11 -tha? ,ha:n rwa ma: -le:u

C-Ie:u)I ,ha:n riua ma:

1 3 2 : 1

'The sailors have come.'

B. (-tha?) ,ha: n rtua ma:

3 3 2 : 1
(-]e:u)

'Soldiers, the ship has come.'
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Pattern III J 2:1 | 2:1 | vs,

a.

b.

c.

.1 3 3
:

4 4
13 3
2 * 4 4

| 2:1 | 3 |
d. | 3 | 2:1 | 5 |
e. | 3 | 3 | 2:1 |

Pattern Ilia 2:1 2:1 vs.
LI 3 3
I 2 : 4 4

Ex. 12 ,naq * ruiSQ -ni : man di : ,mwan kan

( ,naq x nuaq -n i 0 man
A

2 : 1

'This film is quite good.'

B. (,naq v riueq -ni :) man di :

1± : I
2 4

di :

2

.miuen

.nxuan (kan)

3
4

(kan)

Ex. 13

A.

"This film is quite exciting.'

-ja: kan di: _kwa:

_ja:I kan di: (_kwa:)
2 : 1 I 2 : 1 I

'You'd better not be in my way.'

_ja: kan di:
,1 3 31— : -r -r
z 4 4

(_kwa:)

'We'd better have a divorce.'

Pattern 11 lb (2:1 | 2:1 | vs.

Ex. 14 _jip *hai *me: _noi %tca?

*2
3

4
3_
4

A. Ljip 'hai
I 2 : 1

me: _noi
2 : 1

C tea?)

'Please bring it to Mum.'

B. -jip *hai *me:
,1 3 3

_no i

3

Ctpa?)

2 4 4

'Bring it to Noi, please.'
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Pattern IIIc 12:1 ( 2:1 | vs. | 2:1 ] 3 |
Ex. 15 *pho: ta: -no:o -tpep

C.tsep)A 'Ph0:
2 : 1

ta: -no:t]
2 : 1

B.

'My father-in-law is ill.'

Ltsep)vpho: ta:
2 : 1

-no:Q
3

"Ta Nong's father is ill.'

Ex. 16
*

pho: ta: -no 0 -tpep

A.
• '

1 2 :

pho:
1

ta
2

-no :q
: 1

C-tpep)

'My father- in-law is ill.'

B.
v

pho:
3

A

2 :

ta:
1

-no:r] 1 (_t£ep)
3 1

'Father, Ta Nong is ill t
•

Pattern Ille 1 2:1 I 2:1 | vs. [3
Ex. 17

v

pho: ta: -no:o _tpep

A. h/ Dho:
1

ta:
2

-no:r]
: 1

C-t/sep)

] 3 1 2:1 J 3 [

'My father-in-law is ill.'

B.
v

pho: A
ta: -no:Q C-tfsep)

3 3 2 : 1

'Father, my eyes are sore.'

Pattern IV | 2:1[ 3 | vs.

2:1

,1 3 3
2 • 4 4

Pattern IVa 2:1 | 3 | vs,

a.

b.

c. j 3 | 3 | 3 I
d. | 3 | 3 | 2:1 |
12:1

Ex. 18 j a:i *ni: _keQ t piq



A. ja: i
2 : 1

*ni: ] (_keq tpiq)
3

B.

Ex. 19

A.

'This woman is very clever.'

ja: i * ni : (_ket] tfsir])
2 : 1

'Grandma, you're very clever.'

%thi: vni: di: „mai

C d i : ,mai)a 'thl:
2 : 1

ni :

3

B.

'Is this place good?'

xthi : xni: (di: /nai)
2 : 1

'Is this piece of land good?'

Pattern IVb | 2:1 | 3 | vs.

Ex. 20 pai -na? -kha?

4

A. pai -na?
2 : 1

-kha?
3

B.

'Do come (, if you can.)'

pai -na?
1

. 3 3
2 ' 4 4

-kha?

3

I'm going now (Good-bye.)'

218

3_ _3
4 4 I

Ex. 21 dujen mi :

A. dmon
2 :

mi :

1

"March.

B. diran
3

mi :

3

'Diian has

na:

3

"March. (The 3rd month of they year.)'

na:

3
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Ex. 22

A.

*me na:m _jtf? tear)

(-j*? tjsao)
v

me: -na:m

2 : 1 3

'There are a lot of rivers!'

(-j*? tjsao)
\

„

me:
A

-na:m

3 3 5
B.

'Mother, there is a lot of water!'

Pattern IVd |2:11 3 J vs. | 3 | 3 I 2:1 I
Ex. 23 vpho: ta: -no:Q _tpep

C-tpep)A. vpho: ta:
2 : 1

■no:Q
3

'Ta Nong's father is ill.'

B.
*

pho: A
ta: -no:Q C-t/sep)

3 3 2 : 1

'Father, my eyes are sore.'

Ex. 24 tham mai ma: ?au _si: mo:r]

(_si: mo:o)A. (tham) mai ma: ?au
2 : 1 3

'Why do you come to get it at 4 o'clock.

B. (tham) mai ma:
A ?3U (_s i : mo:rj)

3 3 2 : 1

'Why do you come at 4 o'clock.'

Ex. 25 -fai rmai ,thUJQ

A. fai *mai xt huJQ
2 : 1 3

(muier))

'The electricity doesn't reach the town.'

B.

'The fire reached the town.'

Perhaps many more contrastive patterns would be found with further

search. One may doubt how the meanings can be differentiated if the

fai
*
mai

A ^hUJh (mujeo)
3 3 2 : 1
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examples given above are said with a syllable-timed rhythm, this means

when stress has no role in the rhythmic structure of Thai. The problem

can be solved easily by means of adding, deleting, or altering some

words; for example:

| a -ja:|kan di: | _kwa: -> _ja: _ki :t kan di: _kwa:
•You'd better not be in my way.*

|_ja: kan di : | _kwa: -> rau _ja: kan di : _kwa:

'We'd better have a divorce.'

|_jip *hai | (me: _noi | (vtpa?) _j I p vhai *me: ihi :Ntga?
'Please bring it to Mum.'

J A tham | mai | ma: ?au j _si:mo:Q -»■ tham mai ma: _si: mo:Q

'Why do you come at 4 o'clock?'

| A vthi : | vni : j di : | ,mai ■+ xthI : troq -ni : di : ,mai

'Is this place good?'

pthi : vni: | di : |,mai -* *thi #phiu:n -ni : di : ,mai

'Is this piece of land good?'

4. Why should the rhythm of a language be studied?

1. Stress, phonological pause and relative syllable lengths (the

main ingredients that constitute rhythm in human speech) should be

analysed simultaneously as one single complex unit in the phonology of

a language. One cannot deny the fact that the three components of

speech mentioned above have a close relationship. Length is the most

important clue to determine stress in Thai. (As a foreign learner of
e

English,I fefcl that pitch is the clue for stress judgement in English.

It is quite common that a Thai speaker tends to assign the Thai high

tone to stressed syllables in English polysyllabic words; because to
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the Thai ears, stressed syllables in English seem to carry a higher pitch

than the other syllables which do not receive stress, for example,

carnation — , exercise , arithmetic —* — ,

difficult —, engineering -* ' , university

— Since Thai is a tone language, pitch is unlikely

to be the clue for stress judgement. Instrumental measurements have

shown that stressed syllables in Thai tend to be longer than the un¬

stressed one. Another factor that influences syllable lengths is the

location of the syllable. The last syllable of an utterance always

receives stress; thus, it is always long. There is one exception:

when the last syllable of an utterance is a particle and the utterance

is said in a casual and intimate manner. On the other hand, the sylla¬

ble seems to be shorter when it is in utterance-initial position; for

examp1e:

,ma: du: lit} 'The dog looks at the monkey.'
2 3 4

lit] du: ,ma: 'The monkey looks at the dog.'
2 3 4

Emphatic stress is always accompanied by a pause, e.g., khun* | _da: |

j A | ,phom 'You *scold me!'
There is some correlation between Hiranburana's 4 degrees of

accent and my relative syllable lengths. Hiranbura (1971) demonstrates

in her thesis the role of accent in Thai grammar. She believes that

the assignment of different accentual patterns to the lexical items

which are identical in their phonological representation will yield

different surface structures. To support this hypothesis, 35 pairs of

utterances were chosen for a recognition test. They were recorded on

a tape and played back to 40 subjects. The result of the test agrees
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with her native intuition that if one of the pair is spoken with the

accentual pattern 2 1 or 3 1 on one lexical item, that lexical item

would be recognised as a compound noun, whereas if the other utterance

is spoken with the accentual patterns other than 2 1 or 3 1, it would

be recognised as belonging to another surface structure (Hiranburana,

1971: 45). Here are some of the utterances used by Hiranburana in the

recognition test. The numbers underneath each syllable indicate the

degrees of accent. Compare them with my syllable quantities:

# 3. -na:m vtom %da:i -le:u (p. 46)

A. 3131 'The boiled water is ready'

B. 1131 'Water, boil it now.'

A.

B.

-na:m Ptom * da:i -Ie: u
3

-na:m

3
torn da:i
2 : 1

-le:u
33

# 27. ,ma: vba:n -nan ^tphiuer) (p. 49)

A. 2131 'Domisticated dogs are tame.'

B. 13 11 'The dog in that house is tame!'
v

tphiueq
3

B. I ,ma: * ba:n -nan ^t/shiueo

A. ma: P ba: n -nan

1 2 1 1 3 2 : 1

2 : 1 3 3

The syllable lengths of 2 and 3 time-units seem to correspond very

well with Hiranburana's accents 1 and 2. It is stated in the conclu¬

sion that ten utterances (i.e. 4A, 5A, 10A, 14A, 29A, 11B, 14B, 19B,

and 23B) have failed to produce the expected result. In my opinion,

there are at least three possible explanations for the failure:

1) Hiranburana does not take phonological pause into account and

tries to handle everything in terms of limited accentual patterns.
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2) Some of the utterances, e.g. utterance # 14 (p. 48) ,khau

_kep -wai ,1ap *tu:, should not have been used as test items.

# 14. ,khau _kep -wai ^Iao vtu:

A. 3 1 3 2 1 'He kept it on top of the cupboard.1

B. 3 1 3 1 1 'He kept it behind the cupboard.'

To imagine that something is on top of a cupboard is more natural than

to imagine that it is behind a cupboard, since normally a cupboard is

placed against the wall.

3) It is doubtful how well the speaker performed when the recording

was made.

According to Hiranburana, the accentual pattern 2 1 or 3 1 always

induce a noun compound. How about the word [_to:p the:n] 'to repay,

pay back' which also can have the accentual pattern 2 1 or 3 1 but

happens to be a verb? Whereas the word [ro:Q rien] is always a noun

compound and nothing else as pointed out by Noss (1975: 279):

But how does one account for the perceptibly different
stresses one hears on the first syllable of
| to:q ri an | 'school' in expressions like ilumnl'aNj i^ejvi
|rriak vwa: ro:Q rian] 'It's called a school' and
ifivfltfl'SNSi^iEju | d*:n pay ro:r) rian j 'Walk to school'?
Whether J ro:r] rian | is an 'institutionalized compound" or
not, it certainly behaves differently in different phono¬
logical contexts, and its stress pattern cannot possibly
be covered by a single rule.

There is no doubt that the three utterances, i.e. [ro:rj rien],

Priek vwa: ro:Q rien] and [d*:n pai ro:r) rien], cited by Noss, in

fact, contain different rhythmic patterns:

1) I ro:r] I rien 'school'

2)

3)

A
ro : r] 1 ri en

2 : 1 1

\

ri ek
"

wa: ro:o
3 3 3

d*:n pai ro:Q
1

. 3 3
2 '' 4 4

rien 'It's called a school.'
3

rien 'Walk to school.'

3
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What has been described by Noss as "the perceptibly different stresses"

seems to be the same thing as "different syllable quantities" in my

analysis of rhythm.

2. Rhythm is the cause of sound and tone changes in Thai. At

the phonological level, the full form of every type of syllable can

be said to possess the time value of 3 time-units which is equivalent

to the time-value of a rhythmic unit. It has been illustrated earlier

in this thesis that there are five kinds of foot structure. This means

that a rhythmic foot in Thai can consist of one, two, three, four or

five syllables. Thus, when a foot contains many syllables, in order

to keep time, those syllables have to be jammed together. The whole

process causes many types of changes both segmental and suprasegmental.

(A detailed discussion and the instrumental evidence is to be found

in Hiranburana, 1971: 91-194). Segmental lengths have been affected

the most. The nine basic vowels in citation forms, i.e. i e e uj

x a u o and o, have been specified in the literature as having a

long-short distinction. Sittachit (1972) and Abramson (1962 and 1974)

have made instrumental studies of vowel length in Thai; the results

of the two studies seem to confirm the analysis. Noss (1975) has

raised the problem of vowel length in running speech. He gives the

following argument:

The factors muddy up the vowel quantity picture when
we come to forms in running speech. The first is a
failure by some phonologists to discriminate between
(unpredictable) lexical variants and (predictable)
phonological variants. Thus the often-cited example of
uh 'water', which is pronounced | na:m J by itself but
| nam | in compounds like ifiaju 'oil' tells us nothing
about what happens to -nu 'store' which also has a long
vowel a: and high tone in isolation: j rl:n |. As a matter
of fact, the vowel of |ra:n| does get shortened in compounds
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in a predictable way, but not as much as the vowel of |na:m|.
A 'phonological rule' which applies to only one, or a small
set of lexical items need not concern us here. We are

interested in rules which are applicable to syllables, or
sequences of syllables, under clearly stated phonological
conditions.

A second confusing factor is that the long-short vowel
distinction is not only relative, like all quantity distinc¬
tions, but the basis of vowel length comparison may extend
over only a short span--a phrase, or rhythmic unit--rather
than over a whole utterance. For example, the compound
wviw\j 'woman, female' has a citation form |phu yTo|,in
wiiich the vowel of the first syllable is absolutely longer
than the vowel of the second. But almost any occurrence
of the compound as a constituent of a longer phrase calls
for^automatic syncopation of the first syllable. Thus in

'girls spoke' | dek phu yTq phu:11 , even if the
'long' vowel of | phuI is still perceptibly longer than
the short vowels of |dek| and | yTq|, it is apt to be much
closer in quantity to those vowels than to the genuinely
long vowel of ]phu:t|. It would be extremely arbitrary
to say, on the basis of quantity comparison over a longer
span or a whole utterance, that the vowel of |phu| is
•long'.14
Consonant length has been ignored by most of the phonologists who

have worked on Thai. Hiranburana (1971) seems to be the only one who

did spectrographs measurements of consonant durations in syllable-final

position. From the result of the measurements, together with the

evidence from the relative durations of the vowels, she postulates three

degrees of length contrasts for the final consonants. Hiranburana gives

the following rule:

C <

[length 3]

[length 2]

[length l] ^ (_ ujiciv_v_eiiceu j

>

(a)

(c)

14Noss, Ibid. pp. 275-276.
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In running connected speech, the case is not that simple. Briefly, I

would like to demonstrate that not only vowel length is affected by

rhythm but also the lengths of both initial and final consonants. Let

us investigate the durations of the three nasals, i.e. m n q, in dif¬

ferent types of rhythmic feet which occur in the passage "Queen Srisawa-

rinthira".

1-Syllable Feet

1. The durations of the initial nasals of the salient syllable

(in seconds):

m VC .09 .09 .10

m V: .09 .09

m V:V .07

m V:C .09

in VC .05 .05 .07 .07 .08 .08 .08 .08 .10 .11

V: .09 .09 .14

n_ V:C .07 .09 .10

0 WC .10

Range .05-.14 second, Average duration .086 second.

2. The durations of the final nasals of the salient syllable

(in seconds):

CVm .07 .08 .09 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13 .13 .13 .14 .17

CV:m .09 .10 .12 .13 .14

CCV:m .06 .07 .07 .08 .08 .09 .09 .10 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11

CVn_ .08 .08 .08 .12 .12 .13 .14 .14 .14 .15 .15 .15 .15

.15 .16 .16 .16 .17 .18 .18 .20

CV:n. .07 .08 .10 .10 .12 .12 .12 .13
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CWri^ .09

CVq_ .07 .08 .09 .10 .10 .10 .10 .12 .12 .12 .14 .14 .14 .16 .17

CV:q_ .07 .08 .09 .10 .14

CWQ_ . 10

CCV:^ .07 .10

CCWq_ .08

Range .07-.20 second, Average duration .114 second.

2-Syllable Feet

3. The durations of the initial nasals of the salient syllable

fin seconds):

mVC W .04 .08

mV: W .08 .08

mV:C W .11

nVC W .03 .06

nV: W .07 .08 .09 .09

nWV W .06

qVC W .12

Range .04-.13 second, Average duration .081 second.

4. The durations of the final nasals of the salient syllable

(in seconds):

CVm W .06 .06 .07 .09 .09 .10 .10

CV:m W .06 .07 .07 .09 .11

CCVm W .11

CCV:m W .06 .08 .08

CVn W .06 .06 .06 .08 .08 .08 .09 .10 .11 .12 .13

CV:n W .04 .06 .08 .08 .09 .10

\
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CWn_ W .05 .05 .09

CVr^ W .07 .07 .08 .09 .09 .09 .10

CV:q_ W .04 .09 .10

CWq W .08

Range .04-.13 second, Average duration .081 second.

5. The durations of the initial nasals of the weak syllable

(in seconds):

S mVC .03

S mV: .07

S mW .03 .03 .04

S mWC .04 .05

S nVC .03

S nW .04

Range .03-.07 second, Average duration .04 second.

6. The durations of the final nasals of the weak syllable

(in seconds):

S CVm .06 .08 .12 .12

S CVn_ .04 .04 .08 .09 .10 .10 .10 .11 .12

S CV: n_ .09

S CWn .04

S CVq_ .04 .05 .06 .06 .06 .07 .09

S CV: .05 .05 .06 .06 .07 .10 .11 .13

Range .04-.13 second, Average duration .078 second.

3-Syllable Feet

7. The durations of the initial nasals of the salient syllable

(in seconds):
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mV:C W W • o 00

nV:C W IV .10

rjWC W W .07

Range .07-.10 second, Average duration .083 second.

8 The durations of the final nasals of the salient

(in seconds):

CVm W W .09

CVn_ W W 00o

CV:n W W 00oo•LOo

CVq_ w IV .08 .08 .09 .09 .12

CV:^ w IV .05

CWq w w .08

CCVo_ w w .07 .09

Range .05-.12 second, Average duration .08 second.

9. The durations of the initial nasals of the first weak syllable

(in seconds):

S mV: W .06

S mW W .03

S nV: W .05

S nW W .03 .03

Range .03-.06 second, Average duration .04 second.

10. The durations of the final nasals of the first weak syllable

(in seconds):

S CVn W .03 .04

S CVri W .04

S CV:q W .06 .06
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Range .03-.06 second, Average duration .046 second.

11. The durations of the initial nasals of the second weak

syllable (in seconds):

S W tnVC .06

S W mV: .03 .05 .06

S W mW .06

Range .03-.06 second, Average duration .052 second.

12. The durations of the final nasals of the second weak sylla¬

ble (in seconds)

S W CVm .05 .05

S W CVry .06 .08

Range .05-.08 second, Average duration .06 second.

4-Syllable Feet

13. The durations of the initial and final nasals of the salience

and the three weak syllables (in seconds):

nVV W W W .05

CVn^ W W W .10

CCVrj_ W IV W .11

S C% W W .03

S W mW W . 06

S W CVm W .06

S W W mVC .03

The range of durations and the average durations cannot be given

here because the data in hand is not adequate. There is only one

example for each case because 4-syllable feet are not common in Thai

speech uttered in a moderate tempo. The result of the measurements of

the three nasals, i.e. m, n and q, is summarized in the tables below:
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Table 35: The ranges and average durations of the initial nasals

m n o in monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic feet

(in seconds)

Type of Feet Range Average Duration

monosyllabic

S .05-.14 .086

disyllabic

S .03-.12 .076

W • 0 1

• o .04

trisyllabic

S .07-.10 .083

W .03-.06 .04

W .03-.06 .052

Table 36: The ranges and average durations of the final nasals m n q

in monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic feet (in seconds)

Type of Feet Range Average Duration

monosyllabic

S .07-.20 .114

disyllabic

S .04-.13 .081

W .04-.13 .078

trisyllabic

S .05-.12 .08

W .03-.06 .046

W ooo1LOo• .06
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3. Rhythm in everyday speech is the foundation of rhythm in prose

and verse. Phoneticians and linguists have been concerned with the

basic interconnection between the structures of the spoken language

and the literary language. For instance, Sapir (1921: 225) proclaims:

Every language is itself a collective art of expression.
There is concealed in it a particular set of esthetic factors-
phonetic, rhythmic, symbolic, morphological--which it does
not completely share with any other language.

A poem is defined by de Groot (1957: 391) as a work of "linguistic art".

He says:

The type of verse of a poem is conditioned by the
language in which it is written. Within the limits of the
features of the language in question, there is, in principle,
a possibility of choice.

Following Trager and Smith's system of phonological description,

Epstein and Hawkes (1959) have demonstrated a relationship between the

system of spoken English and poetry. In the introduction to the

article, "Linguistics and English Prosody", Smith points out three

basic assumptions upon which the study of English prosody done by

Epstein and Hawkes is premised as follows:

1. The spoken language and other systems used in oral
communication underlie and are basic to all literary
compositions 2. The poet and his audience alike
have internalized the systems of communication OUTSIDE
OF AWARENESS 3. Both the primacy of the spoken
language and the special nature of the literary language
in relation to it are obscured by the fact that litera¬
ture is composed in an inconsistent and incomplete writing
system.

According to Lotz (1960: 137), metric phenomena are language phenomena;

therefore, metrics is entirely within the competence of linguistics.

The linguistic view of English prosody has been illustrated extensively

in the contributions to the Kenyon symposium of 1956 by Harold Whitehall

and Seymour Chatman (Wimsatt and Beardsley, 1959: 585), and also can be
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found in A Theory of Metre by Chatman CI965).

Prosody (the laws of versification) has been regarded as part of

phonetics. Abercrombie (1965: 16) states:

I claim prosody as part of my subject, because verse
is verse as a result of the way certain aspects of the
sound, or rather perhaps the sound-producing movements,
of speech have been exploited or organized. The study of
the sound of speech, in all its aspects, and of the bodily
movements which produce the sound, is the province of
phonetics. Phonetic techniques of observation and
analysis can be applied to verse structure as successfully
as they can to any other aspect of language where the
sound is important.

S. W. Allan, (1973) quotes several comments on the close relation¬

ship between linguistic prosodies (or suprasegmental features) and the

study of prosody in the sense of versification which have been made
b

T.S. Eliot, Miller, Stankiewicz, Thomson and Watkins. Since it is

a good summary of the whole issue, here I would like to quote them

again from Allan (1973: 12):

In the words of T.S. Eliot (1942, 7), 'The music of
poetry must be a music latent in the common speech of its
time'; and the relationship of verse to normal spoken
language has been commented upon by numerous writers,
particularly in recent years; their views may be typified

>1 by the following brief anthology:

Under normal conditions the rhythm of poetry is based
upon the rhythm of the spoken language (Miller 1902, 499).

The implementation of the metrical scheme is ccnditioned
by the underlying linguistic system. Thus it is known
that no versification system can be based on prosodic
elements which are not relevant in the language
(Stankiewicz 1960, 72f.)

The metrical pattern initiates the structure of sound of
the language. (Thompson 1961, 167).
The formal characteristics of a verse form are dictated
by the structural features of the prosody of the
language (Watkins 1963, 218).

At this point, let us be more specific. So far as verse rhythm is
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concerned, Abercrorabie (1965: 19) says:

Speech rhythm, and therefore the rhythm of verse, is
in the speaker and it is in the hearer in so far as he
"identifies himself with the speaker. We might coin the
term 'phonetic empathy' for the process by which he does
so. In order to be able to 'empathize', of course, the
hearer must know the language intimately; probably it is
necessary for it to be his mother tongue, in most cases.

Similar views can be found in Sapir (1921), and Taig (1929).

According to Sapir nothing illustrates the "formal dependence" of

literature on language as well as the prosodic aspect of poetry

(p. 228). Regarding verse rhythm, he draws some examples from Greek,

Latin, English, French and Japanese. Sapir summarizes his views as

follows:

"Latin and Greek verse depends on the principle of
contrasting weights; English verse on the principle of
contrasting stresses; French verse, on the principles of
number and echo, Chinese verse, on the principles of
number, echo, and contrasting pitches. Each of these
rhythmic systems proceeds from the unconscious dynamic
habit of the language, falling from the lips of the folk.
Study carefully the phonetic system of a language, above
all its dynamic features, and you can tell what kind of a
verse it has developed—or, if history has played pranks
with its psychology, what kind of verse it should have
developed and some day will."^6

Taig (1929) relates rhythm in verse to the ones in prose, speech

and music. He states:

"... verse is but a special type of prose, the rhythms of
language itself are linked up with those of music,

Verse is distinguished from prose by prominence of pattern; the speech

sounds must be selected and arranged with some care so that the whole

process will produce good rhythmic movements and meet the purpose of

metrical expression. Taig expresses the above view as follows:

15Sapir, Language, 1921, p. 230.

16Taig, Rhythm and Metre, 1929, p. 13.
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So far as form alone is concerned verse and prose differ
chiefly in the extent to which rhythmical structure is made
evident: verse being distinguished by the immediate
appearance of an ideal pattern. The speech-sounds are so
arranged that the hearer is at once aware of some plan in
the poet's mind, some scheme of proportion governing the
disposition of the words. Rhythm no longer fulfils a
humble ancillary function, subordinate to meaning and
constantly adjusting itself to rules of grammar and syntax,
but becomes itself, a necessary portion of the complete
meaning.^
With regard to English, the above statements made by several out¬

standing scholars have been proved to be true. How about Thai? Since

Thai is neither a pure syllable-timed nor stress-timed rhythm as I

have illustrated earlier, the rhythm of Thai verse should behave the

same way. To prove the hypothesis that speech rhythm is the basic foun¬

dation of verse rhythm, a tentative analysis of rhythm in Thai poetry

will be given in the next chapter.

*^Ibid p. 36.
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Chapter 11: A Tentative Analysis of Verse Rhythm

1. A brief sketch of Thai poetry

The crucial difference between prose and verse is that prose is

rhythmic but not metrical, but verse is both rhythmic and metrical.

The metrical unit of verse is the line (Abercrombie, 1965: 25).

The variety of types of verse may be classified in various ways

according to various criteria. A poem is defined by de Groot as a

unit of horizontal and vertical correspondence. It is composed of a

series of corresponding lines (vertical correspondence) and the

corresponding units within the line (horizontal correspondence) are of

basic importance and may be used as a principle of classification of

types of poetry. Based on these criteria, there are three major types of

of verse: 1. syllabic verse (e.g. Japanese, Chinese, etc.),

2. periodic verse which is subdivided into quantitative verse (e.g.

Sanskrit, Greek and Latin) and accentual verse (e.g. English, German,

Russian, etc.), and 3. word verse (e.g. Pre-classical Latin verse)."''
Fraser classifies verse into four different types: 1. stress verse,

2. stress-syllable verse, 3. quantitative verse, 4. pure syllabic

verse. French and Japanese have pure syllabic verse because in both

languages the lines of verse are defined by syllable count (Fraser,

1970: 48). Since speech rhythm is the foundation of verse rhythm, we

may as well say that there are two major types of verse: syllable-

timed verse and stress-timed verse. The poetry of a language can have

either the former or the latter or both.

1De Groot, "Phonetics in Its Relationship to Aesthetics", 1957,
pp. 390-391.
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In the literature of Thai versification, there are five major

types of Thai poetry: klo:Q ,tjshan _ka:p klo:n and xra:i. Based

on the concept of syllable count, all of them can be said to have

syllabic metres. In order to compose or appreciate Thai poetry, tradi¬

tionally, one must be familiar with the following metrical terminology:

1.) Stanzaic structure ("kha? na?) :

_bo"t = the stanza

-ba:t or kham klo:n = the line

"wak = the halfline

kham or ~pha?ja:Q = the syllable (the basic unit)

2.) Heavy and light syllables ("kha? ~ru? and "la? _hu?) :

"kha? -ru? = C(C)VN, C(C)V:, C(C)V:V, C(C)V:N, C(C)V:S, C(C)W,

C(C)WN, C(C)VVS, C(C) VW

"la? _hu? = C(C)VS, especially CV?, and some grammatical words

having the syllabic structure CV:, e.g. *ko:, bo:,

_bo:, etc.

3.) Rhyme schemes (,5am _phat)

,sara _phat vno:k = obligatory external rhyme linking "wak and

_ba:t

,sam _phat nai = optional internal rhyme linking the groups of

syllable within lines (or ,sam _phat _sa? _Ia?),

and alliteration (,sam _phat _?ak ,so:n).

4.) Tonal restrictions

kham ta:i = 'dead syllable' which is subdivided into 'short

dead syllable' or CVS + low tone or high tone and

'long dead syllable' or CV:S, CVVS + low tone or

falling tone.
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kham pen = 'alive syllable' which is the rest.

_?e:k and tho: = low tone and falling tone which are indicated

by the tone marks -ma:i _?e:k) and
2

(-ma:i tho:) in the spelling.

5.) Different types of the first or the introductory halfline

'kham nam' of a poem, and 'kham vsoi' or ,vsoi -bot' which may

be described as line-supporters and in some cases as stanza-

supporters.

In this chapter, only the stanzaic structure will be considered,

since our main concern is the description of the metrical and rhythmic

units of verse.

2. The nature and acoustic measurements of metrical and rhythmic units

in Thai verse.

Hypothesis: If Thai speech has the kind of rhythm that is neither

a pure syllable-timed nor a pure stress-timed rhythm,

but is in transition from a syllable-timed to stress -

timed rhythm, a similar phenomenon might also be found

in Thai verse if speech rhythm is the foundation of

verse rhythm according to many sources.

There are two ways of reciting Thai poems: reciting them with

spoken cadence and chanting them with tunes which may be called a

'sing-song' recital. For the purpose of investigating the "natural

2
As a result of tone-split in the past, it is not necessary, now, that
the words spelt with -ma:i _?e:k (i) will always be pronounced with
low tone, and the ones spelt with -rna:i tho: (") will be pronounced
with falling tone, for example,
tn is Ja: (falling tone) not _ja: (low tone)
in is -ma: (high tone) not 'ma: (falling tone).
Thus, the _?e:k and tho: restriction in Thai poetry does not. mean
anything, inspite of their presence. See also p. 246 under k1o:q.
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rhythm" of verse, all of the poems used as examples were read like prose

from a script prepared beforehand. They are well-known poems of dif¬

ferent periods (13th-20th centuries) which can be found in many secondary

and high school texts for language and literature. However, most of

the poems used as examples here were drawn from the standard text

entitled vbt-VPh-j'iEijfif) uac fiTaihsfrus 'A History of (Thai) Literature

and the Principle of Versification' by icjuo "Senee Vilavarn'

(1968).

The subject was Prof. M.L. Boonlua Debyasuvarn (age 65); she has

been regarded as one of the authorities by people in the field of Thai

language and literature. M.L. Boonlua always describes her own style

of reciting poetry as an "unorthodox" one, i.e. she does not follow

strictly the conventions which have been standardized and practised by

the majority of school-teachers, but follows her own "intuition,

interpretation and artistic talent", which suits very well my interest.

To what extent can she be unconventional? In my belief, it must be within

the frame allowed by the phonological system of the language, which is

Thai in this case.

The recording was made at CIEL, Bangkok on 16th April, 1975, and

the duplex oscillograms were made later in the phonetics laboratory of

the Linguistics Department, University of Edinburgh. (See the details

about the technique of segmentation and measurements in Chapter 4,

Part II.)

The presentation of each type of poetry will be in this order: _

1.) the traditional scansion showing the underlying stanzaic structure

which will be symbolized in the traditional way in which Thai poetry

is diagrammed, i.e. using a circle (0) to represent a syllable and a
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straight line to indicate rhyme schemes, 2.) an objective measurement

of the durations of rhythmic and metrical units (in seconds), 3.) my

own analysis of the rhythmic structure. No translation will be given,

since the content of the poems is not my concern here.

-ka: p

-ka:p ja: ni:

r
0 0 0 0 0

r

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
1

0 0 0 0 0 0

Stanzaic structure: A stanza contains two lines, each one of them is

divided into two halflines having five and six

syllables respectively.

Ex. 1 sftj *5 "atifful n milurn

IIeju #f>3 "5014vTlJJ n llfttJ ^14

(mviEJ ivTi?a)
so-mat tho tehai krai _ka:p

.57 .49 .43 .43

,se:q we:u "wap _t(sap ,sa:
.51 ,29 . 38 .38 .38

ke: u
.55

kho:n
.51

riop rioQ
.41 .46

khioo vku: t£o:n
.48 .35 .57

.41

.71

,34

(5.33 + .71)

_daQ
.40

Ex. 2

ron

.30
"fa:
.43

ma:

.31
de:n
.30

di n
.29

IcftTJsT'na tfluW5UJ"YtJ

(4.64 + .?)
?

iSiwumwi^a iStralfn

aaul1avfaiuu n

(nivjo ivufa)

,SJoq
.51

,suon
.40

"ra?
.23

r i:

.29
n i :

.50

^sioQ xke:u ph i: ,rui: ,sioQ
.43 .35 .40 .19 .43

.18

khra i
.41

(4.32 + .60)
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,siao ,suan ,siao sa:m wai
.47 .51 .40 .47 .33 .17

_sut ,sa:i tpai 'phi: ta:m ma: ... (4.48 + ?)
.36 .34 .44 18 .42 .39 ?

Ex. 3

(mw uvial fi n d's t afis a *3vi b u ^)

du: ,nu: _su: ru: Ou: • • •

.37 .52 .44 .31 .51 .21

Ou: _sut vsu: ,nu:
N
su: Ou: (4.92 + .56)

.45 .30 .52 .40 .42 .47 .56

,nu: Ou: *su: du: -ju: • • •

.39 .43 .41 .39 .36 .50

ru: p
.42

qu:
.41

v

thu:
.42

nu:

.34
mu:

.41
thu:
.37

(4.85 + ?)

A stanza of a _ka:p ja: ni: poem can be said to contain 2 metri¬

cal units, and each metrical unit consists of 13 rhythmic units— 11

audible and 2 silent units—as shown in the following diagram. (The

symbol X represents an audible rhythmic unit and 0 represents a silent

one J

Line 1: XXXXX0XXXXXX0

Line 2: XXXXX0XXXXXX0

Since most of the rhythmic units contain only one single syllable,

it may be possible to conclude that the subject used a syllable-timed

rhythm when the poems were read. Nevertheless, it should be noted

that the first rhythmic unit in the first example, i.e. £a -mat the,

consists of 3 syllables; and the two grammatical words, ,riu: 'a question

particle' and vphi: meaning 'I' in this context, occurring in the

second example, seem to have shorter durations, i.e. .19 and .18 second

respectively, in comparison with the rest of the syllables. The third
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example is a special kind of _ka:p ja: ni: called kon _sa? -la? vtjshiu:

_ba:t * Iiuan * la: ; only one vowel is allowed and the poem must be mean¬

ingful. In this particular poem that only one vowel is [u:], however,

the short [u] is used in [_sut] (the 8th rhythmic unit of the first

line) by the poet to make the poem more meaningful.

_ka:p _tgha? bap

I 1
000000 0000

0 0 0 0 0 0

Stanzaic structure: A stanza contains three half lines, the first

and the third halflines consist of six syllables,

whereas the second one contains only four syllables.

This kind of poem has been used in the mask play,

for example, when two characters are conversing.

SuwsSwOpi iflaumQu iwfiaua^naylumEx. 1

?inthara
.37

vr5>amH0"3TYtu

"tphit -bit
.37 .40

biiian
.38

^moian ?oq ?am ma
.45 .43 .38

sorj -khot t.eha ?e: ra: wan
.46 .46 .35 .32 .31

ka:
.35

ri n
.52

(uvimnti i a *51-Taj)

j i n
.44 .38

Ex. 2 aujSirenjj i fluVIam

(6.37 + ?)
?

l?tlJ-5VidN3

^saim _sip
.50

(tmmnu la'n-ftu)
.sa:m ^sian ,so: pha: ...

.35 .49 .33.32 .48 .43

si an _noiQ _teet rja
.42 ,36 ,30 ,46
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_dar) -pet tphe -rat ru: tjsi:
.34 .43 .34 .26 .34

(6.15 + ?)

Ex. 3 uiNmd\3oamhj5?'n*5

jnu^TJOSflaJun

an rfa i omnia ej

(uvivrififj lan-Tni)

na:q _nuir)
.45 .29

jom mi:
.32 -.31

beri
.34

_?i:k _tpet jau wa ma:n
.35 .38 .28 .50

-Iuan vru:p ni -mit ma:
.43 .42 .33 .30

wa: n ...

.47 .45

.54

ja:
.30

(6.46 + ?)

I cannot make any definite statement about the metrical units of

a _ka:p _t<sha? bat] poem. It is still a problem whether a stanza con¬

tains one or three metrical units. There seem to be two equally good

solutions:

Solution A: A stanza of _ka:p -tgha? bat) may be said to contain only
«

one single metrical unit: XXXXXX0XXXX (0)

X X X X X 0. The twelfth unit which is a silent one is

optional, since sometimes it does not occur when the poem

is recited, e.g. Ex. 1 and Ex. 2.

Solution B: Looking at example 3, a stanza of _ka:p -tpha? bar) may

be said to have three metrical units and each one of them

contains six rhythmic units as shown in the following

diagram:

Line 1: X X X X X X

Line 2: 0 X X X X 0

Line 3: X X X X X 0

A careful investigation of the three examples given above makes

me doubt whether or not the _ka:p _tqha? bar) poem can be called a
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"pure syllabic verse". Look at the underlining which indicates poly¬

syllabic rhythmic units. It is interesting to see that there are one

trisyllabic and two disyllabic rhythmic units in Ex. 1: [?in the re],
.37

[?am m_e] [-khot tghe]; the underlined weak elements of the units
.38 .46

are the so-called "linker-syllables" (CV?) in which their lengths are

likely to be reduced and their tones become neutralized in connected

speech:

?in -tha? -ra? ?in the re

?am -ma? (fin) -> ?am me (ri n)

-khot -tgha? -> -khot tghe

_ka:p _su? ra:p -kha? na:q

I 1
0000 0000 0000

I l l 1 .

0000 0000 0000 0000

Stanzaic structure: A stanza contains seven halflines and each half-

line consists of four syllables.

Ex. 1 ^ ivntte-vaaii

^ivntficnu ^ftjcTfhfiEn

wi^Euv^ntrifYuA'pmfleTu)

pu: *puiek pu: ,po:n ... pu: _hau pia: *tgho:n ...

.36 .37 .32 .48 .24 .23 .28 .26 .50 .40

Vu:p Va:o _ J* a: q pia: ... qui _hau ta: !a:n
.28 .39 .23 .44 .53 .28 .30 .29 .41 .36

— I luei * pha: n _pha:n ma: ... pur -thap se/riip kh I a:
.27 .37 .33 .37 .42 .24 .30 .41 .43 .32

Vlek *wa: -thap tha:p
.27 .22 .28 .42 ?

A stanza of a _ka:p _su? ra:p -kha? na:p poem may be said to

consist of seven metrical units, one of them containing five rhythmic
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units: four audible units and one silent unit; the latter is the line-

end marker. The diagram illustrating the metrical and rhythmic units

of a _ka:p _su? ra:q -kha? na:q poem may be given as follows:

Line 1: X X X X 0

Line 2: X X X X 0

Line 3: X X X X 0

Line 4: X X X X 0

Line 5: X X X X 0

Line 6: X X X X 0

Line 7: X X X X 0

To give a clear picture of the underlying metrical and rhythmic

structure of this type of verse which will be helpful to the reader,

Ex. 1 may be rewritten as follows:

Line 1: qu: rqiuek qu: ,qo:n ...

.36 .37 .32 .48 .24

Line 2: qu: _hau pla: *tjsho:n ...

.23 .28 .26 .50 .40

Line 3: Vu:p Va:q _ja:q p! a:
.28 .39 .23 .44 .53

Line 4: qu: _hau ta: la:n ...

.28 .30 .29 .41 .36

Line 5: -liuei rpha:n _pha:n ma: ...
.27 .37 .33 .37 .42

Line 6: qu: -thap sa/niq kh!a: ...
.24 .30 .41 .43 .32

Line 7: Viek *wa: -"thap tha:q ...

.27 .22 .28 .42 ?

(1.53 + .24)

(1.27 + .40)

(1.34 + .53)

(1.28 + .36)

(1.34 + .42)

(1.38 + .32)

(1.19 + ?)

A syllable-timed rhythm will be suitable for a _ka:p su? ra:q -kha?

na:q poem.
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khIo:q

Many scholars believe that khlotQ is the oldest type of Thai

poetry. Its metre is native to the Tai race--not borrowed from any

Sanskrit forms of versification like _ka:p and /tphan, (,t$shan will be

discussed next). From a linguistic point of view, this claim is possi¬

ble since kh!o:Q is the only type of poetry that has tonal restrictions:

a khlo:t] poem must contain seven syllables that have the tone mark ■

(-marl _?e:k) and four syllables that have the tone mark " (-ma:i tho:),

or in other words, seven syllables have low tone and four syllables

have falling tone. As a result of the phenomenon called "tone split"

in Tai historical linguistics, the words spelt with the tone marks '

and - do not have a low tone and falling tone any more, e.g. vh is

pronounced *na: instead of _na:, and iln is pronounced -na: instead

of xna:, etc. Therefore, so far as tone placement is concerned, the

seven -ma: I _?e:k ( ') and four -ma:i tho: (") in a kh[o:Q poem do not

mean anything to the ears; their existance is only for the eyes of the

reader. There are altogether eleven kinds of khlo:Q, but I shall

discuss only one here--kh Io:r) _si: _su? * pha: p--which is the most well-

known, (according to a layman's standard). The following is the
t

traditional diagram of kho:r) _si: :
A

0 0 0 0 0 (Ml (0 0)

0 0
1

ooooo-
I

00000-1 00 (0 0)
I 1/ I f

ooooo- 0000

Stanzaic structure: A stanza contains four lines or thirty obligatory

syllables and four optional syllables. Each line
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consists of two halflines; all of the first half-

lines have five syllables, whereas the second

halflines of lines 1, 2 and 3 have two syllables

and line 4 has four syllables. Lines 1 and 3

can have an optional line-supporters composed of

two syllables.

Ex. 1 ?n\3a>3

wflm

aaa isftnaToS^

(SSwessaa)

I a:q I Iq Iit] slo:t "ma:i I a:q Iiq ... (2.61 + .55)
.43 .42 .31 .35 .42 .35 .39 .55

!e: Mu:k I i q lor] tehit] ' lu:k ~ma: i ... (2.41 + .64)
.35 .39 .30 .29 .37 .28 .43 .64

lit] lom _ta:i lom tit] I i o v lo:t ,n i : na: ...(3.43 + .44)
.36 .35 .36 .40 .37 .44 .46 .30 .39 .44

!e: Mu:k ! it] lot] * lai * !o:t "lieu 1 a: rj lit] ... (3.55 + ?)
.40 .41 .40 .35 .38 .38 .44 .30 .49 ?

Ex. 2 yixvnuniEa'nEJ iwu mura

qqqfiun sfrng toi

bejtj't i *311 a-ran aywufiu iatn

_ha? ,ha:i _kra? _ta:i Men t/shom #khe: ... (2.53 + .60)
.36 .44 .27 .34 .39 .31 .42 .60

#su:t] _sot] _sut ta: Ie: _su: "fa: ... (2.70 + .71)
.46 .44 .32 .34 .39 .30 .45 .71

***~rw? du: "rut: di: de: _sat _su: kan na: ... (2.90 + .54)
.13 .46 .14 .34 .51 .32 .41 .18 .41 .54
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*_ja: *wa: rau *tpa:u *kha: _ju: -phiu:n di n dieu ...(3.45 + ?)
.40 .50 .39 .33 .48 .40 .44 .14 .38

The subject's performance is rather peculiar; it does not seem to

be anything close to what may be called "the underlying metre" of khlo

_si: which may be symbolized in the following way:

X X

Line 1:

Line 2:

Line 3:

Line 4:

XXXXX0XX
0 0

0

XXXXX0XX 00 0

X X

0 0

X X X X X 0 X X XX

XXXXX0XX 0

0

The underlying structure is composed of four metrical units or four

lines and each line contains eleven rhythmic units as shown in the

diagram above. Compare the underlying metrical structure with the two

following surface structures performed by the subject (RU = rhythmic

unit):

Ex. 1 Line 1: XXXXXXX0 (8 RU)

Line 2: XXXXXXX0 (8 RU)

Line 3: XXXXXXXXX0 (10 RU)

Line 4: XXXXXXXXX0 (10 RU)

Ex. 2 Line 1: XXXXXXX0 (8 RU)

Line 2: XXXXXXX0 (8 RU)

*** Line 3: XXXXXXX0 (8 RU)

*** Line 4: XXXXXXXX0 (9 RU)

According to the way the poem (Ex. 2) was read, Lines 3 and 4 may be

scanned as follows:

***Line 3: rui du: roi di: ds: _sat _su:kon na:
^ * ' ' v ' V , A

X XXXX X X 0
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***Line 4: _ja: *wa: rau *tjsa:u xkha: -ju: -phuun din_ dieu A
v '

XXXXXX X X 0

It is quite obvious that the surface rhythmic structure of the two

poems read by the subject does not correspond very well with the

underlying rhythmic structure of khIo:q _si:, which is based, more or

less, on the traditional scansion. Perhaps, many more varieties of

patterns could be found if one cared to investigate further. It is

interesting to see whether the other Thai dialects and Tai languages

(spoken outside Thailand) have this kind of verse or not. If khIo:q

_sl: existed in the system of versification of those dialects and

languages, its existence might be a good clue for us to make a final

conclusion.

/tghan

^tqhan is the only type of Thai poetry that has the restriction of

~kha? ~ru?(heavy syllables) and -Ia?_hu? (light syllables) in its

metric system. The ,tphan metrics was adapted from an Indie metrics.

The original metrics, described in the -ma?-khot or Pali scripture has

only the restriction of heavy and light syllables but no rhyme scheme.

It has been said that an Indian hermit named -nafifi [wa:n -mi?_ki?]

created this hind of verse which appeared for the first time in the

Ramayana epic. There were two important texts on the Indian ^tphan :

ffufblwgs-iSbjm-j [ kham phi: pho: _su? tha: laq ka:n] and ffufi-rjalmYu

[kham phi: -wut to: thai] which originally had been written in Sanskrit

and later translated into Pali, the language which once was spoken in

the -ma? -khot State or Bihar; now it is a dead language used only in

the Buddhist scripture. According to [kham phi: -wut to: thai], ^tqhan

is divided into two types: [wan-na? -phruit ] which is based on
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"consonant sounds" and Pma:t tra: -phnut 3 which is based on

"sound rhythms". ^tphan was introduced to Thai versification in the

14th century (the end of the Sukhothai Kingdom or the beginning of the
3

Ayuddhaya Kingdom). There are altogether 108 types of ,t£han, however,

only two of them, which are the most well-known, will be mentioned here:

Sunn5? iSEj'Svhm [ ?i n-tha?-ra? -wi? tphien ^tchan] and otfuaaantfuvf [-wa?
,san _ta? _di? _lok #tphan]. I shall follow the traditional way of

diagramming ^tphan; the symbols -—and F represent the ~kha? ~ru? (a heavy

syllable) and -|a?_hu? (a light syllable) respectively.

-wa? ,san ta? di? _lok /tghan

1 I
— -— I — I I I ~— I I — I — —

I '
— — I — ill— l I — i — —

Stanzaic structure: A stanza contains two lines, each line is composed

of two halflines, and there are eight syllables in

the first halfline and six syllables in the second

halfline.

Ex. 1

(fnvfvmua ifitj'3^nufi"3'5Ta^in)

ja:m -khe:n vko: *kh£n _ka? -ma? !a? -so:r) ...
.41 .45 .10 .44 .12 .18 .17 .55 .13

_sa? ~la? v koQ _kra? _huim phrai ... (4.19 + .61)
.23 .13 .43 .17 .29 .39 .61

?o: khuen _tea? tchom -nu? -tpha? _tcha? ,nai ... (4.03 + ?)
.35 .48 .13 .42 .17 .20 .17 .53 .09

-na? _tea? ,nam -ma? -rat po:Q ...

.15 .15 .38 .11 .32 .38 ?

A stanza of a -wa? ^san _ta? _di? _lok ,tphan poem may be said to

3
Vilavarn, loc. cit. p. 330.
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consist of 2 metrical units, then, two lines, and each line contains

10 rhythmic units which can be diagrammed as follows:

Line 1: S s w s s w w s w w
A

s w s s
A

X X X X X X X X X 0

Line 2: s s w s so s
A W W s w S S A

X X X X X X X X X 0

It seems to me that /t/shan must be read with a stress-timed

rhythm, otherwise the heavy and light syllables cannot be differentiated

at all. It is noticeable that all of the light syllables (underlined)

have the syllabic structure CV?, except the grammatical word vko:
which has the structure CV:. To indicate clearly the rhythmic move¬

ment, Ex. 1 may be scanned in the following way:

Line 1: ja:m
.41

-khe:n
.55

ko
*

khen
.44

ka male
.47

-so:q
.55

se re

.49
koQ kre
.60

_hum
.29

phra i
.39 .61

(4.19 + .61)

Line 1: x1o:
.35

khuen tfse
.61

tphom
.42

-nu -tghe tjshe
.54

(na i
.53

-ra tee 1 ,nam ma 1 -nat po:p (4.03 + ?)
. 39 i .49 1 .32 .38 ?

?in -tha?-ra? -wi? tghien /tghan

J
I

I III

Stanzaic structure: A stanza is composed of two lines or four

halflines; the first and the third halfline

contain five syllables— four heavy syllables and

one light syllable, whereas the second and the

fourth halfline contain six syllables—three

heavy and three light syllables, as illustrated

in the above diagram.
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Ex. 1

rhnvhff"nefu

#sisQ *t/sau _si? phrau _kwa:
.46 .41 .19 .43 .34

(jTmiSYns"))

.20

_du? -ri? ja:Q -kha? -di:t na i ...

.22 .18 .37 .12 .32 .35 .43
(3.59 + .43)

*fa:k -fa: _su?
.41

la: Iai
.44 20 .46 .32 .17

_su?-ra? -sap -tha? rx:Q rom ...

.20 .12 .37 .13 .25 .27 ?
(3.34 + ?)

To make it sound like ,t/shan, the poem must be read with a

stress-timed rhythm. The underlying structure may be represented in

the following way:

Line 1: S s w s 1 s 1 W W I
A

s w s s
A 1

X X X i X 1 X 1 X X X 0 1

Line 2: S s w s s w w s w
f s 1 s A I

X X X X X X 1 X i x 0 1

This kind of poem is composed of two identical metrical units or

two lines, and each line contains nine rhythmic units as illustrated

in the diagram above. Thus, Ex. 1 may be scanned as follows:

Line 1:
, sieo

*

tssau si phrau _kwa:
.46 .60 .43 .34

du ri Ija:q khe
.60 I .49

Line 2: fa: k
.41

-fa: su

.64
la:
.46

_d i: t
.32

la i
.32

na i

.35 .43
(3.59 + .43)

su re

.49
_sap the
.50

rv: o
.25

ran

.27
(3.34 + ?)

♦tjshan has been regarded as the most elegant and sophisticated

form of verse. Nowadays, a >t9han poem is composed only for a special

occasion, e.g. to wish the members of the Royal family a happy
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birthday, etc. To be able to compose a good ,tjshan poem, a phonetic

knowledge of stress and syllabic structure is required.

In opposition to ,t/3han, k!o:n _pe:t is the simplest type of

Thai poetry, thus, the most popular among ordinary people. A kb:n

poem is like a lyric poem, since it can be sung. A stanza of klo :n

contains four halflines which are called -wak_sa?_c'ap (listening

halfline), -wak -rap (receiving halfline), -wak ro:q (supporting

halfline) and -wak soq (sending halfline). A halfline is supposed

to have eight "kham(s)M I am not certain whether a "kham" is "syllable"

or a "word". The following is the traditional diagram of kIo:n, (a

"kham" is represented by a circle):
i 1

(listening) 00000000 00000000 (receiving)
I — '

(supporting) 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0^ (sending)
Let us look at the famous three stanzas of klo:n written by the

master of kb:n poetry named ^uvrsq [,sun tho:n * phu: ]:

4 lo: n

n^uiufiufuyhijvnciqYi'5
UJJ ififllulwvheJSIS'l's WHUYnuf??TTnallJFiai?lflen

tul l#0

^aftosmjjvmuJTNn'uvnaasaaNj iiJuqpi'aaNjfifT'ntivimn^liJ

(n^sa/TouS) Syll. Kord
9 7,thuiQ.-mu3i.di n/ si n.-fa: .-ma?. ,ha: ._sa?._mut

*mal /sin._sut.khwa:m.-rak._sa?._mak._sa?. /na: n

-me:._k*:t.na i.'ta:i.-fa:_su?.tha:.tha:n

9

8 7

7
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^kho :-phop. pha: n.-phit ._sa?._wa:t/ma i / kh I a: t • kh la: 9 7
-me: .~nwa. jen. pen/ huaq.-ma?. ,han.-nop 8 6
v

phi:. ,kho : ,-phop. ,si: ._sa?._wat. pen.-mat. ,t£ha: 9 7
_me:. pen.bua.tue/phi:. pen. phum.-ma?.ra: 9 7

tph*i.-pha?.ka:.ko:.#sum.-pa?.thum.tho:i} 8 5
N

tpau. pen/tham.?arm pa i. ,kho: / hai/ph I: 8 7

pen / ra:t.-tpha? ,si: scm_su:. pen/khu:. ,.so: q 9 6

_tea?._t it.ta:m.sa:m._sa?. ,Quen. nuen.-Ia?.?o:r) 9 6

pen/khu:. khro :t) -pit ._sa?_wa: t .-thuk/tgha:t pe i 9 7

From the example above, a "kham" is neither a syllable nor a

word, even though it is more likely to be a syllable. The idea of

syllable count is not strict anymore; for instance, it has been stated

that a halfline can contain six to ten kham(s) instead of eight (e.g.

Vilavarn, 1968: 396). It is something which is allowed but nobody

attempts to explain why. In my opinion, rhythmic change is the cause of

it. Thus, a stanza of k!o:n _pe:t may be said to contain four metrical

units (or four lines) and each line consists of eight rhythmic units;

it is not necessary that one unit must have one syllable or one "kham".

To demonstrate the new convention, the first stanza of the example

above may be scanned in the following way:

Line 1: ,thuiQ -muai (din vsin
X X 1 X X

I-fa: ma ,ha: sa
1 X X 1 _mut

X 1
A

0

Line 2:
A V,Tie'

X

*

s i n
X

_sut
X

kha:m
X

-rak sa

X
_mak sa

X
,ma: n

X
J A

1 0

Line 3:
A -me

X
_kv:t

X
re i
X

*

ta: i
X

-fa:_su
X

tha:
X

tha:
X

n
A

0

Line 4:
a ,kh3 -phop pha: n -pit sa _wa: t * rne i '

kh I a: t kh la: 1

X X X X X X X 0 1
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The way in which the subject performed when some of the kIo:n

-pe:t poems were read for the oscillogram measurements seem to support

my statement above:

Ex. 1 vinNTH'intJuam'n. mvnuvru

luuTmiaTunTfliaEna'n'afu ayunau teatur lanaon iffaila

(uvi letfn idaNj^u'tf'i^uuwu waunh tQawaiEj^nu)

Line 1: na:r] phla:i _bo:k * we rau _ba:u ,khu n ,phe:n
.27 .48 .36 .11 .28 .33 .24 .41

Ex. 2

Line 1:

ra: i

Line 2: ma tham the: n
*

mtua men

.13 .34 .44 .24 .19
-thap I Mjshuai |-rap I ^kho:n
.34 I .30 I .31 I .41

Line 3: *mai -muai - le: u
.13 .35 .41

r

ke:u I ta:
.34 I .32

_ja: f ?a: j wo:n
.29 I .35 I .31 .47

Line 4: _ju
\ •

ni : _ko: n _thv?-na
*

tpau _ja:
x

sau tga I A

.11 .36 .49 .16 .15 .36 .25 .40 .36 ?

.49 (3.10)

.31 (3.01)

(2.95)

(2.55 + ?)

unnan IViftn yN3n *5 swn *j au

unwa i^Sua lati^gayiJcnLi'lu

muau idauviaT\ic?u'jatijn6ln

infiau idalaiiNj ifttNgffu

.30
1 -dok -dak -tphak ,.fu:Q kra phoi:

x

ro n

1 .30 .29 .36 .45 .10 .31 .34

Line 2: ^muan
v

miua _he: duar) sa ,mo:n tga ma: Thai
.23 .24 .27 .30 .13 .39 .11 LfA O • oo

Line 3: - nok to: t i an khum
*

khu:_ju p1 a:i 1 -ma:i 1 A

.31 .27 .39 .32 .39 .16 .35 1 .45 1 .47

Line 4: /rxuan vrnna
v

da: i
*

naq ri ao khiaQ I * khu:1ka n A 1
.30 .17 .27 .35 .37 .37 1 .29 1.34 ? I

.39 I(2.84)

.661 (3.11)

(3.11)

(2.46 + ?)

Va:i is regarded as one of the oldest types of Thai poetry. It

is more like prose than verse; in other words, Va:i is prose that

rhymes--a flowery prose which is full of assonances and alliterations.

There are four kinds of Va:i, but only Va:i ja:u will be discussed

here. Traditionally, *ra:i ja:u has been used to describe a scene or
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an action; it can be as long as one wishes, but it must end with a two-

syllable kham * soi, e.g. -ni: -thv:t, -nan Is:, etc. In order to enjoy

reading a ''raii ja:u, a stress-timed rhythm is recommended. It is more

suitable than a syllable-timed rhythm, because some redundant syllables

and words can be made less prominent, and more attention can be drawn

to particular points'in a passage. As stated by Boomsliter et al. :

".. stress is a physical signal to call attention to governing meanings,

at the times for which attention is mobilized in advance. It is this

4
concept that accents are timed attention peaks, ..." The scansion

and the measurements of syllable and foot durations of the two extracts

below may be used as an illustration:

Ex. 1 -jmrnjVd lalaanaa
uMbau then^

.55
so: l

a run-ne mu f kho: A 1 A f?o: #?o: _?ok
.65 1 .06 .17 .18.14 .53 .74 1 .42 '.39 .31

.51 .41 .61

.39
o

.16 .23

thau tjshe ra: 1 mi: _te: -nan ta: vmei -jut -jaQ |
.34 .17 .481 .38 .21 .20 .41 .20 .27 .32 I

.55

A l A ,lai kh 1 e kh lo:
x

khlaQ - kh 1 um
*

klam 1 -na:m I
.67 • 04 00 h-» .34 .47 .35 .31 1 .29 1

.47
ton

A | A *hei se _jot se »j°: 0 ^.khon ton
.37 .47 .19 .18 .25 .22 .39 .38 .30

.30

.53
.san pre
.59 .14

rphran kl ue 1 * hei
A A _puei _puei _puet wi Q

.38 .46 .50 .11 .41 .45 .53 .36
w i en

.41

4
Boomsliter et al., "Perception of English Poetic Metre," 1973 p. 206.
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,hue I mue
.32 I .36

.49

.56
'mailt -than
.38 .18

.55

'

na: I ta: I
A

.27 I .40 1.57

.58

.55

_dat] 'we tpe
.29 .12 .14

_dap
.38

_det
.33

dust] t/shi wa: wo rs tghi 'wa:t tee -muei mo: n

.29 .20 .44 .19 .15 .21 .45 .13 .28 .26

Ex. 2 iTJufiuvna ifiuSlu^ iau lata i^auij taa anai^au

tjdgiaaay' difuat iQu ilauqnla ilau i^n S^fianS^ ffvinu'iy'fuYiebj

asanastSXj thEfunffuuau *] aaaliJuaanaaayi

(nvn ncJfcfua'j'a'ian : ■jtfn tTur?rpf <z)

.42
'we '

?o: ,?o: _?ok ku: nei -kh ran - ni: 1 ^ •

A 1 A n' man

.17 .41 .48 .29 .28 .14 .37 .31 .60 .10 .19

,53 .75 ,79

tee pen khon -nu pen ^phi: 'mei -ru 1 v: i A

'

?o:
.13 .21 .44 .10.21 .40 .19 .20 .55 .62 .38

,?o:
.36

.54 .34 .75
1 ruuen ku ,?v: i

\ •

A 91 raien ku: 'thi ku khw: i -ju:
1 .34 .20 .54 .20 .14 .30 .38 .15.22 .37 .28

,55

A 1 A

'

ni men tee pen I rouen 1 ku:--riu rruen pkhau
.61 .12 . 17 .10 .29 1 .31 1 .41 .14 . 33 .27

.62 .54 .45

A 1 A

\ . •

J 1 0 -kh it
\ . \ . •

ko jin
'

sau _so: k se -lot re

.57 .19 .24 .20 .18 .48 .38 .16 .34 .11

.48 .37
I ,thoi A ,ha n

'

na: ,han ,!an le -la: le Ian
1 .36 .59 .31 .43 .25 .37.11 .25 .12 .38

•thot
.32

,42

.46 .56

1 -jaQ jan _klap _boi _boi ,tho i pai -leu ' ko #thoi ma: I
1 .36 .43 .35 .11 .38 .36 .23 .20 .13 .28 .36 1

The result of the investigation of rhythmic structures in Thai

poetry seems to support very well the hypothesis that Thai is neither

a pure syllable-timed nor a pure stress-timed language, since both

types of rhythm occur in Thai verse as well as in prose and ordinary

speech. The choice of rhythm depends upon the taste of an individual.
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However, there is a tendency toward the stress-timed rhythm, especially

in a more elegant type of speech, prose and verse.



APPENDIX I

Stress Placement on Polysyllabic Words



2-SYLLABLEWORDS

PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH
CAREFULSPEECH
EMPHATICSPEECH

A.CV?.S

—1

—1

—1

msgn

ka_du:k

kra.du:k

_kra?_du:k

bone

nsfl

ke-thi?

ka-thi?

_ka?-thi?

coconutcream

tfswn

tpheta:

tfshata:

-tpha?ta:

fate,destiny

ta^kho:

ta^kho:

_ta?,kho:

hook

visia

thale:

thale:

-tha?le:

sea,ocean

tbstffl

pe-tphot

pra-tphot

_pra?-tphot

tobesarcastic

rJsvis

ps~tha?

pa-tha?

_pa?-tha?

tocollide,tocla

IJSS

ma-1i?

ma-lI?

-ma?-1i?

jasmine

isaan

raxb:k

rax1o:k

-ra?vlo:k

ripple,wave

asiua

lam*:

lam*:

-la?m*:

totalkinone'ss

as$vi

sa*?iu:n

sa*?iu:n

_sa??ui:n

tosop

N) ON

O



PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH
CAREFULSPEECH
EMPHATICSPEECH

B.CVN.S

—1

—1

1

snvnu

tamna:n

tamna:n

tamna:n

legend

oCgsitu

rsem_ret

,sam_ret

,sam_ret

tobesuccessful

vnuiu

thamna:I

thamna:i

thamna:i

toforetell

tnvniy

bamna:n

bamna:n

bamna:n

pension

nila

kamlai

kamlai

kamlai

bangle

Vninu

tjsamnuan

t^amnuan

tpamnuan

amount

isnutty

tjshamna:n

tphamna:n

t jshamna:n

tobeskillful

VIIiflu

damn*:n

damnv:n

damn*:n

toproceed

aiunn

am' na:t

amx na:t

?amr ra:t

powerauthority

■CTuflri

barrthurk

barrthuk

ban-thiuk

tosearch

■U"5^tnEJ

banja:i

banja:I

banja:I

tolecture

tfvii3iy

ban?y:n

bar]?i<:n

bar]?*:n

bychance



3-SYLLABLEWORDS

PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH
CAREFULSPEECH
EMPHATICSPEECH

A.S.CV?.S

——|

1—1

111

tJJW

tjsara"met

tea:ra~met

tea:~ra?"met
.akindofseafish

inw

,sisa_ke:t

,si:sa_ke:t

,si:_sa?_ke:t

nameofaprovince

rnusvid

kama_ji:

kamma_ji:

kam~ma?_ji:

velvet

innw

mara_kot

ma:ra_kot

ma:~ra?_kot

emerald

•»

Dtps)?)

_blturor]

_bitturot)

-bit-tu?ror)
father(literary)

ivmui

' thesa,na:
xthe:tsa,na:
*the:t_sa?,na:
topreach

qflflun>n

phumi_sa:t

phu:~mi_sa:t

phu:"mi?-sa:t

geography

matuphu:m

ma:_tuphu:m

ma:_tu?phu:m

homeland

Bl.CV?.CV:.S

——|

~11

11I

WJY^U

pha,hu~phot

pha,hu:~phot
"pha?,hu:"phot
plural

jjlvil

ma,hori:

ma,ho:rl:

"ma?,ho:ri:

Thaiorchestra

wtntnjj

phejaja:m

phaja:ja:m

"pha?ja:ja:m
toattempt

jêsotho:n
Ja,so:tha:n
"ja?,so:tha:n
nameofaprovince



PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH
CAREFULSPEECH
EMPHATICSPEECH

gjn'&w

suphs_slt

—11
supha:_slt

11I
_su?pha:-sit

proverb

buriram

buri:ram

_bu?ri:ram

nameofaprovince

B2.CV:.CV:#S

——i

—11

11I

tnnn^frn

8ns_tpak

ana:_tjsak

?a:na:_tjsak

kingdom

nnyifincJWT

phe,S8_sa:t

pha,sa:_sa:t

pha:sa:_sa:t

linguistics

gtnrmtu

phu,ssphan

phu,sa:phan
phu:,sa:phan

clothing

Tyi-sipriejws

,hore_sa:t

,hora:_sa:"t
,ho:ra:_sa:t

astrology

fnnfntW?

dors_sa:t

dara:_sa:t

da:ra:_sa:t

astronomy

CV?.CV?.S

_—|

ŵI

1II

nsasna

ms18ko:

ma1ako:

"ma?"la?ko:

papaya

MjH

kirija:

kirija:

"ki?"ri?ja:

manners

s-nsuviu

sera_ne:

sara_ne:

_sa?"ra?_ne:
mint



4-SYLLABLEWORDS

PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH

CAREFULSPEECH

EMPHATICSPEECH

A.CV?.S.CV?.S

———!

—1—1

1111

aijj^m

emerika:

ame:rika:

_?a?me:"ri?ka:
America

asnfiu

0 ,sore~phit
a ,se:ra"phit

_?a?,so:~ra?~phit
poisonoussnake

uvnstw

me ĥore_sop
ma,ho:ra_sop

"ma? ,ho:~ra?_sop
entertainment

nitonn

ne"matseka:n
na"matsaka:n

"na?~mat_sa?ka:n
topayrespect

B.S.CV?.S.S.

———!
1̂II

11I1

"witheJelai
"witthaja:lai
~wit"tha?ja:lai

college

ftlcIWTTSl'nEJ
_satsetotea:n
_sa:tsatra:tpa:n

_sa:t_sa?tra:tpa:n
professor

^viun-5

"wittheje_sa:t
"witthaja:_sa:t
~wit"tha?ja:_sa:t

science

jjiJnmt:

upeke~ra?
?uppaka:"ra?
?up_pa?ka:"ra?
tosponsor

c.s.cv?.cv?.s

———,
1——1

1111

tJU«"5B1U

entoretha:n
?antaratha:n
?anta?"ra?tha:n
todisappear

ftcJlkneJsn

,sinlepe_sa:t
,sinlapa_sa:t

,sin~la?_pa?_sa:t
liberalarts

ihatun

po_thoko#tha:
pa:_thaka,tha:
pa:_tha?_ka?,tha:
togivealecture

fto-smw

_isererpha:p
?itsara* pha:p

_?it_sa?_ra?Npha:p
freedom,liberty

h c 4



5-SYLLABLEWORDS

PATTERN

THAISCRIPT

PRONUNCIATION

ENGLISHGLOSS

CASUALSPEECH
CAREFULSPEECH
EMPHATICSPEECH

A.S.CV?.S.CV?.S

_w,w,
1—1—1
11111

.•

"libvnUEjm

proiS8ni: jsko:n

praisani:ja ko:n

prai_sa?ni:ja: ko:n

postagestamp

S-jsnirytij

"rathathama nu:n

"ratthatham manu:n

~rat_tha?tham "ma?nu:n

constitution

igfifltSnrnvi

_bukha~1ik avpha:p

_bukkha"Ilk ka^pha:p

_buk_kha?~1ik_ka?
v pha:p

individuality

vjnQfticlun

~phutha_sa:t sa,na:

"phuttha_sa:t sa,na:

~phut~tha?_sa:t _sa?^.na:

Buddhism

"photpana: nukrom

"phottpana: "nukrom

"phot-tpa?na: ~nu?krom

dictionary

B.CV?.S.S.CV?.S

—1——1
—11—I
IlIl1

ibstfiBifUtJ

prat(sha:"thi patal

pratpha:"thi patal

_pra?t/sha:"thlp _pa?tai

democracy

?f>3vn^ijvi?nEj

#sao^ha:ri ma"sap

sao,ha:rim ma"sap

^sar),ha:rim"ma? "sap

movableproperty

C.CV?.S.CV?.S.S.

———1I
—1—I1
I111I

mngmu

karakada: khom

ka"rakkada: khom

ka?"rak-ka?da: khom

July

UYmnnn

pa~watana: ka:n

pa"wattana: ka:n

_pa?"wat-ta? ka:n

actionindicating courseofevents
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APPENDIX II

Homonyms and Words Having Two Functions: as a

Content Word and a Grammatical Word
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ABBREVIATIONS

V : verb

sV secondary verb

AA = adverb-auxiliary

rcP = reciprocal pronoun

rP = relative pronoun

N : noun

Nm == numerative

elf. == classifier

cj. = conjunction

1. n&ii _k!lap (V) 'to return'

Ex. 1 tfse | _klap -ruj j jap
'Would you like to go back.'

_klap (AA) 'contrary to expectation'

Ex. 2 v j i p jv ha: m | a k I ep * j i q | _ ja: k
'The more I try to stop him the more he wants to do it.'

2. ffu kan (V) 'to prevent'

Ex. 3 | kan | -wai | A di_kwa j % ke:
'To prevent a problem is better than to solve it.'

kan (rep) 'mutually'.

Ex. 4 *mei mi |tha:o *khou [ tpai ken J I v: I

'There is no way to make them understand each other.*

kan (AA) 'simultaneous and identical action by the member

of a group.'

Ex. 5 | pha: ken | dr:n pei roq | rien
'They all walk to school.'
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3. ffu _kap (N) 'food'

Ex. 6 wsnj -ni: mi | _kap s | rai
'What will we get for our meal, today?'

_kap (cj.) 'with, at'

Ex. 7 | _ju: _kap | * jau | |* fau _kep | riuan
'to stay at home and do house work.'

4. fl _ki : (N) ' a loom'

Ex. 8 *msi [ khv: i [ ,hen| _k i:
'I've never seen a loom.'

_ki: (Nm) 'how many, how much.'

Ex. 9 mi | /na: _ki Jtua
'How many dogs are there?'

5. mi vkhiun (V) 'to rise, grow'

Ex. 10 j -phra? e | -th It [ * khinn | _hok| mo:Q

'The sun rises at 6 o'clock.'

*khujn (sV) 'up'

Ex. 11 ] ta:m ' khiun | ma: x th i ] x ni:
'Follow me up here.'

6. imi xkhau (V) 'to enter'

Ex. 12 *mei j _ja:k 1* khau jvba:n
'I don't want to enter the house.'

*khau (sV) 'in, into, to'

Ex. 13 kre | tpo:n *khou | _sai
'to leap up at'

7. -sol tgon (V) 'to be poor'

Ex. 14 | mi: ,rui | tgo n v ko | khon ,mujen | ka n

'Whether rich or poor, we are human beings.'



Ex. 15

8. y-|N3

Ex. 16

Ex. 17

9.

Ex. 18

Ex, 19

Ex. 20

10. 9?a

Ex. 21

Ex. 22

11. fia\j

Ex. 23

269

tpon (cj.) 'so ... that'

j ,wa: n tpon | _se: p | kho:
'So sweet that it stings the throat.'

'teha:q (N) 'an artisan'

nai | *tgha:r) _ju | -mai
'Is the artisan in?'

*t£ha:Q (AA) 'very, so, awfully'

pen | khon % tghap j -slu:
'to be very good at buying.'

*da:i (V) 'to get, obtain'

| _ja:k P da: i e | ra i

'Khat would you like to get?'

*da:i (AA) 'did (indicating past tense)'

'dai [ _kla:u ma |— !e:u
'I did mention it.'

*da:i (sV) 'able to, can, could'

| kin * dai p ma: k

'to be able to eat a lot.'

_to: (V) 'to continue'

khuan| _to: rhai [ _tpop
'You'd better continue until it is finished.'

-to: (sV) 'further, on, next.'

| _p!ian { tpai nai we|la: -to Jma:
'to change one's mind afterwards.'

*

too (V) 'to be in agreement'

rau j ,hen p tor) | ka n

'Our ideas are in agreement.'
*

to q (M.) 'have to, must'
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Ex. 24 ] khrai tee *toQ | pa i
'Who has to go?'

12. fiau torn (V) 't0 castrate'

Ex. 25 pel [ to : n | ,mu: ken | _thx?
•Let's go to castrate the pigs.'

to :n (elf.)

Ex. 26 |tham to n | jen di | _kwa
•We'd better do it in the evening.'

13. ?n\3 _ta:q (V) 'to differ'

Ex. 27 reu | _ta:q ken pmark
•We differ greatly.'

_ta:o (AA) 'separately'

Ex. 28 j -kh it * kha | _soq -teq | _ha: k
'with postage figured separately.'

14. ,thiuQ (V) 'to reach, to arrive'

Ex. 27 ] teuen tee | /thiuq _ju | -leru
'We almost arrived (at the place).'

/thujQ (AA) 'although'

Ex. 28 ^thoiq | _thu: k * ko * me i J — suj:

'Although it's cheap, I won't buy it.'

15. fl thi: (N) 'turn'

Ex. 29 pen [ thi : ^khoq | khun
'It's your turn.'

thi: (elf.) 'time'

Ex. 30 | _diu:m th ? [e | -no: i
'Drink it little by little.'
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16. fi *thi: (N) 'place, land'

Ex. 31 ' ni pen | xthi: #khog | de:q
'This is Daeng's land.'

*thi: (rP) 'which, who, that'

Ex. 32 | _ko: n xth i tpe | _klap | *ba: n
'before going home.'

17. iQu pen (V) 'to be alive'

Ex. 33 | pen ,nu | ta: i

'Dead or alive?'

pen CSV) 'as'

Ex. 34 | * k I e: g | tham pen p fca:
'to pretend as if one was mad'

18. Ivl pai (V) 'to go'

Ex. 35 | khrai tfse ] pai | *ba:g
'Kho would like to go?'

pai (sV) 'on, off, away, to'

Ex. 36 man | _pha : n | -pho n pa i | ~ Ie: u
"it's over.'

19. fiNj log (V) 'to put (something) down'

Ex. 37 | log kha | n£: n

'to vote'

log (sV) 'down'

Ex. 38 | - I om 11 ua 1 og | no: n
'to lie down.'

20. iati I v: i (V) 'to be beyond'

Ex. 39 *mai | 1 y: I _rok | khun
'You haven't past it yet.'
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!*:i (AA) 'so, then, consequently.'

Ex. 40 *mai | * teho : p | 1 * I * ma i | _?a : n

'I don't like it, so I didn't read it.'

21. ay _ju: (V) 'to stay'

Ex. 41 tpe| _ju: 'thi |*ba:n
'I'll be at home.'

_ju: (sV) 'to be in the state of'

Ex. 42 pphu:t _ju: Pda:i
'still go on talking'

22. iviSau #muan (V) 'to be like'

Ex. 43 -khau | jnuia n |* pho:
'He looks like his father.'

^rnuan (sV) 'as'

Ex. 44 |-rak »miuan p I u: k
'to love someone as one's own offspring.'

23. vina _mot (V) 'to no longer exist'

Ex. 45 | _npt pen | ^ha : ken jthi:
'The problem, then, has already been solved.'

_rrot (sV) 'all up, completely'

Ex. 46 | -nok | kin ] _thue _mot j — Ie:u

'The birds ate up all the beans.'

24. In vhai (V) 'to give'

Ex. 47 eu pai j *hal * tpau ( de:q
'to go and give it to Daeng.'

*hai (sV) 'in order to, so that'

Ex. 48 the ] ^Iwq | ta 'ha i [ _jut
'to give someone a stern look to make him stop.'
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